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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation answers the question of how to start spiritual movements 
amongst young adults and university students in Spain. It begins by examining the 
current cultural context of present day Spain, exploring why Christianity is in decline. In 
the Introduction it argues for understanding Spain as being characteristic of Bauman’s 
liquid modernity. Here the dissertation adopts Bauman’s typologies of liquid modern 
society being populated by tourists and vagabonds, constantly on the move, but without 
destination. Chapter One discusses the need for community as the base structure for 
mission and the importance of missional theology (missio Dei) before suggesting 
missional communities as the way forward in addressing the context of liquid modern 
Spain. Chapter Two begins by investigating historic and indigenous European missional 
movements, namely within the monasticism. This investigation supports the need for 
community and incarnation in effective missional ministry. It also raises the importance 
of contemplative spirituality to forming effective missional community and being a 
spiritual witness and antidote against the psychological fragmentation of liquid 
modernity. Chapter Two concludes by suggesting monastic missional communities. 
Chapter Three looks at the role of pilgrimage as a contemplative, and even missional, 
spiritual exercise for monastic missional communities. The spiritual exercise of 
pilgrimage is a walking, active metaphor for life (unifying the internal and the external) 
and the Christian spiritual journey towards Christ and his kingdom. Chapter Four 
continues this theme, arguing that Christian communities in post-Christendom, and above 
all liquid modernity, must find a new metaphor and identity for understanding their place 
	  
	  
xii 
	  
in society, namely as pilgrim communities. Thus, the dissertation argues for monastic 
missional pilgrim communities. The Conclusion makes concrete applications for these 
communities amongst university students and young adults in liquid modern Spain. 
 
	  
	  
1 
INTRODUCTION: 
SPAIN AND LIQUID MODERNITY 
 
  “Spain is different.”- Spanish Tourism Board, 1968 
 
Story 
A mission team arrives in Madrid, Spain with the goal of launching a multiplying, 
Christian university movement. They hit the ground running using evangelistic and 
discipleship strategies that have successfully launched student movements around the 
world. However, working with Spanish students soon appears difficult. Many students 
they meet on campus are eager to strike up conversations, but want to avoid the issue of 
“religion” entirely, often brushing away the topic by explaining that they are “Catholic 
but not practicing.” Other friendly students quickly become frustrated with the topic by 
explaining they are atheist and believe that the church is an institution of abuse and 
corruption. Finally, the team befriends a student named Antonio who appears open. They 
become good friends with Antonio and get to share the gospel with him, inviting him to 
follow Jesus in their campus ministry. Antonio enjoys the friendships but he declines to 
“pray to receive Christ” nor join the group. Antonio says he already believes in Jesus, but 
only attends mass once a year, while also participating in some Catholic festivals, but he 
also follows Buddha, and feels any kind of organized religion or morality is oppressive 
and hypocritical. 
This story is indicative of efforts at evangelism, church planting, and movement 
building in Spain. This dissertation seeks to answer the questions of why this is the case
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and how the problem can be addressed. It is particularly a missiological question. 
Specifically, most Spanish university students and youth are not active in any Christian 
community and are in fact resistant to Christian faith. What kind of strategy can address 
the resistance of Spanish students to the gospel and help start multiplying movements? 
 
Problem 
A 2012 Catholic Church survey claims that 50% of Spanish youth do not know 
who is Jesus Christ.1 Moreover, only 14% of Spanish youth, university students, and 
young adults (age 18-24) regularly participate in religious services, while 70% have little 
to no trust in the church.2 These are remarkable statistics for a nation that 30 years ago 
was homogenously Catholic. Statistics often belie what is below the surface of a culture: 
its history, fears, and desires. Ever since the dawn of the Enlightenment, Christianity has 
been on unstable ground in Europe. In the last century significant shifts have effectively 
brought an end to Christian Europe, replacing it with secular, postmodern, pluralist 
Europe, leaving some to ask why and how?3 One of the first missiologists to catch the 
importance of the shift away from Christianity was Lesslie Newbigin. He diagnosed the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1José Manuel Vidal, “Mas de la Mitad de los Jóvenes Españoles No Sabe Quién es Jesucristo,” 
ElMundo.es, October 17, 2012, accessed Depcember 2, 2012, 
http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/10/17/espana/1350485060.html 
 
2 Alfonso Pérez-Agote and José Santiago Garcia, La Situación de la Religión en España a 
Principios del Siglo XXI (Madrid: Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas, 2005), 75, 117. Pérez-Agote and 
Garcia’s study shows a consistent generational divide with those under 55 being significantly less religious, 
and the age groups of 18-34 showing the least interest in Christianity. 
 
3 Peter Berger, Grace Davie, and Effie Fokas, Religious America, Secular Europe: A Theme and 
Variations (Burlington: Ashgate, 2008). Terry Eagleton, Culture and the Death of God (Llandysul: Yale 
University Press, 2014). Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2007). 
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European spiritual climate as in need of “a missionary confrontation.”4 The gospel needs 
to be communicated again in Europe and Spain, from a fresh perspective. 
Spanish youth are resistant to Christianity. Why is this, and how did this happen? 
How can Christians effectively communicate the gospel in Spain?  How is the story of 
Jesus Christ relevant to Spanish university students?  If one agrees with Newbigin, that 
Spain is in need of missionary confrontation, then one must assume the tools and 
methods of a missionary. In order to enter into a culture, to incarnate the love of Christ, 
and proclaim good news, just as once Jesus put on human flesh and culture, then it is 
necessary also to enter into cultures, to understand them, to become conversant with 
them, and to learn the best ways to “incarnate” the gospel. This is the essential 
missionary task. Missiologists stress the importance of anthropology and building a 
conceptual model of a receptor culture in order to effectively contextualize the gospel.5 
This chapter looks specifically at Spanish culture. 
 
Catholic Spain? 
Spain is considered a deeply Catholic nation. A 2014 Centro de Investigaciones 
Sociológicas (Center of Sociological Research) study finds that some 71.5% of Spaniards 
define themselves as Catholic, with another 23% defining themselves as atheist or 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Donald Le Roy Stults, Grasping Truth and Reality: Lesslie Newbigin’s Theology of Mission to 
the Western World (Cambridge: James Clarke & Co., 2009), viii. 
 
5 David J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross Culturally, 2d ed. (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1991). Paul G. Hiebert, Anthropological Insights for Missionaries (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1985). Charles H. Kraft, Anthropology for Christian Witness (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1996). 
Sherwood G. Lingenfelter and Marvin Mayers, Ministering Cross-Culturally: An Incarnational Model for 
Personal Relationships (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1986). 
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unbeliever.6 However, one must parse these statistics to fully grasp the actual religious 
situation in Spain. The CIS studies further ask for participants to define their level of 
involvement in religious services, and when the 71.5% are questioned about their 
frequency of attendance to any type of religious service 60% respond with “casi nunca” 
(almost never).7 Another recent statistic betrays the myth of Catholic Spain, as in 2010 
64% of all marriages were only civil ceremonies, while 34% were Catholic ceremonies.8 
In fact, some 45% of Spaniards self-classify themselves as “Católico no practicante” 
(non-practicing Catholic).9 This decline in Catholic practice and also orthodox Catholic 
identity has been steady since the 1980s. Spanish sociologists such as Mardones and 
Orizo were some of the first to delve into the diminishing importance of Catholicism in 
Spanish society in the 1980s and 1990s.10 Particularly focusing on the progression of 
secularization and pluralism on Spanish youth, both sounded the alarm to the radical 
societal change away from traditional Catholicism. Leading into the 90’s Orizo has 
shown that among youth and young adults, less than 30% attended church at least once a 
month, and less than 20% considered themselves practicing Catholics.11 Mardones, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas, “Barometro de Marzo 2014: Distribuciones Marginales, 
Estudio no. 3107,” CIS Website (March 2014), accessed June 12, 2014, 
http://www.cis.es/cis/opencm/ES/1_encuestas/estudios/ver.jsp?estudio=14054  
 
7 Ibid., 25. Also, Observatorio del Pluralismo Religioso en España,  II Encuesta Sobre Opiniones y 
Actitudes de los Españoles ante la Dimensión Cotidiana de la Religiosidad y su Gestión Pública (Madrid: 
Universidad de Complutense, 2013). 
 
8 Alfonso Pérez-Agote, Cambios Religioso en España: Los Avatares de la Secularización 
(Madrid: Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicos, 2012), 142. 
 
9 Ibid., 376. 
  
10 José María Mardones, La Indiferencia Religiosa en España: ¿Qué futuro tiene el cristianismo? 
(Madrid: Ediciones HOAC, 2003). Francisco Andrés Orizo, Dinamica Intergeneracional en los Sistemas de 
Valores de los Españoles: Opiniones y Actitudes (Madrid: Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicos, 1995). 
11 Francisco Andrés Orizo, Sistemas de Valores en la España de los 90 (Madrid: Centro de 
Investigaciones Sociológicos, 1996), 194-195. 
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writing in 1994, makes the same conclusions, seeing overall Spain combined as being 
71% non-practicing Catholic, “indifferents,” and atheists, for him Spain is a Catholic 
mission field.12 Orizo explains that in the 80s and 90s these statistical shifts in practice 
and belief are indicative of a country “marked by the step from a traditional society to a 
modern one” complete with a re-structuring of traditional roles and values, social 
fragmentation, mixing of traditional and new signs and cultural codes, pluralism, and the 
privatization of religious beliefs.13 An initial glance at Spain suggests that it is in the 
process of significant sociological shifts away from traditional values and structures. 
 
Shifts in Social Imaginaries 
It is common today to use any number of terms to describe the current 
sociological and spiritual state of Europe. Charles Taylor speaks of social imaginaries as 
“what enables, through making sense of, the practices of a society,” thus it is that which 
serves as the “conception of the moral order of society” and “the way our contemporaries 
imagine the societies they inhabit and sustain.”14 Within the last century, Western society 
has experienced significant shifts in its social imaginaries, and therefore values and 
concepts about what makes an effective society. Two significant shifts are those of 
postmodern and post-Christian, or specifically a shift towards pluralism and 
secularization, and away from the social imaginary of the narrative of the church. These 
two terms are often used interchangeably to delineate the current challenges to mission in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 José Maria Mardones, Para Comprender Las Nuevas Formas de La Religión: La 
Reconfiguración Postcristiana de la Religión (Navarra: Editorial Verbo Divino, 1994), 70. 
 
13 Francisco Andrés Orizo, Opiniones y Actitudes: Dinámica Intergeneracional en los Sistemas de 
Valores de los Españoles (Madrid: Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicos, 1995), 27-28, 36-37. 
 
14 Charles Taylor, Modern Social Imaginaries (London: Duke University Press, 2003), 29, 34, 66, 
Kindle. 
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the West. However, they fail to paint a full picture of the current sociological and cultural 
situation in the West and Europe. These shifts which are interconnected pertain to:  
1. from modernism to postmodernism, pluralism 
2. from Christian culture and Christendom to post-Christian culture and post-
Christendom, secularization 
3. to a globalized world, consumerism, networked technological society, and the 
rise of the free market capitalist system. 
Various Christian thinkers and theologians have pointed out the inherent challenges 
imposed by these shifts in the spiritual and communal failures of current modern Western 
society, replete with hyper-consumption, moral ambiguity, fragmentation, and nihilism.15 
It is important to define clearly what these shifts really signify in the European and 
Spanish context, and examine their profundity. It is also important to note that in this 
global, diverse, and fragmented world, all of these influences on culture and society must 
be taken into account when understanding a ministry context.16 The fragmentation and 
complexity of the post-industrial, postmodern, global world demands a complex 
understanding.  
 
Postmodernism 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Richard Bauckham, Bible and Mission: Christian Witness in a Postmodern World (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2003). William T. Cavanaugh, Being Consumed: Economics and Christian 
Desire (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008). Murray Jardine, The Making and Unmaking of Technological 
Society: How Christianity Can Save Modernity from Itself (Grand Rapids: Brazos, 2004) Vincent J. 
Miller, Consuming Religion: Christian Faith and Practice in a Consumer Culture (New York: Continuum, 
2004). David Lyon, Postmodernity (Buckingham: Open Univ. Press, 1994). 
 
16 Timothy Keller, “Our New Global Culture: Ministry in Urban Centers,” Concerts of Prayer 
Website, accessed September 28, 2012, 
http://www.copgny.org/files/Movement%20Day/Ministry_In_Urban_Centers.pdf. 
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 Postmodernism is understood as a condition or a mood.17 Specifically, it is the 
situation of the West with respect to knowing and understanding. Per Grenz, 
postmodernism “signifies the quest to move beyond modernism” and a “rejection of the 
modern mindset.”18 Furthermore, it is a philosophical, cultural, and societal reaction 
against modernism. Modernism was birthed from the Enlightenment, with its values in 
certainty, the objective nature of knowledge, faith in the rationality of humanity, 
progress, and the totality of a single universal worldview that could explain all. 
Postmodernism faces the reality that the modern experiment did not succeed, but instead 
oppressed through modern movements like colonialism, communism, and capitalism. 
Lyon explains postmodernism as ultimately the “exhaustion of modernity” due to the 
“massive questioning of received doctrines” from the modern era, as Western thought 
moved from Providence to Progress but ultimately to Nihilism.19 In this sense 
postmodernism is an ideological shift, but it is also a physical one, influencing art and 
culture, and the changing ways in which people interact with and consume such physical 
culture. First, this chapter explores the ideological shift. 
 One of the important founts of postmodern thought is Lyotard’s The Postmodern 
Condition. Here Lyotard lays waste to modernism and the ideas of progress and the 
coming perfection of the world and humanity through science and the universality of 
knowledge. For Lyotard the modern condition attacked myth, tradition, and tribalism 
under the guise of establishing a totality of knowledge and progress. He understood this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, “Theology and the Condition of Postmodernity: A Report on Knowledge 
(of God),” in The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology, ed. Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 4. 
 
18 Stanley J. Grenz, A Primer on Postmodernism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 126, Kindle. 
 
19 Lyon, Postmodernism, 8-9. 
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as a scientific, and modernist “project of totalization,” confined in language games to 
legitimize and control.20 It was assumed that if the modern world could impose its values, 
true progress could be made. Thus, for Lyotard, modernism is “any science that 
legitimates itself with reference to metadiscourse of this kind making an explicit appeal 
to some grand narrative.”21 This necessity of science to legitimize led to a shift in the 
language game towards oppression so that knowledge became the service of the subject; 
its only legitimacy is that it allows morality to become reality.22 The ultimate reaction to 
this “incredulity for metanarratives” of oppression, and false truth, was the nihilism of 
Nietzsche, or a rejection with aplomb of all universality, totality, truth, metadiscourse, 
and in its place, acceptance of plurality, complexity, relativity, difference, and 
fragmentation. Universal truth does not exist and cannot be known, all that matters is the 
experience within the local, the communal, and the particular. Thus, Best and Kellner 
assert “[p]ostmodernists reject unifying, totalizing, and universal schemes in favor of new 
emphases on difference, plurality, fragmentation, and complexity.”23 In short, the modern 
era produced only self-legitimizing narratives that brought only domination and 
oppression, the postmodern era rails against this at every turn. 
The physical shift comes through the rise of globalization, rapid information 
technology, and consumer culture and their intensification which further leads to the 
fragmentation of culture, and the diversity of all things. Totality was rejected not only 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff 
Bennington and Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), 34. 
 
21 Ibid., xxiii. 
 
22 Ibid., 36. 
 
23 Steven Best and Douglas Kellner, The Postmodern Turn (New York: The Guilford Press, 1997), 
225. 
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objectively and philosophically, but also by globalization and the making of multiple 
complex global cultures, and the cross penetration of many cultures. What is more, the 
dissolution of universal truth brought a kind of emptiness and confusion mirrored also in 
physical culture, the lack of meaning was echoed throughout. Thus, postmodernism also 
became the changing culture and way of relating, the complexity, hyper-reality, and 
ultimate ephemerality of a bombardment of signs and images, stylistic eclecticism, sign 
play, the mixing of codes, pastiche, simulations, hyperreality, etc.24 All that is, is pure 
deception, but the postmodern accepts this and seeks to revel in the pleasure and 
transience of the moment.25   
 Thus we see the postmodern condition is two clear areas: (1) philosophical 
grounding towards the smashing of metanarratives, and the welcoming of pluralism and 
relativity, and (2) the simulacra and fragmenting of culture and information into the 
surface level, and meaninglessness. The postmodernism condition is characterized by: 
1. It is a crisis of knowledge and meaning consumed in one’s “awareness of the 
deconstructibility of all systems of meaning and truth.”26 Furthermore, that “the 
confident belief in an ordered social life, coupled with ever extending progress, 
has been seen to have reached its limits and a reversal has set in”.27 This leads to a 
sense of pessimism and skepticism of all metanarratives.  
2. It is an ultimate rejection of universal truth as intolerant and oppressive. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Mike Featherstone, Undoing Culture: Globalization, Postmodernity, and Identity (London: 
Sage, 1995), 76. 
 
25 Anthony Elliott, Contemporary Social Theory: An Introduction (New York: Routledge, 2009), 
243.  
 
26 Vanhoozer, “Theology and the Condition of Postmodernity,” 13. 
 
27 Featherstone, Undoing Culture, 73.  
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3. A focus on the moment, the immediate and the experience, totally wrapped up in 
the surface of media and the shallowness of a memory-less culture, with a “loss of 
social identity and cohesion” to match a “sense of individual meaninglessness.”28 
4. Plurality and diversity and tolerance are the most important values. 
5. Truth is found in the individual experience, and filtered by community. 
6. There is an ultimate relativity to all. 
 
Post-Christian and Post-Christendom 
 The confluences of a number of factors from the Enlightenment and its faith in 
pure reason and science, to postmodernism and its skepticism of truth and metanarrative, 
to globalization, to the real and perceived hypocrisies and accommodations of the 
institutional (and in many cases state) churches in Europe, have led to the erosion of faith 
over the last centuries. Europe, it can be said, is weary or at least indifferent to 
“Christianity.” 
Europe is therefore becoming more secular, and more non-Christian, as the 
church is moving to the margins of society. Europeans are becoming post-Christian as 
Christianity fades as a relevant force that has any influence on people’s lives, or in many 
cases, people are no longer aware of who Jesus is, or what Christianity is about. Bosch 
explains, “[s]ince the seventeenth century more and more people have discovered, 
originally to their surprise, that they could ignore God and the church, yet be none the 
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worst for it.”29 Thus, Europe is post-Christian as Paas defines: “societies where so many 
individuals have declined from Christian beliefs and practices that Christians have 
become or are becoming a minority.”30   
Post-Christendom however refers specifically to the philosophical and 
institutional marginalization of Christianity within a society. Whereas, historically 
Christianity has held sway as the organizing principle of religion, government, culture, 
and society, post-Christendom “emerges as the Christian faith loses coherence within a 
society that has been definitively shaped by the Christian story and as the institutions that 
have been developed to express Christian convictions decline in influence.”31 In this, 
post-Christendom refers particularly to Europe, where an essential bond arose after the 
adoption of Christianity as the official state religion, between the church and the 
government, including the wider culture. The difference in the terms lies in the reality 
that post-Christendom need not mean post-Christian. Christianity can lose its influence in 
the public sphere and societal institutions, while still being a vital and vibrant part of 
society. Post-Christendom does carry with it a particular critique of Christendom, and the 
union of the church with structures of political and societal power.32 The rise of 
Constantinian Christianity ushered in a conflicted relationship of power. The church was 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 David J. Bosch, Believing in the Future: Christian Mission and Modern Culture (Valley Forge: 
Trinity Press International, 1995), 15. 
 
30 Stefan Paas, “Post-Christian, Post-Christendom, and Postmodern Europe: Towards the 
Interaction of Missiology and the Social Sciences,” Mission Studies: Journal for the International 
Association of Mission Studies 28, no. 1 (2011): 11. 
 
31 Stuart Murray, Post-Christendom: Church and Mission in a Strange New World (Milton 
Keynes: Paternoster, 2004), 19. 
 
32 Alan Kreider, The Change of Conversion and the Origin of Christendom (Eugene, Oregon: 
Wipf and Stock, 1999). Douglas John Hall, The End of Christendom and the Future of Christianity 
(Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 2002).  
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in many cases corrupted or at least taken advantage of, leading to many lamentable 
events in church history. Moreover, the shift to the center of society caused many deep 
changes in the theology and practice of the church that moved Christianity away from an 
apostolic movement centered on the cross, suffering, and discipleship.  
 Here two points must be made. Firstly, the historical record does not let 
Christendom off the hook, and thusly, many Europeans are weary of the Christianity they 
have historically known, connected to the government and centrally powerful. There 
were abuses, failures, oppression, and violence, all in the name of Jesus. These real and 
perceived failures of Christendom are taken by many, as the very real failures of 
Christianity. The coupling of the two, has led many to reject Christianity out right. This is 
rampant in postmodern societies where the binding of narratives to power structures is 
seen as an evil of modernism. Secondly, Christendom does not mean Christianity. An 
honest assessment does find much wanting in Christendom, but most of all it did not 
produce a truly Christian expression of culture, nor did it produce disciples in mass. 
Instead, as others have pointed out, Christendom produced a thin veneer of cultural 
Christianity, which often lacked real conversion.33 It was a Christianity often beset with 
nominalism, superstition, coercion, and weak faith.  
Murray explains several shifts that highlight Europe’s move from Christendom to 
post-Christendom, from a Christian society to post-Christian: 
1. from the center to the margins 
2. from majority to minority 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Stefan Paas, “The Crisis of Mission in Europe- Is There a Way Out?,” Scandinavian 
Evangelical E-Journal 3 (2012), accessed October 29, 2012, http://www.see-j.net/index.php/SEE-
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3. from settlers to sojourners 
4. from privilege to plurality 
5. from control to witness 
6. from maintenance to mission 
7. from institution to movement.34 
 
Globalization 
Globalization is, according to Robertson, the “compression of the world” 
specifically through “the interpenetration of what are conventionally called the global and 
the local … and the linking of localities”35 There is no longer a question of “if” 
globalization will happen, it is now assumed that the world is completely connected 
through communication, business, art, pop culture, relational networks, the internet, etc. 
Globalization takes place on economic, social, technological, religious, and cultural 
levels. The interconnections of these flows result in the compression of the world, and 
linking and intersecting of many localities.  
The implications of globalization are manifold. For one, it ushers in and 
intensifies a postmodern world of complexity, tension, juxtaposition of cultures piling 
“on top of each other in heaps without obvious organizing principles.”36 This 
compression into an ultimate complexity of cultures in globalization and its subsequent 
rise of technological information and consumer culture leads to an ultimate (postmodern) 
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35 Roland Robertson, “Glocalization: Time-Space and Homogeneity-Heterogeneity,” in Global 
Modernities, eds. Mike Featherstone, Scott Lash, and Roland Robertson (London: Sage, 1995), 30-35. 
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fragmentation and decentering of culture and identity.37 Thus, in a globalized, 
postmodern world meaning and truth are fragmented into relativity, as local perspectives 
must struggle both with bumping against other local perspectives, as well as the tension 
of universality developing from global, homogenous cultural flows. Globalization further 
shatters universals, narratives, and institutions, leaving only experience and pluralistic 
relativity to guide individuals.  
Berger explains that within such a diverse world of many indigenous and trans-
societal cultures a truly global, singular, homogenous culture could never arise, and 
instead a number of “emerging global cultures,” characterized by “organized diversity” 
have in fact formed and are flourishing.38 That is globalization creates culture that is at 
once homogenous and heterogeneous, global and local, but ultimately complex. Berger in 
particular introduces “global cultures” or those flows which do in fact carry with them 
overarching values, moods, perspectives, and signs.39 These more homogenous flows 
function similar to Taylor’s concepts of social imaginaries, imparting global values and 
societal trends, across a wider sphere, penetrating the West or even the educated elite of 
the majority world. As such, any investigation of Spanish youth and university culture 
must be aware of and hold in tension the global cultural influences affecting and 
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hybridizng local culture with the deep, habitas of a culture, which is more fixed and tied 
essentially to the local.40  
Hannerz shows the rise of cosmopolitan global culture, which is free to move 
about with or without contact with local immobile cultures.41 Here there is a dark side to 
globalization, besides the challenge to Christianity’s claim to universal truth. 
Globalization also specifically entails, “the increasing dominance of narrative of 
economic globalization … [the] spread of free-market economics and the culture it 
entails, consumerist individualism.”42 If complex, pastiche, and glocal cultures are arising 
they are possibly subsumed un-reflexively into a consumerist market. Bauman explains 
that the globalized world is marked by fear and anxiety, and above all the division and 
exclusion, both metaphorically and physically from the elites of the consumerist 
system.43  Globalization means economic and societal stratification, injustice, and 
exclusion for many,44 a further challenge to the ethics of Western postmodern society, as 
well as the moral compass and relevance of Christianity. 
 
Liquid Modernity 
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 The current sociological situation in the West is complex and characterized by 
three shifts to postmodernism, post-Christendom, and globalization. In order to find a 
central and encompassing metaphor for this mood, this dissertation proposes using 
Zygmunt Bauman’s explanation of “liquid modernity” as the confluence of 
postmodernism, secularization, and globalization. For Bauman this means a “growing 
conviction that change is the only permanence, and uncertainty the only certainty,” 
caused by the modern capacity of “melting the solids.”45 Solids are the institutions, 
bonds, and cultural norms that held societies together giving them meaning, direction, 
limits, safety, and community. When the solids, seen as limiting to individual freedom, of 
the modern era failed to produce the progress and accomplishments they promised, 
combined with the triumph of deregulated, flexible, consumerist, and liberal world 
economy, humanity was thrown into a precarious situation. On one hand, humans are left 
alone in the world to sort out their own individual meaning and success. On the other 
hand, this forces a hyper individualization from the rebellion against the solids, for utter 
human freedom. Thus, the twin forces work to melt all solids that stand in the way of 
individuality, choice, and human freedom. Individuality and choice become the 
benchmarks of the liquid world. Anything that gets in their way must flex or melt. Shared 
meaning, significance, moral order and expectation, and other social imaginaries which 
hold society and community together give way to pluralism and the fragmentation of 
meaning.46 
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 The melting of the solids into liquid modernity has come with a high price. The 
solids which guided and directed life, labor, and happiness, have not been replaced in the 
true sense. They have simply been replaced by infinite choice, amusement, false 
emancipation, insecurity, fragmented community, and identity crisis. Choice and 
individuality in all things and at all times have meant that society is “thrown into an 
unstoppable hunt for novelty” in search of the next identity, brand, experience; thus, 
existentially and physically constantly on the move.47 Bauman sees this “hunt for 
novelty” at all expenses manifested in the meaninglessness and emptiness of a hyper 
consumerist society, which replaces desire for relationship and community with the ever 
unfulfilled desire for the powerful but ephemeral experience.48  
What is more, Bauman understands that “unlike our ancestors, we don’t have a 
clear image of a ‘destination’ towards which we seem to be moving … the goal is 
nothing, the movement is everything”49 People now accrue and discard experience and 
identity at rapid pace. Community is only that which one chooses to enter into, it too can 
be discarded when it no longer serves its purpose. As such, “’the individual’ has already 
been granted all the freedom he might have dreamed of … so that the communitarian 
dream of ‘re-embedding the disembedded’, nothing may change the fact that they are but 
motel beds, sleeping bags and analysts couches available for re-embedding, and that from 
now on the communities- more postulated than ‘imagined’- may be only ephemeral 
artifacts of the ongoing individuality play.”50 
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 Bauman makes the assertion that in the liquefied world all “to one extent or 
another, in body or thought, here and now or in the anticipated future, willingly or 
unwillingly- on the move.”51 This is primarily because “the hub of postmodern life 
strategy is not making identity stand- but the avoidance of being fixed,” thusly “mobility 
is the name of the game.”52 Here Bauman introduces a typology of postmodern identity 
postulated in the “tourist” and the “vagabond.”53 The tourist is the truly free in liquid 
society, with the ability to pay for and choose his mobility. He flits about from one 
experience to another, the ultimate consumer. The tourist is physically close, yet spiritual 
remote, in a sense aloof, exempt from “all non-contractual duties having been paid for in 
advance … [i]deally with the moral conscience having been fed a sure fire dose of 
sleeping pills.”54 Vagabonds are the dregs of liquid society, the alter ego of the nomadic 
elite tourist. Vagabonds “are the waste of the world” and are on the move because they 
have “no other choice.”55 They are dislocated from time and space, forced to move on, 
but never accepted and satisfied.   
 For Bauman, the rise of the tourist and the vagabond, and the immense spatial and 
moral gap between them is a blow to community, and subsequently ethics. As society 
becomes more and more liquid, dislocated, and fragmented, “non-places” protect polite 
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society from having to accept and deal with the strangeness of others, collapsing onto 
themselves into a mode of “disengagement, elusiveness, facile escape and hopeless 
chase.”56 Tidball explicates Bauman’s point: “we can either have the security of 
community life with the rigidity that goes with it, or we can reject that because we do not 
want to be fixed and face the uncertainty and self-imposed exile of being uprooted.”57 
Postmodern society is thus ever on the move, restless and wandering ironically locked in 
full rejection of any value, narrative, community, or institution which could offer 
stability. Blackshaw sums up Bauman’s central thesis as it applies to the individual: “if in 
solid modernity identity was one accepting sameness and a very limited range of 
difference, in liquid modernity it had become for the majority a matter of asserting their 
individuality and not only accepting but trying to cope with a life of seemingly inbuilt 
inexorable change.”58 
 
Liquid Modern Spain 
The question arises, does Bauman’s vision of society as “liquid” actually hold for 
Spain, and Spanish youth? Is Spanish society marked by the melting of institutional and 
value solids, replacing them with the isolation and fragmentation of the individual to find 
their own meaning and direction in life? Statistics and studies tend to bear Bauman’s 
thesis that Spanish society is more and more liquid. Orizo indicates a heightened sense of 
individualism and personal autonomy in what he calls a growing “individualismo 
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expresivo” particularly amongst the youth of the 90s.59 Orizo further expounds that while 
the Spanish family remains strong, it is no longer allowed to impede the individual rights, 
expressions, and satisfaction (particularly in the area of sexual expression and freedom) 
of the individual; thus, beginning an erosion of the coherent moral order of the family.60 
This trend has continued in more recent studies which find moral precedence in personal 
sexual liberty and in one’s personal autonomy to source and direct one’s own life.61 
Spaniards are also less and less loyal to and interested in forming committed parts of any 
organization or associations, even churches, outside of the family.62  
Globalization also heightens the shift to liquid modernity, as Spanish youth 
struggle with the pace of consumerism, social pressure, isolation, and a sense of 
impotence.63 As one university student explains: “the globalization of consumption, 
above all else, we consume the same as the Americans, the same as the French, and also 
the English … it is more than we want, all with a different name and brand, but still 
everyone goes to McDonalds … it is mass society but without ideology, just 
consumerism.”64 Moreover, the expanding stratification and exclusion of many because 
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of the ongoing financial crisis, has left a palpable sense of desperation amongst young 
Spaniards and perhaps a growing class of vagabonds. At present rate, some 80% of 
Spaniards feel that the economic situation in Spain is “bad” or “very bad” and that the 
number one problem facing the nation is unemployment.65 Spanish youth are increasingly 
facing a future without hope. Confidence in solid structure institutions such as the 
government, political parties, businesses, banks, the army, and the monarchy finds rates 
of little or no confidence among Spanish youth and students hovering at 60% or higher.66 
Solids are melting, granting great personal freedom and movement (both physical and 
psychological) while leaving most on shifting moral and social ground. 
If any critique can be levelled at Bauman, it is that he does not adequately deal 
with religion or the church within his metaphor for late modernity.67 In Collateral 
Damage Bauman reflects that the “Jerusalem God” who explained pain, suffering, and 
randomness the insecurity of being human) through his all-encompassing dominion, was 
replaced by the state which ordered and protected its subject’s security and future.68 That 
is for Bauman the fickle explanations and protections offered by God was replaced by the 
promise of more security under the state, but now liquid modernity has shown those 
promises to be just an illusion. Humanity is on its own. In Bauman’s particularly 
postmodern explication, the melting of solids also pertains to the loss of influence that the 
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church finds in a post-Christian and postmodern world. This loss of influence is 
magnified in Spanish youth, university students, and young adults as they are the least 
interested or connected to religion and Christianity than any other demographic. Clearly, 
Spain is moving into a post-Christian orientation, aided by the postmodern shift in 
thinking and a growing relativity, the continued secularization of the West, the 
globalization of Spain into a society of mass consumption, hyper individualism, and then 
Spain’s own particular historical setting.69 Both Mardones and Pérez-Agote see Spanish 
youth as being essentially “indifferent” to Christianity.70 It is important to note with 
Pérez-Agote here that this indifference does not necessarily mean the rise of atheism and 
anti-clericalism, but instead the loss of importance of religion in the life of Spaniards and 
the loss of the density and solidness of their connection with the ecclesiastical 
institution.71 While there are atheists, a majority of Spain falls into this indifferent 
category characterized by a belief in God yet a privatized, individualistic belief system 
that generally rejects some or all aspects of the Catholic creed and institution, or simply a 
complete rejection of the relevance of Catholicism. They seek a de-institutionalized 
religious experience that is more personal, experienced, mysterious, transcendent, and 
more about the journey than the answers.72 Many take a bricolage approach to belief and 
practice, rejecting more conservative approaches while taking a more tolerant and 
pluralistic stance in being open to non-Christian beliefs. Religion and belief in God is 
becoming increasingly more internal and individual. As noted above, the Catholic Church 
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is one of the least trusted institutions among Spanish youth and students. In a sense, 
youth in Spain are pulled between post-Christian indifference or antagonism, and a 
postmodern spirituality shift towards individualism and personalization. 
Spain is experiencing its own type of liquid modernity. It is one characterized by 
the rapid collapse of societal institutions, and the shared meanings and direction that once 
held together a unified moral, ethical, and communal societal order built mainly around 
Catholic faith. Consumerism and individualism are the emerging imaginaries, leaving 
more and more Spaniards adrift. The family unit faces more and more external stresses as 
it navigates through a world of hyper individualism and hyper consumerism. Orizo, for 
instance, shows that the typical Spanish values of obedience and loyalty are in a process 
of being de-emphasized throughout society.73 Interest and dedication to communal unity 
and joint societal efforts are more and more under pressure from individualism. This 
ultimately ushers in a rejection of formal religion, especially located in the Catholic 
Church and with it a general rejection of Christianity.  
 
The Rise of Liquid Modern Spain 
What are the historical roots of Spain’s transformation? It is helpful to understand 
Spain as being post-Franco. The shadow of the Franco dictatorship left an indelible mark 
upon modern Spain, but his absence and the changes associated with it, are equally 
powerful. Franco, the fascist dictator who ruled Spain from 1939 till 1975, consolidated 
power during the Spanish Civil War with the conservatives of Spain (the church, 
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monarchists, the army, and middle and upper classes) suppressing the left (communists, 
anarchists, labor unions, progressives, and cultural minorities (Catalans and Basques)) 
and homogenizing the nation. The Franco regime eradicated the pluralism and 
fragmentation of emerging modern Spain by assuming the specter of the  Catholic 
Spanish crusades to conquer that which was foreign, non-Catholic, and dangerous 
(communists, anarchists, and the avant-garde), subsuming all under traditional (pre-
modern) and Catholic Spain, thus, creating an institutionalized “cultural monopoly”.74 It 
was to harken to Lyotard’s screed, a project of totalization. Franco, in a sense, stunted the 
modernization of Spain on all levels; economically, culturally, religiously, and globally. 
At the same time, Franco operated under the modernist imaginary of Fascism, in a 
particular Spanish mixture of nationalism and Catholicism. In a sense Spain suffered 
under the dark side of modernism for much of its 20th century history. As his regime 
began to wane in the 60s and with its fall in the 70s, true Spain began to emerge, as that 
which had been suppressed and hidden from the Spanish people appeared at a rapid pace. 
Franco while attempting to modernize an agrarian and backwards economy unwittingly 
began the transformation into a European, mass media, mass consumer society, which 
“enable[d] the dissemination of modern ideas contrary to the pre-modern conservative 
values imposed by the regime.”75  
 With the final fall of the Franco regime and advent of European style democracy 
in the 1980s, Spain became a modern nation. Elements of Spanish culture however 
jumped over the modern age, straight into the postmodern. Graham and Sanchez describe 
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post-Franco Spain as “schizophrenic” in its hybridity in combining and confusing the pre-
modern, modern, and postmodern and at once trying to catch up with Europe while still 
retaining its identity, and pull towards the traditional. This process was heightened by 
Spain’s entry into the global world symbolized by entry into the European Union in 1986 
and the Sevilla Expo and Barcelona Olympics in 1992. Certainly the globalization of 
Spain brought on the onset of a consumerist, individualistic, monetized values system 
with its challenges to community and family, and the rise in tensions for obtaining 
more.76 At once Spain became pluralist, heterogeneous, and fragmented, quickly 
forgetting the imposed monolith of the Francoist culture and narrative. Labanyi sees this 
postmodern manifestation in Spain as a culture of anachronism caused by the dizzying 
transition into hybridity and heterogeneity, highlighted by the fact that much of Spain 
passed “directly from a preliterate culture to one dominated by the visual and oral mass 
media.”77 This harkens to Bauman’s liquidity as Spain’s rapid transformation utterly 
melted the previous agreed upon structures and values that held the society in place. The 
rapid transition was played out on many different levels from the artistic to the sexual to 
the moral, which Hooper sees as creating a typical postmodern ethic of tolerance, in 
which tolerance became the “supreme value” of the nation so much that it became a “sort 
of ethical emptiness.”78  
 The Catholic Church in Spain has often “sought to impose its own solutions on 
Spanish society” especially in this suppression of modernity, foreignness, plurality, and 
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progress.79 In fact, the church has a long history of being a bulwark against liberalization 
and foreign influence, beginning with the Inquisition and leading into the Franco regime. 
The church has often abused its position of power and rank. Throughout the struggle 
between modern and traditional Spain, the church fought against the modernizing 
tendencies as “any growth in freedom of the press, freedom of intellectual debate, or 
religious liberty necessarily clashed with the church’s continuing claim to be the unique 
source of truth.”80 As such, the church consolidated its power as the sole ideological 
influence of education in the nation, and also purely sided with the central and economic 
power structures (the monarchy, the landowners, and the bourgeois) against the interests 
of the poor and the worker. 
 This would play out over and again in the tumultuous years of the early 20th 
century as Spain struggled to find a balance between its leftist and rightist sides. In both 
1909 and 1931, popular anticlerical sentiment spilled over into violent actions of burning 
of churches and convents, murdering of priests, and in some cities the closing of 
churches. Because of their iron grip on education, the leftist and atheistic leaning 
Republic saw the church as a legitimizer and consolidator of Nationalist Spain; therefore, 
they banned all religious education under the Republican Constitution: “[s]afeguarding 
the state from unacceptable ideology propounded in Catholic education was more 
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important than respecting the liberty of Spaniards.”81 These anti-Catholic actions only 
served to reinforce conservative Spain’s fear of ungodly foreign influences, and 
encourage the flexing of power and holy war “crusade.” It was easy for Franco to enlist 
and co-opt the church as the protector of Spain. As always, the church once again sided 
with conservative, elite, and traditional Spain within the Franco (the savior of Catholic 
Spain) years, garnering power and influence. The Catholic Church in Spain was thus one 
of the key players in returning Spain to an institutionalized pre-modern, culturally 
homogenous, isolationist stance.82 It took up the power to censor the press and media, 
and control familial and sexual morality. In an era when much of European Christianity 
had already been decoupled from its connections to power and the state, the Spanish 
Catholic church became the legitimizing entity of the fascist dictatorship, until it began to 
radicalize in the 1960’s. 
 Toharia and Ferrándiz sum up the shifting attitude towards the church that in 
reality it “transmits more an image of hardness and condemnation than one of goodness 
and forgiveness.”83 As an entire young generation of Spaniards grows up without any 
social connection to the church, and instead a complete disinterest, the church is seen as 
discredited for its past and present ultraconservative and ultra-political stances.84 The 
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Christendom experiment in Spain has alienated and stratified the society. Liquid modern 
Spain is thus in a process of dis-embedding from Christendom. 
 
Revisiting Catholic Spain 
One of the great contrasts of modern Spain is its strong Catholic identity yet its 
wide indifference towards actual belonging or believing. Spain is a very nominal nation 
of Catholic Christians. Both Hooper and Stanton observe that Catholic identity is still 
very much ingrained into the culture of Spain.85 Indeed, Catholic holidays, baptisms, 
architecture, place, communions, and other religious ceremonies still mark much of the 
rhythm of everyday life. Pilgrimage and particularly The Way of Saint James is 
experiencing an every growing rebirth of popularity. There is still a strong “vicarious” 
sense of religion in play here, where Spaniards still want a cultural attachment to 
Catholicism, a “belonging without believing.”86 Perhaps this even plays out also as a 
believing without belonging, in a liquid modern sense. Spanish sociologist de Miguel 
makes two important observations of the staying power of Catholicism in Spain in his 
investigation of religion.87  Firstly, the number of people who still identify as practicing 
Catholic is significantly high and constitutes a strong and coherent constituency. By 
extension, the high numbers of people who identify as Catholic but non-practicing show 
the power Catholic identity still holds over much of the nation. Secondly, de Miguel sees 
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Spaniards as being less directly involved in Catholic worship and practice, while having a 
higher interest in a postmodern type of spirituality, creating a personalized “à la carte 
God” borrowing from various expressions and influences.88 Therefore, any proposed 
solution to the problem at hand must address Spain’s Catholic identity. 
 
The Spanish Character 
 While liquid modernity does explain much of the sociological shifts affecting 
Spain, one cannot lose sight of Spanish habitas, or that which is still entirely local, 
affected by global social imaginaries, but still very much at the heart of what it means to 
be Spanish. This paper does not have significant space to delve completely into the core 
of Spanish culture, yet hopes to surface some key aspects of the Spanish character to 
guide a fuller understanding of the context. As such, Spanish culture can be characterized 
by, family, friendships, and confianza:89 
1. Family is above all else the core value, heart, and area of loyalty for most 
Spaniards. Families are close knit and live in proximity with each other, and 
function as a social and economic support system.90 Most Spaniards live with 
their parents until they are married, well into their late 20s and early 30s. Jobs and 
business opportunities are often bestowed based on family relationships. The 
family is essential to identity, and will be where most Spaniards spend their time 
and will greatly influence decision making. 
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2. Spaniards are extremely social people and enjoy spending time out in the streets 
or bars talking with people and making friends. Spaniards are content to have 
many casual friends; however, they will only have a few intimate friends, whom 
they often make in elementary school. Casual relationships can be very superficial 
and last for many open ended years. It can be very difficult for the outsider, casual 
friend to progress to a deeper level. 
3. Confianza is really the social currency of Spain. It is how business deals are 
brokered, apartments are rented, decision made, and friendships developed. It is a 
deep emotional trust between friends. A person of confiaza is given much leeway, 
while someone without it, must earn it, and will not be given the benefit of the 
doubt. This often means Spaniards can appear prickly and skeptical at first, only 
to later open up. 
 
Characteristics of Liquid Modern Spain 
 As Spanish culture exhibits signs of liquid modernity both opportunities and 
challenges to the gospel and the growth of spiritual movements arise. Spain’s particular 
historical context, marked strongly by Franco, the Civil War, and the Catholic Church 
create various challenges and have accelerated the process of liquid modernity over a 
once traditional society. At the same time, what it means to be truly Spanish also creates 
challenges and opportunities. Spaniards tend to be very clannish people, with extremely 
strong attachments to friends and localities, but above all the family. Trust is an essential 
aspect of Spanish social relations and networks. At last, one must not forget the long 
shadow that Catholic tradition and culture casts upon even the most secular of Spaniards, 
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creating a love-hate dialectic, or a need to identify without belonging or even believing. 
Still, with the rise of liquid modernity, these traditional Spanish identifiers are more and 
more stretched and in tension. It increases the fragmenting of family structure, as well as 
the basis for morality and meaning. While many might see this tension and possible 
future collapse as a severe blow to the gospel and true Christian community, perhaps the 
current situation is a key opportunity for the gospel and a more robust Christianity.  
 To finally come to a clear expression of Spanish youth and university students in 
liquid modern Spain, it helps to enumerate certain specific signpost characterizations of 
this demographic, keeping in mind strong Spanish traits such as loyalty to family, 
friendship structures, and the nature of confianza. These signposts can aid the rest of the 
paper as it begins to find theological and practical ways the gospel can be communicated 
to Spanish youth and university students. In one sense, Spanish perspectives on 
Christianity can run along a continuum of atheist and anticlerical (those who are 
exhausted by the church) to the “indifferents” to those who are still practicing Catholics. 
Within this continuum, there exists a number of generalities that characterize much of 
Spanish youth, although these numbers continue to trend towards indifference. These 
include: 
1. a general indifference or distrust towards formal religion 
2. a growing personalized, bricolage approach to belief and spirituality 
3. high value placed on pluralism and tolerance 
4. rigidity, dogma, conservative social and political positions are seen as dangerous 
and anachronistic 
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5. rejection of structures or beliefs that are perceived as conservative, constraining, 
or intolerant, an overall rejection of universal truth, and a strong distrust of 
institutions and power. 
6. shifting moral order and values 
7. the desire for a de-institutionalized church and a search for a church that is 
powerless, authentic, and concerned for the poor and suffering 
8. strong ties to Catholic culture, both belonging without believing and believing 
without belonging 
9. greater connection to the globalized world and global culture 
10. the growth of expressive individualism and consumerism 
11. a growing sense of fear, disenfranchisement, isolation, and hopelessness with 
regards to the economic future, Spanish students and youth are rapidly becoming 
an excluded vagabond class, forced either to leave the country for work, or wait 
exhaustively for opportunity that never seems to arrive. 
 
Towards a Solution 
 Mardones sums up the spiritual climate in Spain succinctly as “situated in a 
society of traditional Christianity, but a climate of pluralism and paganism.”91 Liquid 
modern Spain certainly poses challenges to the gospel. However, more than a few 
theologians and missiologists have pointed out that these are also unique opportunities to 
recover authentic Christianity decoupled from modernism and Christendom. Perhaps it is 
a time to discover a church akin to the spirituality, mission, and praxis of the first century 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
91 Mardones, La Indifferencia Religiosa, 168. 
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church? Could Christianity in Spain cease searching for its locus of authority within 
power, the state, and coercion and then be able to say something important about the 
challenges facing a globalized, postmodern Spain? Tebbe points out that Christians now 
finding themselves as exiles and pilgrims once again in Europe is similar to the biblical 
positioning of faith communities, and opens up new opportunities for effective mission.92 
Bauckham sees Christianity as a pre-modern metanarrative operating from the weakness 
of the cross (that comes not in power, but in humility and service) opposing the 
fragmentation and inequalities of globalization and the oppressive narratives of 
modernism.93 
 Having looked at the Spanish context this dissertation will seek to develop these 
theological, historical, and biblical threads to develop a ministry approach that can 
address the challenges of liquid modern Spanish youth. Specifically, missional 
communities (tight knit communities with a common mission) focused on monastic 
rhythms of contemplative prayer, hospitality, pilgrimage, and mission will increase the 
likelihood of starting Christian multiplying movements amongst Spanish university 
students. This dissertation proposes that monastic missional pilgrim communities can be 
the solution to the challenges of liquid modern Spain.  
In the context of liquid modernity, Spain needs a re-working of how mission and 
ministry are to play out in the post-Christendom world. It needs a re-working that looks 
to the future in innovation, while providing stability rooted in the historic mission and 
vision of the church to truly address the fragmentation, isolation, frustration, and 
ambivalence of liquid modernity. Chapter One focuses on the necessity of community for 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
92 Elizabeth Tebbe, “Postmodernism, The Western Church, and Missions,” Evangelical Missions 
Quarterly 35 (October 1999): 426-29. 
93 Bauckham, Bible and Mission, 96-97. 
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the repurposing of effective mission for the Spanish context. Chapter Two delves into 
historic monasticism as pregnant with missional praxis derived from its contemplative 
and communal orientation. Chapter Three develops the use of pilgrimage as a spiritual 
exercise of contemplation and mission. Chapter Four investigates the metaphor of 
pilgrimage as the formative identity for missional communities in Spain. Finally, the 
Conclusion makes several practical suggestions for envisioning and starting monastic 
missional pilgrim communities.
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CHAPTER ONE: 
MISSIONAL COMMUNITY 
“Tell me, when did doilies and your mother’s dishes become so important to you?”- 
Gandalf to Bilbo in The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey 
 
Introduction 
Christendom has left a long scar upon the face of Spain. The effects of this scar 
combined with a liquid modern orientation are moving Spain towards a post-Christian 
and post Christendom perspective where institutional church is experiencing a drastic 
decline in relevance. This chapter argues that while this scar is certainly theological and 
psychological (caught up in the postmodern fears of meta-narratives), it is also 
ecclesiological and structural. Perhaps the challenges of liquid modern Spain can be 
addressed through the recapturing of a missional community approach and ecclesiology. 
Missional community also offers respite and correction form the pressures, discontents, 
and malaise of liquid modern life and identity.      
 
Christendom and Mission: A Crisis 
 With the end of colonialism, the rise of secularism, the postmodern turn, and the 
booming growth in the majority world church, many have begun to speak of the collapse 
of Christendom. Carter defines Christendom as: “the concept of Western civilization as 
having a religious arm (the church) and a secular arm (civil government), both of which 
are united in their adherence to Christian faith, which is seen as the so called soul of
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Europe and the West.”1 Roxburgh defines it as a time when “churches live in a dynamic 
equilibrium with the culture.”2 Missions in the Christendom paradigm often assumed the 
cultural Christianity of all Europeans, thus missions focused on sending professional 
missionaries to extend the reach of a specific denomination in foreign non-Christian 
lands. Typically, the church sent others out into mission, while remaining an institutional 
bulwark within society, the sign and presence of the body of Christ. This is very much the 
case for Spain, with the exception of the minor penetration of Protestant missions. Within 
the Catholic structure, historically missions were solely the work of the Apostolic See, 
entrusted to various missionary societies.3 It was not part and parcel of everyday church 
life and identity. The average parishioner did not see themselves as a person sent by God 
to participate in his mission to the world. However, with the growing realization that 
Europe is now a full-fledged mission field, the church in Europe has reached a point of 
missiological and ecclesiological crisis.4 Perpetuated by a decline in the church and the 
need for redefinition of the West’s role in missions, theologians and missiologists have 
attempted to forge a way forward.5 From these discussions come a number of 
missiological developments:
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Craig A. Carter, Rethinking Christ and Culture: A Post-Christendom Perspective (Grand Rapids: 
Brazos, 2006), 14. 
 
2 Alan J. Roxburgh, Missional Map-making: Skills for Leading in times of Transition (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 1094, Kindle. 
 
3 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll, 
NY: Orbis Books, 1991), 378. 
 
4 Stefan Paas, The Making of a Mission Field: Paradigms of Evangelistic Mission in 
Europe," Exchange 41, no. 1 (2012): 44-67. 
 
5 Charles H. Bayer, A Resurrected Church: Christianity after the Death of Christendom (St. Louis: 
Chalice Press, 2001). Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1989). David Smith, Mission after Christendom (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2003). 
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1. Reclamation of a frontier mentality and the deconstruction of the “Geographical 
Myth of Missions.”1 While once missions was from the West to the other, it is 
now clear that missions also occurs within the Western context. The success of 
mission in the developing world has meant that mission is now pouring into the 
West from the rest of the world. There is growing understanding that “Christian 
culture” does not directly equate to Christian. Mission is now something that is 
both near (even across the street), and far off. 
2. The beginning of the repositioning of the church away from its uneasy 
relationship to power.2 The church in the West is losing its assumed status of 
power and acceptance with the culture. It finds it harder to operate as usual, and is 
forced to re-think its identity and relationship to the wider culture. It must 
reconsider its role as within the predominant culture of the society. This is a 
positive development as it forces the church to look back historically and strike a 
balance between its biblical and historical narrative. 
3. There is a growing theological and missiological reunification of the two poles of 
mission: evangelism together with social justice and healing.3 Theological and 
missiological history had separated these two poles into simplified gospels of 
personal salvation, and social gospel. This missed the full mission of God in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Samuel Escobar, The New Global Mission: The Gospel from Everywhere to Everyone (Downers 
Grove: Intervarsity Press, 2003). Paas, “The Making of a Mission Field,” 65. Wilbert R. Shenk, Changing 
Frontiers of Mission (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1999), 183. 
 
2 Carter, Rethinking Christ and Culture. Stanley Hauerwas, After Christendom?: How the Church 
Is to Behave If Freedom, Justice, and a Christian Nation Are Bad Ideas (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1991). 
Stanley Hauerwas and William H. Willimon, Resident Aliens: Life in the Christian Colony (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1989).  
 
3 John Finney, Emerging Evangelism (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 2004). Darrel L. Guder, 
Be My Witnesses: The Church’s Mission, Message, and Messengers (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1985). 
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inaugurating the full kingdom of God which both saves individual hearts along a 
vertical relationship axis, but also heals, restores, and unifies all of creation along 
a horizontal relationship axis. The question cannot be understood as “either/or” 
but as “both/and.” Good news and good deeds cannot be separated. A mission of 
justice and humanity must also proclaim Christ, and a mission that proclaims 
Christ, must call the saved to live in the reality of the present and coming 
kingdom of God. 
4. The emergence of a missional theology and ecclesiology.4 The church is being 
called through the collapse of Christendom to rediscover its biblical warrant to be 
missionary in all that it does. 
Within liquid modern Spain the issue is clear. The institutional church is in a state of 
rapid melting. Christianity is more and more seen as anachronistic and irrelevant. The 
church needs to re-discover its true self, and Christians in Spain must search for new 
modes to be the church that address the current crisis of faith.5  
 
Christendom: A Missionary Critique 
 It is often assumed that Christendom was fully ushered in by the 
Constantinazation of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman Empire. However, 
Peter Brown shows that that process is much more complicated and, in fact, Christendom 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Bosch, Transforming Mission. Darrell L. Guder, ed., Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending 
of the Church in North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998).  
 
5 Mardones, La Indiferencia Religiosa, 168. Mardones calls for a reconfiguration of the Catholic 
Church in Spain. 
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never existed as a continual monolithic cultural enterprise.6 Throughout church history 
within its context of Christendom, there has often been a realization that not all 
Christendom was truly converted Christianity. Instead Christianity in Europe has faced 
cycles of decline and decay, as well as renewal, vacillating between the threats of 
paganism and nominalism.7 What is understood as Christendom cannot be reduced 
simply to a kind of uniform European Christianity. For the purpose of this chapter, 
Christendom asserts how the growing missionary church of the early centuries of 
Christian history folded into the political and social power of the day. In this, the radical 
and marginalized band of Christ followers became the de facto religion of the Roman 
state, and faced an altered identity and structure, as they grappled with the need to absorb 
the many who now saw it expedient or cultural to become Christian.8 Kreider delineates 
the tension in the church in how to deal with their mainstream status in converting and 
baptizing the masses, led to an intermingling of culture and religion (with the culture 
“exercising power over the emerging religion of the West”), so that syncretism and 
nominalism emerged as dominate modes in the church.9 
 Christendom faced a number of critiques before today. The monastic movement 
was the first to oppose the nominalism, syncretism and power structure of the 
Christendom experiment. The Donatists, Waldensians, Lollards, and Anabaptists were 
other movements that protested against Christendom by attempting to radically interpret 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Peter Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom: Triumph and Diversity, A.D. 200-1000 (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1996). 
 
7  Wessels, Europe, Was It Ever Really Christian?  
 
8 R. A. Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion: From Paganism to Christianity (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1998), 508. 
 
9 Alan Kreider, The Change of Conversion, 83-85. 
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ecclesiastical and individual Christian experience towards a more biblical and missional 
form.10 
 In Christendom significant ecclesiological shifts occurred forcing the once 
marginal Christian community to not only become an institution of power, but also one of 
stasis and maintenance. As such, because all or most were baptized into the church as the 
cultural norm, and all were assumed Christian, the church lost its sense of mission, 
focusing on pastoral care, parochial structures, incentivizing faith, constructing political 
alliances and structures, and teaching correct theology.11 Mission became far off, and 
focused on expanding the political, ecclesiastical, and cultural footprint of Christendom 
in foreign lands. The gospel was present in this, but often wrapped in coercive forces. 
Mission did not happen locally, and the church became institutionalized and static, that 
which only sent professional missionaries but at its core was not missionary. 
The nature of the church and its role and identity became reconfigured under 
Christendom. Its institutional nature and power formulated structure, according to Guder, 
meant that the church had to become more concerned with its “identity, structure, and 
survival,” and ultimately the management of individual human needs rather than the 
kingdom of God.12 Thus, the church reduced salvation to a private, individual 
experience.13 It became the arbiter and dispenser of salvation and spiritual blessings 
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(London: Oxford University Press, 1968), 75. 
 
12 Darrell L. Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 
2255, Kindle.  
 
13 Guder in The Continuing Conversion of the Church stresses that “reduced” does not mean 
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alone, as such salvation and to an extent all Christian spirituality became an 
individualized transaction between the person and the church. Bosch calls this the 
“ecclesia-asticization of salvation.”14 Guder portrays this alteration of function and 
identity: 
This reduced gospel shaped a church with a reduced mission. It was now to be 
focused upon the issue of personal salvation. This salvation was to be managed by 
the church with its administration of the sacraments and the distribution of grace, 
and it was all dependent upon the development of special offices of the church 
empowered to administer God’s grace in churchly actions.15 
In essence, the high commitment missionary community of the New Testament and the 
early church disappeared into the maintenance structure of the church and state. Shenk 
adds:  
The church lost its sense of mission to the world. Essentially initiative passed to 
the state, and the church became the religious institution of society. Christendom 
led to the domestication—the taming—of the church. Christendom resulted in the 
eclipse of mission as understood by the primitive church.16 
Christendom was a passing epoch of the church’s history, and it still casts its 
theological and structural shadows. Certainly there is much to critique within 
Christendom and much ink has been spilt pulling down its edifice. One wonders 
however, if these often theologically centered Anabaptist complaints and re-imaginings 
of the church go too far? Bosch cautions against completely dispensing with Christendom 
as a dark age of Christian history, offering nothing of value.17 Others have mounted 
significant defenses of Christendom and what it means and can continue to say for the 
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15 Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church, 2261. 
 
16 Wilbert R. Shenk, “Missionary Encounter With Culture,” International Bulletin of Missionary 
Research 15, no. 3 (July 1991): 104. 
 
17 Bosch, Transforming Mission, 242. Also, Nigel Wright, New Baptists, New Agenda (Carlisle: 
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future of Christianity.18 Must the church only exist as de-institutionalized, and cut off 
from all political and cultural significance for it to truly live out its mission? Robinson 
stresses that the main lesson we need to arrive at in moving past Christendom is “not so 
much as a comment on the period from Constantine till today but more as a mindset, a 
way of looking at the institution, the church, which prevents the church from acting in a 
missional way.”19 Thus, beginning to see ecclesiology first through the lens of missiology 
could be a helpful rejoinder to the current crisis of liquid modernity. Certainly, Spain 
lives under the inherited structures, modes, and ecclesiology of a church which imparts 
salvation in a transactional manner from institution to individual. Could a recapturing of a 
missional ecclesiology in Spain help? 
 
A Correction: Movements 
 What does it mean to think in terms of the earliest missionary Christians as the 
hermeneutic for understanding the church? Bosch asserts that the primitive New 
Testament and Pauline church was an “apocalyptic missionary movement” captured by a 
clear high calling and mission to exist in mutual community for the sake of others in the 
context of God’s unveiling redemption of the entire world as opposed to an actual 
institution.20 This was a movement passionately captured by Jesus’ call and the Holy 
Spirit’s empowering to fulfill the Great Commission and fully inaugurate the kingdom of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Paul Avis, Church, State, and Establishment (London: SPCK, 2000). Peter J. 
Leithart, Defending Constantine: The Twilight of an Empire and the Dawn of Christendom (Downers 
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20 Bosch, Transforming Mission, 15-181, 196, 242.  
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God. The primitive church as a movement is compared to the institution of church as “the 
one is anxious, the other is prepared to take risk; the one guards boundaries, the other 
crosses them.”21 Niebuhr further defines the movement of the missionary church against 
institution as:   
one is conservative, the other progressive, the one is more or less passive, yielding 
to influences from the outside, the other is active, influencing rather than being 
influenced; the one looks to the past, the other to the future … 22  
Whenever the church turned to building institutions and structures of maintenance, it 
often lost its calling to be a missionary church, and therefore its core nature. This is one 
of the fundamental lessons from Christendom. Winter also see the need for the church in 
the West to return to an orientation of sodality, or movement, found in missionary bands 
of highly committed persons, who go out to construct and begin new sodalities or even 
modalities.23  
There is an inherent tension between movement and institution, sodality and 
modality that must be addressed. On one hand, a movement is what creates growth, 
expansion, and the exhilarating risk found in following the lead of the Holy Spirit to 
pioneer, break new ground, and incarnate the kingdom of God. However, movements 
cannot exist in that state forever, and one must consider if all are called to live that kind 
of radical example. Perhaps movements need institution to survive, and are too delicate 
and fragile to survive without some organizational structure and support. Paas sees an 
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unhelpful preoccupation with smashing institutional and organizational structures in 
some missional reflections.24 Indeed, Guder explains that “[m]ovements do not remain 
movements: they either become institutions or they disappear … [t]his is a sociological 
axiom.”25 There is a cyclical nature to movement as bursting forth with passion and 
vigor, but eventually forming structures that possibly die out, as then the next generation 
rises up in a new movement of reaction. Guder sees this as a theological problem that 
occurs as the transition from movement to institution, in which to make the gospel more 
manageable, the very nature of the gospel and the identity of the people of God as 
essentially missionary, sent to live and proclaim the kingdom of God, is lost.26 This is the 
fundamental issue with Christendom, a church that sees itself as either the dispenser of 
individualistic salvation and comfort, or even the creator of Christian culture through 
power and imposition, over and against the incarnational missionary service of, to, and 
for God.  
This compounds another problem with Christendom and its tension with 
movement and institution, the issue of power. Movements tend to be devoid of 
institutional power, as they are dynamic organisms of relationship and persuasion 
dependent on contagious passion and commitment. Hirsch explains that a spiritual 
movement “involves adventure and movement, and it describes that unique experience of 
togetherness that really happens only among a group of people inspired by the vision of a 
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26 Ibid., 2241, 2282. “The reduced gospel shaped a church with a reduced mission.” 
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better world actually attempting to do something about it.”27 Particularly Christian 
movements have operated on the margins of society, powerless and dependent fully on 
God. This could be particularly important within the context of liquid modern Spain. It is 
essential to remember that Christianity is not a metanarrative in the sense of the 
postmodern word. Instead it confronts the postmodern world view, that any universality 
is wrong because all such are oppressive. Christianity moves from the margins to the 
center, striking a balance of particularity and universality, and ultimately confronting 
coercion, oppression, and exclusion.28 It is a witness to truth and love over modernity’s 
and even Christendom’s will to power. Moreover, Walls has shown that Christianity 
moves from the peripheries into the center, and is always mobile, crossing cultures, and 
starting new movements and expressions of Christian renewal.29 This is seen today, as the 
center of Christianity is now shifting to “insignificant” places like Africa and South 
America. Yet, it can also be seen in the movements of Celtic monasticism that re-
Christianized Europe from the wild barbarian edge back to the center, and the reforms of 
the Discalced Carmelites whom breathed new life into a faltering movement. The 
European sodality of monasticism itself comes from the peripheral place of the desert, 
where monks modeled Jesus’ interactions there, battling evil and seeking God. In this, 
looking at monasticism as a movement offers fresh perspective counter to the postmodern 
critique of Christianity as institutional monolithic power. Chapter Two looks specifically 
at monasticism. This chapter returns to these two tensions within primitive, Christendom, 
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and modern ecclesiastical tensions between movement and institution, as well as, 
weakness and power. The research suggests that recovering a missionary movement 
perspective can serve to address the crisis of Christianity in Spain. 
 
Liquid Post Christendom: Decentering and Liminality 
The church is losing its center of power, influence, and prestige in Europe. 
However, while it is not the center, in the liquid modern world nothing is, the church is 
disestablished but not banished. It is just one more option on the menu of endless 
experience and diversion. The West exists as a decentered world, and as such neither God 
nor Christian thought are “the center of the unity and meaning of the culture.”30 Davie 
explains Western society as, “[f]ragmentation/decentering of the religious narrative but 
also of the secular or anti-religious narrative … a space for the sacred but often in forms 
different from those which have gone before.”31 The church and the West are 
experiencing a rapid pace of dizzying change caused by globalization, pluralism, rapid 
technological change, postmodernism, and massive global sociological and 
environmental crisis. By passing through this time of decentering and institutional future 
ambiguity, many react with loss and fear. However, this mourning goes too far, and is 
based in a sorrow of loss of privilege at best and an attitude of victimization at worst.  
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Roxburgh asserts that the church in the West is passing through a liminal phase.32 
Liminal describes the disorientation that one experiences while passing through a ritual or 
rite of passage. It can be used to describe political and cultural changes in which new 
movements or institutions emerge.33 Certainly the West is a liminal situation. Roxburgh 
is helpful here, he sees the church caught in the liminal world as entering a rite of 
passage, passing into the margins to then re-emerge and reintegrate into society with a 
new identity.34 This time of change and uncertainty is an opportunity for growth, 
maturity, and above all for the church to rediscover its essence in the missio Dei as the 
sent people of God (Jn. 20:21). However, Roxburgh warns: “[t]his kind of reintegration is 
possible only after the liminal has been accepted as a marginal experience that leads to a 
new, transformative relationship with the social structures and culture.”35 Perhaps the 
church in the West is passing through a time of growth and testing, to emerge as a church 
more closely aligned with the plans of God, more attuned to the compassion of Christ, 
and full of the power of the Holy Spirit.  
 
The Rise of Missional Theology 
 What kind of church needs to emerge from the liminal experience?  This chapter 
suggests that Christians in Spain need to embrace missiological realities to reconfigure 
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themselves to reach liquid modern Spain. These include: (1) an understanding of the 
missional situation in Western Europe and the collapse of Christendom, (2) an 
understanding of the missionary nature of the church, (3) an understanding of the need 
for radical missionary movements and (4) an embracing of a de-centered, marginal 
identity sojourning through a liminal, liquid world. 
Missiologists Bosch and Newbigin were some of the most influential to sound the 
ecclesiological alarm for the Western church by attempting to undo the false 
ecclesiological perception of the church in Christendom.36 They posit the church in its 
original apostolic context, as being sent, and as being at its core missionary. For Bosch, 
this was a reclaiming of the true ecclesiology and purpose of the church, that the local 
church was the primary agent of God’s mission:  
God’s salvific work precedes both church and mission. We should not subordinate 
mission to the church, nor the church to mission; both should, rather, be taken up 
into the missio Dei, which now became the overarching concept. The missio Dei 
institutes the missiones ecclesiae. The church changes from being sender to being 
the one sent.37  
Newbigin emphasizes the need for a missionary encounter with the West explaining that 
“the home base is everywhere,” thus stressing that every local church community was 
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now in a missionary situation.38 Newbigin’s work in rethinking the relation of the church 
to Western culture eventually spawned the British The Gospel and Our Culture project, as 
well as the Anglican Mission-shaped Church39 report which would launch the Fresh 
Expressions movement.40  
Parallel in America, Newbigin’s influence spread also through Shenk’s research 
program The Missiology of Western Culture Project, and also The Gospel and Culture 
Network of North America41 which would produce the seminal text Missional Church: A 
Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America. Missional church thus came to 
delineate the church as a sent community with specific focus on “the notion of mission in 
Western culture as well as the immediate community contexts in which churches in the 
West found themselves.”42 Mission-shaped Church came to similar conclusions 
highlighting: “that the Church is the fruit of God’s mission, and that as such it exists to 
serve and to participate in the ongoing mission of God.”43 Cray asserts that Fresh 
Expressions exist for “networks or parts of a neighborhood where the Church is not 
already engaged” and must focus on maintaining their identity as “communities for the 
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kingdom and not revert to the maintenance of their own existence.”44 These parallel 
movements opened the missional church discussion, and an expansive amount of 
practical and academic literature that encourages churches and church planting efforts to 
be missional.45 In Catholicism, and pertinent to the Spanish context, the Vatican II 
document Ad Gentes agrees that the “Church is missionary by her very nature” and goes 
on to develop a robust missiology for the church to “save and renew every creature” 
through the proclamation and establishment of the kingdom of God throughout the 
world.46 
 What emerges from the trend in missional theology is foremost that every 
Christian “embrace a fundamental identity as a sent person.”47 Furthermore, the church 
must recover dynamism in movement and mission, over and against the institutional, safe 
and staid mode of Christendom. Within this, the church must extricate itself from an 
unhealthy relationship to power and culture instead striking a new vision for starting 
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movements to both renew the call of the existing church as well as begin new forms of 
the faith.48 Moreover, context and enculturation (or incarnation) become essential themes. 
The church is now sent out to communities and contexts, instead of waiting for them to 
come in. This going out and en-fleshing the gospel into the culture is just like 
missionaries entering into a foreign nation attempting to translate the truth of the gospel 
into native culture and language. Cultural exegesis is an essential element of missional 
theology. Key themes for missional theology are enumerated as: 
1. The church is a sent community of missionaries. Each member is sent. 
2. It is sent to a specific culture and context. It crosses the frontiers of faith, to 
engage those outside the scope of the church. 
3. The church also welcomes all. It is a center for inclusive, radical love and 
hospitality. 
4. It must incarnate the gospel into the culture and context to which it is sent. 
5.  Ecclesiology is now defined by missiology. The story of the church is the story of 
mission. 
Returning to the question of what kind of church should emerge from the liminal 
experience; this paper suggests it should be marked by a missional orientation and 
identity. 
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Missio Dei 
 Missional theology is not a strategy, but a reclamation and renewal, in the face of 
present realities, of missio Dei.49 At its core, missional theology is rooted in Trinitarian 
theology and reclamation of centering all theology and praxis in the Godhead. In the 
critique of Christendom, and desire to recapture the energy of the primitive missionary 
church, theologians also hit upon the central biblical narrative of God as a missionary 
sending God. As such, missio Dei begins with the biblical, theological statement that God 
is a missionary God. He sends Abraham, he sends Jonah, and he sends Israel to 
accomplish his mission to save and restore the earth. Most significantly, the community 
of the Triune God sends Jesus to incarnate divine love in human flesh, and then the 
Father in the name of the Son also sends the Holy Spirit into the world (Jn 14:26). This 
Trinitarian movement is then completed by the sending of the church, mirroring the 
sending of Jesus (Jn 20:21). The church is the primary instrument of God’s plan, mission, 
and salvation. Moltmann sums up missio Dei succinctly: “It is not the church that has a 
mission of salvation to fulfill in the world; it is the mission of the Son and the Spirit 
through the Father that includes the church.”50 The church is wrapped up in the 
Trinitarian life through the indwelling of the Spirit, thus called and empowered to 
participate in God’s mission. Bosch further explains that: “the image of mission is not 
primarily an activity of the church, but an attribute of God …  [m]ission is thereby seen 
as a movement from God to the world; the church is viewed as the instrument for that 
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mission, [t]o participate in mission is to participate in the movement of God’s love 
toward people.”51 
 
Incarnation 
Since Jesus exemplifies the missionary par excellence in his sending, incarnation, 
and obedience, the church is challenged to mirror itself in his incarnation and crucifixion. 
From a practical standpoint, Hirsch and Frost develop the implication of incarnation: 
“When we talk of the Incarnation with a capital ‘I’ we refer to that act of sublime love 
and humility whereby God takes it upon himself to enter into the depths of our world, our 
life, our reality in order that the redemption and consequent union between God and 
humanity may be brought about … [t]his ‘enfleshing’ of God is so radical and total that it 
qualifies all subsequent acts of God in his world.”52 Furthermore, Hirsch has portrayed a 
theo-praxis of missional incarnation derived from Christ as postures of Presence, 
Proximity, Powerlessness, and Proclamation.53 The incarnation opens the church up to 
the possibility of crossing cultural and societal boundaries to become not only the love of 
Jesus in flesh, but also the outworking of the missio Dei in real time and space. It opens 
up the opportunity for creative listening and contextualizing to find the best ways to 
incarnate the gospel. This can be seen in movements like Fresh Expressions which seek 
to find creative points of connection and relevance to reach the scope of the unchurched 
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through listening, serving, incarnational mission and contextualizing the ancient and 
historic faith into relevant forms of church, community, and worship.54   
 Incarnation in missiology has two meanings. Firstly, it is the drawing near aspect 
of traditional missionary anthropology to communicate the Christian message and life in 
cultural forms and functions that fit within a receptor culture.55 The Christian message is 
able to cross cultures and draw near in culturally appropriate ways to those who are 
removed from the gospel. It is not encased in only one culture or structural system. 
Secondly, there is the issue of the church (the people of God) as the body of Christ living 
out the love of Christ for all. This is what Guder calls “incarnational integrity.”56 In this 
sense, incarnation is to continue “to link the what and the how of God’s action.”57 God’s 
love manifested in Christ’s death and resurrection for all, must be communicated in word, 
but as God’s message is also caught up in restoration, justice, reconciliation, forgiveness, 
and radical love, so must the people of God also live out these values. This incarnational 
integrity as witness to the love of Christ, thus validates the preaching and evangelizing of 
the gospel, but also creates a tangible explanation of the power and love of the gospel in 
action. 
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Missional Communities and the Church 
There is tension inherent in missio Dei and incarnation as it applies to the praxis 
of missional church. This tension pertains to the extent to which mission and 
incarnational community can happen outside the bounds of the organized and visible 
church.58 Paas notices that within the missional discussion the call has gone out for either 
less church (movements without structure and institution) or more church (strengthening 
of structure, institution, and liturgy).59 Already the dissertation touches on the inherent 
irony of how movements eventually calcify into institutions. So, the question arises for 
the Spanish youth and university context, how shall it proceed? On one hand, much 
missional literature calls for flat, egalitarian, organic structure that avoid the patina of 
institutionalism. There is a belief here that absence of structure will help to maintain a 
missionary movement focus. On the other hand, Goheen and O’Donovan point out that 
the problem is not structural, but theological, in particular, the church’s loss of a 
theological correct orientation to mission and power.60 Guder develops this more, 
explaining that what happened in Christendom (and can happen whenever) is a reduction 
of the gospel (to personal salvation only) whose alleviation lies in maintaining a focus on 
a holistic gospel that not only saves, but compels all into a missional orientation towards 
the world.61 This unearths another remedy to the puzzle of institutional death, which is 
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the “incarnational integrity” of the church or community. Does the institution through a 
missional framework continue to live out the radical love of Christ to enact justice and 
mercy? Perhaps the problem is not strictly institutional or structural, but a loss of 
theological and missiological focus.  
With that said, this dissertation does not seek to make a final judgment on this 
missional-theological-ecclesiological question. Instead, it points to a framework offered 
in the Fresh Expression movement of  “mixed economy,” or the use of varying types of 
structures, both traditional-institutional and experimental-unstructured, to reach a diverse 
culture with diverse needs.62 Certainly, in Spain, with its vast tradition in the Catholic 
Church, and its solid percentage of still practicing Catholics, a mixed economy approach 
has its advantages. However, speaking particularly in the context of Spanish youth and 
university students this paper suggests a movement focused around flexible, flat, light 
weight missional communities where the value of community takes precedent over 
hierarchy, organization, and structure. Christianity has to be contextualized around them, 
into their way of life and culture. As such, Spanish youth exhibit a high desire for a de-
institutionalized Christianity, low trust in formal ecclesiastical structures and religion, are 
wary of abuses of power, and in general have rejected the structured modern mindset. 
Therefore, movements of missional communities offer a way for Spanish youth to live 
their faith out in mission through community, while also incarnating Christian 
community into liquid modern space. Indeed, a liquid modern context will need a 
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flexible, diverse, innovative, and open model and praxis for doing church, against the one 
size fits all version of church.63    
 
Community as the Base Structure for Mission 
 Missio Dei asserts that God by his nature is missionary and thusly his called out 
people on the earth are his missionary people, namely the church. The church is 
missionary and each individual brought into the community through faith in Jesus Christ 
and indwelt by the Holy Spirit is a missionary, sent by God. Logically, any gathered 
group of Christians is a missionary community, sent to participate in God’s mission to the 
world. The organizing principle here is not institution, but the gathering of missionaries, 
whether that community is found in an underground church in China; a Catholic church 
in Spain, or an informal gathering of students, each has an implicit and explicit 
missionary dimension.  
Guder identifies community as the basic missional structure.64 That is specifically, 
missionaries can only exist in community, and can only witness (evangelize and restore) 
in community. Newbigin also sees this inextricable link between community and mission, 
as it is God’s plan that the “faith community is the means by which the gospel is made 
known to the world” through the type of Christian community that “consists in love that 
expresses itself in very concrete ways.”65 For Newbiggin the church is a particular 
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community chosen and sent by God to complete the missio Dei.66 The missional 
community reflects the radical love represented in the missionary God. For many of the 
missiologists who have influenced the missional movement, missiology and ecclesiology 
are inextricably tied, if not missiology defining ecclesiology. The community of 
missionaries is called and sent by God to complete the mission inaugurated by Christ, 
while guided by the Holy Spirit. The community in fellowship, worship, and mutual love 
is pervaded by a missional dimension as witness to the world of Christ’s love and good 
news, while also strengthening, preparing, and empowering itself to go out in the practice 
of mission. Therefore, a truly functioning missional community has both a centrifugal 
(sending out) and centripetal (drawing in) aspects. For Paas, this missional ecclesiology 
plays out along two poles, centripetal (“come and see”) and centrifugal (“go!”) as God’s 
love in the church draws people in with its mutual care, hospitality, worship, and 
preaching, but also goes out to engage the world in service, justice, and evangelism.67 A 
community should not be only centripetal, or only centrifugal, but should strike a balance 
between the both. Thus, the community by living out Christ’s love internally and 
externally develops the core of its missional nature. 
The type of community that flows out of Christian theology and ecclesiology 
should be mentioned. Often, understanding of Christian community is quite superficial. 
True Christian community flows out of the mutual indwelling, self-giving love and 
perichoresis of the Trinity which exists as unity and diversity, community, and ultimate 
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love that flows both in, to and out of (towards all creation) the Triune God.68 It is a 
radical, sacrificial community that offers the perichoretic love within itself that such love 
also flows out to the entire world in the Great Commission and Great Commandment. 
This love is fully modeled as self-sacrificial in the cross. This dissertation suggests that 
missional community serve as the base for sodalities that can break new ground and 
create new expressions of Christian faith in Spain. By forming around communities, 
Christ’s love has the opportunity to manifest itself in true community and then flow 
outwards to those outside the community in mission. Missional community is reflective 
of the communitarian Trinity co-operating and sending in community. As the church 
becomes the image of the sending God, so must it become the image of the 
communitarian God. Without community there is no Christianity:69 
1. Missional community understands that its “essential nature and vocation” are as 
“God’s called and sent people.”70  
2. Community is central to Christian mission as it creates the necessary context to 
build common vision, commitment, accountability, fellowship, equipping, and 
encouragement.71 
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3. Effective evangelism is only “possible when the community that evangelizes … is 
a radiant manifestation of the Christian lifestyle.”72 
4. In a disoriented world passing through the liminal process of change, the 
Christian community can become a space for people to find stability in a 
fragmented and individualistic culture. In a decentered world, Christian 
community offers the best hope of creating authentic community with Jesus as its 
center.73 
5. Spiritual movements need (a) flexibility, creativity, and experimentation, as well 
as (b) incarnation-contextualization into existing community networks, (c) 
empowered lay participation and leadership, and (d) an emphasis on rapid 
multiplication. These criteria can best be accomplished through smaller 
community focused structures.74 
6. Centrifugal and centripetal mission that sends out but also welcomes in with 
hospitality is core to communal witness.75 
 
Missional Communities 
 This chapter establishes the need for a missional ecclesiology in understanding 
the church in Spain. Moreover, it delineates the missional community as the core 
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structure for mission and movement. Missional communities (in the modern sense) first 
came about in the mid-1990s through Mike Breen at St. Thomas’ in Sheffield, United 
Kingdom. Breen defines them as “a group of people, about the size of an extended 
family, doing the mission of God together outside the regular confines of the church 
building.”76 McNeal defines missional communities less formally as “a group of 
missionaries living together.”77 These communities are characterized by particular values 
or rhythms, but overall are flexible, organic, have flat leadership, high commitment, and 
strive to be incarnational and missional in their community. At its core, Breen sees 
missional communities as always retaining three movements; Up (relationship to God), In 
(community) and Out (mission to the world).78 Missional communities appear in a 
number of forms. They can be a network of sent communities that tie back into a more 
institutional church, or they can be fully pioneering with the goal of beginning a new and 
autonomous expression of church. Missional communities are sent groups of highly 
committed but they are also open to seekers to join the community, and experience 
Christianity in this way. They look for needs within their context to serve, but also 
opportunities for invitation and hospitality. Above all missional communities create the 
fellowship and support structure for a group of like-minded missionaries to submerge 
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themselves incarnationally into a culture of the un-churched, giving them the best 
opportunity to unleash missional movements.79 
 
Missional Communities in Liquid Modern Spain 
Not isolated individuals but a redeemed people who are experiencing 
reconciliation with God and fellowship with each other is called to witness to 
God’s intent to overcome the rebellion and alienation of humanity through the 
establishment of a new society of joy, righteousness, faith, and love. Salvation is 
not a private transaction between the individual and God, but a social reality of 
transformed relationships. 
 
The New Testament concept of koinonia defines the Christian church as all those 
who have Jesus Christ and his mission in common. This community, shaped by 
God’s word, is sent to be the concrete witness of the gospel of Jesus in its 
particular place.80 
 
 Bauman points out that life in liquid modern society is caught between the 
excesses of security and fully liberated individualistic freedom.81 In between, in the 
constantly changing, uncertain world, humanity looks for community to belong to as a 
refuge, but only finds empty communities where true attachments and commitments fall 
prey to competition, consumption, and the ever pressing need to re-invent identity. One 
can change their community as quickly as one can change their identity, but all long, 
perhaps unconsciously, for a fixed community and a fixed identity. Liquid modern people 
are not looking for community in its previous sense, but one that promises security and 
purity of identity, so that they will not need to deal with the outsider, the vagabond, and 
the stranger. It is community that allows for liquid modern citizens to hold on to their 
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“made-up identity,” defend themselves against the insecurity and discomfort of the 
world, and is thus imagined seductively as “an island of homely and cozy tranquility in a 
sea of turbulence.”82  
Community in liquid modernity is therefore without obligations. In a sense, the 
search for community is just another commodity to be traded and therefore has no 
permanence. If one can choose one’s identity, then one must construct and choose one’s 
identity by choosing the correct, specific community. Liquid moderns are in an increasing 
search for and creation of communities which ironically are simply not. Hobsbawm 
explains that “[n]ever had the word ‘community’ used more indiscriminately and emptily 
than in the decades when communities in sociological sense became hard to find in real 
life.”83   
Bauman develops two metaphors of liquid modern “communities;” the 
“cloakroom community” and the “carnival community.”84 Cloakroom communities arise 
around a spectacle but allow the members of the community the freedom to enter, leaving 
their true coats in the cloakroom (their true identities), coming together only for a 
moment in false unification of a special occasion. At the end, they return to the realities 
of their identities, the community only lasting the duration of the event, without 
attachment. Carnival communities are similar in that they offer rest and diversion from 
the exhaustion of liquid modern individualism, if only for a moment, without actually 
creating lasting community. Communities in liquid modernity are explosive, appearing 
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rapidly around a spectacle, event, or concerted need of diversion, security, superficial 
sociality, or popular taste: “they offer a virtual ‘common purpose’ and which virtual 
communities may entwine, pushed and pulled alternately by the synchronized feeling of 
panic (sometimes of a moral, but more often than not of immoral or amoral kind) and 
ecstasy.”85 What is more, these cloakroom, carnival communities in their impermanence 
and lack of true responsibility “effectively ward off the condensation of ‘genuine’ (that is 
comprehensive and lasting) communities which they mime and (misleadingly) promise to 
replicate or generate from scratch.”86 Liquid modernity pits the individual against the 
community, only offering up stale replicas of the true thing. 
  Missional communities offer a theological-practical opportunity for reaching 
liquid modernity. Their form and structure as a sent community, serving and welcoming, 
to incarnate the gospel creatively into a particular context helps them to separate from the 
functional Christendom of Europe, and establish a community caught up in missio Dei. 
This is a community that is focused on hospitality, mission, and witness that comes in 
powerlessness but in proximity and presence to those who are outside the community. 
Moreover, by centering mission on the core principal of community, missional 
communities answer the alienation and individualism of the liquid modern world. The 
missional community becomes a highly contextualized message of God’s mission and 
love to contexts with no effective expression of Christianity and no connection to an 
institutional church. They offer a place for liquid modern people to run to in the face of 
their overwhelming insecurity and fear, to discover a true identity, and true mission.  
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Taylor laments that the church in Christendom failed to truly inaugurate Christ’s 
kingdom of God, but instead ushered in mainly “a disciplined society in which 
categorical relations have primacy and therefore norms.”87 It was this disciplined society 
that as such created the seedbed of the backlash against it, and the melting into liquid 
modernity. Spain is an example of Christendom’s disciplined society par exellence. For 
Taylor, the solution is to recapture “solidarity” with the kingdom that then “would bring 
us into a network or agape.”88 Against the control, power, and institution of the church, 
Spain needs to see the gospel incarnated in authentic communities of love in action. This 
dissertation argues that missional communities (specifically light weight, flexible tight 
knit communities with a common mission) can help in starting Christian multiplying 
movements amongst Spanish youth and university students.
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CHAPTER TWO: 
THE MISSIONAL HOPE AND POSSIBILITY OF MONASTICISM 
“If you want to kiss the sky, better learn how to kneel.”- U2, Mysterious Ways 
 
Introduction 
 This dissertation argues for developing missional communities as response to the 
realities of liquid modern Spain. Much missional literature posits the genesis of missional 
community as practiced within the primitive church by rediscovering the primacy of a 
missionary call within community for all Christians. Moreover, said literature shows how 
the theological and ecclesiological shifts that occurred under Christendom helped to stunt 
the missional nature of the church. An important question arises at this point. Has there 
been missional movements (even evocative of missional community) historically present 
during Christendom? Were there other models present in Europe that held together a 
missional praxis against the stasis of the institutional church? If so, what can be learned 
from these missional movements, and what can be applied to the context of liquid 
modern Spain? This chapter looks specifically at monasticism and its role in maintaining 
the missional movement impetus within the Western church. It will also look for essential 
connections of theology and praxis between Western monasticism and missional 
community. Perhaps historical monastic movements can grant clarity for the praxis of 
missional community.
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Why Monasticism? 
 One may ask what monasticism (a movement particularly orientated towards 
asceticism within the Catholic and Orthodox traditions) has to offer present day missional 
strategies. Bosch following Küng has broken down the missional history of the church 
into six paradigms of mission.1 For Bosch, each of these paradigms developed in its own 
context and “wrestled with the question of the Christian faith, and by implication, the 
Christian mission meant for them.”2 These six paradigms are: 
1. the apocalyptic paradigm of primitive Christianity 
2. the missionary paradigm of the Eastern Church 
3. the Medieval Roman Catholic missionary paradigm 
4. the missionary paradigm of the Protestant Reformation 
5. mission in the wake of the Enlightenment 
6. the emerging Postmodern mission paradigm. 
Within the Medieval paradigm (the construction of Christendom) Bosch posits 
monasticism as the quintessential missional movement. He defends this assertion by 
explaining that: “Although the monastic communities were not intentionally missionary 
(in other words, created for the purpose of mission), they were permeated by a missionary 
dimension … [s]mall wonder then that, increasingly, their implicitly missionary 
dimension began to spill over into explicit missionary efforts.”3 Guder, Newbigin, 
Niebuhr, and Winter all agree with Bosch that monasticism was historically the missional 
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movement paradigm within Christendom which both renewed the church and launched 
new movements of mission, service, evangelism, and community.4 While monastics 
originally sought the ascetic life in isolation, very rapidly they came into a missional 
function by serving the church, evangelizing, preaching, caring for the poor, practicing 
hospitality, and performing other social services. Therefore, looking at monasticism 
offers points to understanding missional movements in practice and context. 
 The community emphasis of monastic life also offers a key connection for 
missional community. Monastic life centers as a community that prays, worships, lives, 
eats, and works together. In short, monastic communities were tight knit and highly 
committed communities of gospel witness, communicating God’s love in both word and 
deed. Finney elucidates this point: “The heart of a monastic community, of course, is a 
group of people with common commitment to each other and to the task of the 
community.”5 As such, a study of monasticism and its practices can help to develop deep 
Christian community. 
 Monasticism also carries a certain theological-philosophical apologetic in the face 
of the post-Christian, liquid modern world. That is monasticism developed as a spiritual 
critique against the Roman Christendom system.6 The first monks to go into the desert 
were seeking holiness and authentic faith in light of the nominalism of the church. 
Burton-Christie explains: “many of the desert monks refused to participate in the growing 
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establishment of the church under Constantine, choosing instead to live on the margins of 
society under the direct guidance of the Spirit and the Word of God.”7 They sought 
abandonment to the desert to find Christ and in obedience to His word obtain purity.8 
Moreover, they lamented the loss of the expression of faith of martyrdom under the 
Roman persecutions, their retreat to the desert and a rejection of comfort and wealth was 
their own “harsh routine of daily martyrdom”.9 The monastic movement was uneasy with 
the cultural and political power of the church in Christendom and how it affected the 
spiritual vitality and witness of the church. In this, they sought to re-discover a spiritual 
community that was bound up in the suffering and marginalization of Christ, against the 
church of power and comfort. In a liquid modern age, the church finds itself in a similar 
situation, where many are exhausted with the Christendom experiment. Metaphorically, 
Christians find themselves in the desert. However, as the monastics sought out the stark 
contrast of the desert to identify with Jesus (a king who comes from, to, and for the 
margins of society) in suffering, prayer, loneliness, powerlessness, and self-denial; then 
perhaps, the church in liquid modernity can also glean from its time in the desert growth 
and commitment to Christ. Here a re-positioning of the church away from power, and 
towards an identity of powerless servant living for and with the waste of liquid modern 
society, may be a convincing apologetic in a post-Christian society. In this, looking at 
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monasticism as a movement offers fresh perspective counter to the postmodern critique 
of Christianity. 
 Finally, monasticism ties historically back into the ancient spiritual wells of the 
Christian tradition. Webber argues from an Evangelical standpoint the need for an 
ancient-future approach to Christian life and ministry in the postmodern world.10 There is 
a need to look back on the church’s history tied into the salvation history of God 
throughout time and engage with the traditions and practices that have carried the gospel. 
Firstly, looking back can strain out the modernist influences that limit the Christian 
church in the 20th and 21st centuries. A church relevant to a liquid modern age could find 
its bearings in its pre-modern, ancient theologies, practices, and traditions. Already we 
have noted how a return to the primitive church’s missionary call in the Trinitarian missio 
Dei has revolutionized missiology. Secondly, looking back ties the church back into its 
one, catholic, and apostolic nature which has handed down the gospel through 
generations. It reminds of its historical faithfulness in the communion of the saints, and 
how the church is tied up into that tradition and history. The sacraments, above all else, 
tie the history of the church together in a final spiritual unity. Specifically here, critical 
reflection back upon tradition finds its purpose “[d]eveloping a mature, contextual 
sacramentality and spirituality is therefore the pursuit of drawing on ancient faith 
traditions to meet contemporary, and future, mission needs.”11 By looking back it finds 
touchstones for the present and the future. This may even be more important within a 
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society with deep Catholic roots and strong numbers of practicing Catholics, such as 
Spain. A clean break with the past may be too progressively modernist in its own right. 
Also, the remedies for the future should and could be found in the challenges and 
solutions of the past traditions. This chapter is an attempt to investigate such spiritual 
movements that find their locality, history, and tradition within Europe with hopes of 
discovering praxis pertinent to present day Europe. 
 
Defining Monasticism 
 Tracing and understanding monasticism is not a simple unifying narrative. As a 
historical movement monasticism was never unified nor systematized. It grew out of the 
ascetic human response to religion and spirituality, and encompassed a wide range of 
perspectives, modes, and styles. Some of these movements would go on to become 
communal and missional, others would not. King explains that Christianity from its 
earliest days had ascetics (Paul in a sense modeled this by remaining celibate), but it was 
from the influence of Origen that a theology of asceticism and martyrdom would begin to 
develop which influenced one of the most important monks in church history, Saint 
Anthony.12 Anthony, and the subsequent biography produced by his friend Athanasius, 
bishop of Alexandria, would become a major influence of monastic and holy living in the 
hermitic lifestyle. Alternating between times of chaotic persecution and sedentary 
comfort within the church, other monastics began to follow after Anthony seeking a new 
spiritual reality in the desert of Egypt. Thus, what one finds from an investigation of 
monasticism from the Desert Fathers into the earliest monasteries in Western Europe to 
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the forming of the Benedictine Rule and the proliferation of orders in the Medieval era is 
a varied movement focused on obtaining holiness,13 reformation through imitation of 
Scripture and Christ,14 battling spiritual evil,15 knowing God and bringing his kingdom 
through prayer,16 and falling deeply in love with Jesus.17 King defines monasticism as “a 
life under rule, dedicated to prayer and meditation.”18 Cassian, one of the early innovators 
and codifiers of monasticism would define the point of monasticism specifically as: “the 
final end of the profession indeed … is the kingdom of God or the kingdom of heaven: 
but the immediate aim or goal is purity of heart, without which no one can gain that 
end.”19 Presently, the monastic order of Cistercians borrowing from the Benedictine Rule, 
define the purpose of monasticism as, “seeking union with God, through Jesus Christ, in 
a community of sisters or brothers.”20 
 While many of the first monastics were anchorite in nature, a monk named 
Pachomonius introduced the innovation of living in community, or the cenobite mode, 
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which understood that union with God not only came through isolation, but also the 
through the attitudes of humility and love which needed to be developed in community. 
Williams highlights the importance of the communal shift within monasticism, both 
theologically and practically: “One thing that comes out very clearly from any reading of 
the great monastic writers of the fourth and fifth century is the impossibility of thinking 
about contemplation or meditation or ‘spiritual life’ in abstraction from the actual 
business of living in the Body of Christ, living in concrete community.”21 Through the 
influence of Anthony and Cassian monasticism began to spread across the Roman 
Empire, proliferating in a number of different practices and communities through the 
fourth and fifth centuries.  
Martin of Tours and Augustine were further innovators of monasticism, forming 
communities, developing rules, and also finding intersections where monasticism could 
serve and empower the church. Martin and Augustine themselves were active in 
scholarship, church leadership, and political issues. Into the fifth and sixth centuries, 
monasticism began to lose its initial energy, as the quality of monks and monasteries 
became substandard. Monasticism began to become a settled, comfortable life for many. 
Attempting to reform monasticism, and raise the standards of the monastic life, Pope 
Gregory the Great began to highlight the life and reforms implemented by Saint Benedict. 
The influence of Benedict’s life and particularly The Rule of Saint Benedict would 
eventually become the defining standard for all Western monasticism.22 Benedict’s rule 
set the organizational and practical details of the monastic life focused around rhythms of 
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contemplation and spiritual disciplines, set in a context of radical community, hard work, 
and simplicity.  
 This chapter looks at two monastic movements: Celtic and Discalced Carmelite 
monasticism. Celtic monasticism has risen in popularity as a historical missional 
movement. It offers points of missional praxis within an indigenous, contextualized 
European missional movement that was on the margins of a society. Discalced 
Carmelites, under the leadership of Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross, was a 
specifically Spanish movement which sought to bring renewal to the Spanish church. It is 
pertinent to the Spanish context where the residue of the work of Teresa and John are still 
appreciated. 
 
Celtic Monasticism: Incarnational-Communal Missional Movement 
Context 
 The former slave of Celts, St. Patrick (c. 387-460) received a vision from God to 
return to Ireland and preach the gospel to the pagan populace. At the time, Ireland was 
outside the scope of Roman governance, a pagan people gripped by human sacrifice, 
slave trade, and violence.23 Already, there had been attempts to convert the Celts in 
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, but these had had limited success, only allowing for a 
tenuous toe hold. Although little is known of Patrick’s life, some assume that he and his 
early co-workers (most likely Roman monks fleeing the violence and chaos of the 
collapsing empire) had contact with monasteries in Gaul and Wales influenced by Martin 
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of Tours, thus connecting to them to the original Desert Fathers.24 His original attempts to 
convert the Celts, while meeting with success, generally followed the Roman model of 
establishing a diocesan structure.25 Yet, between Patrick’s first generation of missions 
and the second generation, Celtic Christianity experienced a shift from modality to 
sodality. The monastery became the organizing principle of Celtic Christianity over that 
of the diocese. This was aided by the fragmentation and collapse of the Roman system, 
and the reality that much of the Celtic lands were never Romanized. Therefore, Celtic 
monasticism and the Celtic church were allowed to develop outside of the Roman world, 
on the far fringes of a disintegrating empire. Celtic monasticism developed as an 
indigenous, local, contextualized and specifically truly Celtic movement, free from much 
Roman influence and hierarchy.26 Within a generation of Patrick’s mission Christianity 
took hold, the slave trade ended, violence decreased, and the monastery became a center 
for morality, civilization, order, and education.27 The once pagan Celts were transformed 
into a Christian missionary force. Monasteries were rapidly founded, and often, such as in 
Iona and Lindisfarne became missionary multipliers sending monks throughout the 
British Isles and Europe. Columbanus (543-615), for instance, established monasteries at 
a rapid pace throughout Europe going as far as Bobbio in modern Italy.  
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A Warning 
 Celtic scholar Meek warns that the glut of Celtic Christianity research and 
literature is often guided by its own postmodern milieu in reading certain biases back into 
the historical record of the Celts.28 His thesis is that much of Celtic Christian literature is 
off base, focused on constructing a new form of Christianity that never historically 
existed, a sort of “ecclesiastical comforter” for those looking to justify their views.29 He 
is particularly hard upon those who have tried to re-interpret Celtic Christianity as outside 
the theologically orthodox scope of Catholic Christianity. He argues that the emphasis on 
the Celtic monastic model in conflict with the Roman model goes too far in setting up a 
false dichotomy. Clearly, there existed already some Roman church structures in place in 
Celtic lands, and the monastic movement was not the only form of a growing Celtic 
church.30 Moreover, the Celts did not see themselves at odds with the Roman system or 
orthodox Catholic theology; instead, they understood themselves as being part and parcel 
of it. Meek’s argument is important to heed, one must be careful to deal honestly with 
history, and not to oversimplify important conclusions. However, Hunter argues that 
Meek’s conclusion that only trained Celtic historians should write about and draw 
conclusions from Celtic Christian history is fairly pedantic, and the topic is “too 
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important to leave entirely to the desk historians!”31 For the purposes of this dissertation 
Meek’s warning must be taken into consideration, but ultimately interest lies with the 
history and theology of mission, and how that intersects with modern missional practices. 
Talking about the missional highlights of Celtic Monasticism (and Discalced Carmelites 
for that matter) does not paint the full picture, but it does point in the correct direction, 
and offers an imaginative ancient-future perspective for dealing with the challenges to 
mission in the 21st century. This is also another reason that this dissertation argues for a 
mixed-economy expression of missional communities, as opposed to creating an 
unneeded false dichotomy between a barbarian church and the Roman institution. 
 
The Celtic Way 
The question looms: how did a seemingly insignificant monastic movement on 
the frontier of the Roman Empire accomplish the evangelization back towards Rome 
from the barbarian fringe? Above all, it was a sodality, a flexible organic movement, not 
the structure and stasis of modality. Celtic monasticism exhibits indicators of being a 
missional movement as it replicated itself in the rapid multiplying of monastic 
communities and became the “evangelistic spearhead” of the Celtic church reaching out 
with the gospel in the countryside and the local pagan leadership surrounding the 
established monastery.32 As Rome fragmented in the 5th century, Celtic Christianity 
flourished and rapidly changed the culture and religion of the Celts. Here the Celtic 
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movement also aligns with theology and praxis developed around missional community. 
Within the sodality there was also a greater equality between men and women, priest and 
lay person; the Celtic church lacked much of the hierarchy of the Roman system.33 This 
allowed for rapid mobility (once monasteries were established monks were sent out), so 
much so, that it seems that there was a deliberate policy to found as many monastic 
communities as fast as possible.34 Often, Irish monks were sent out not knowing where 
they arrive, seeking to find their “place of resurrection” in the white martyrdom of 
peregrinatio. It was from these pilgrimages into the unknown that new monasteries were 
started. Furthermore, there was a powerful spiritual energy in the Celtic movement. 
These were people called to seek holiness, Jesus, and the outflowing of his love in service 
to others. As such, these movements were principally driven by a strong commitment to 
creating time, place, and energy for spirituality as the basis for human life. Thus, from a 
missional standpoint, we find the following markers as characteristic of the Celtic 
monastic movement and missional community: 
1. They were a radical movement based around a life of spiritual asceticism. The 
Celtic monastics like other ascetics were deeply committed to their cause and 
lifestyle. They were committed to Christ and were willing to take extreme 
measures in their devotion to him. At the core of this radical commitment was 
the ascetic, contemplative lifestyle of prayer, meditation, penance, isolation, 
worship, and ultimately the pursuit of holiness and union with Christ.35 
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2. They were a risk taking movement that was mobile.36 The Celtic monks were 
on the move and open to taking faith risks. They followed in the monastic 
tradition of seeking martyrdom. Since there was no violent persecution, they 
sought martyrdom through wandering as peregrinati (pilgrims) trusting God 
to provide and lead.  
3. They were a communal movement with a flat and organic structure. “Celtic 
Christianity was much more of a loose confederation of virtually autonomous 
communities.”37  
4. They were a movement that witnessed to a holistic gospel. The Celts both 
preached the gospel (accompanied by miracles) and also compassionately 
provided social services and worked for justice. Patrick was one of the first to 
speak out against the practice of slavery amongst the Celts.  
5. They were a movement that used community as their core structure. 
Winsome, healthy community was core to the missional impulse of the Celts, 
which invited others in through hospitality and also sent out in mission.38  
6. They were a highly incarnational movement, contextualizing the gospel for 
the Celtic culture. Celtic monastics developed a form of Christianity that was 
contextualized to the world view and culture of the Celts. 
Still, within the scope of this sodality there are two significant streams for further 
exploration: community and incarnation.  
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Community 
 The core of the Celtic monastic movement is found in their development of 
community. Finney explains that “the story of Celtic evangelism was not the extension of 
diocesan structures but about the expansion of communities.”39 Celtic monks would 
establish a monastery on the monastic ideals of seeking God together in community. 
They lived an ascetic life of prayer and hard work. However, the Celts also carried a 
strong passion for living out the love of God in mission, preaching the gospel to the 
pagan populace that surrounded them, and serving the people in compassion.40 The 
monastic community in its immediate context was centrifugal. It served as the spiritual 
root and power to prepare and send out preachers, peregrinati, and missionaries. Some 
monasteries became centers of education, preparing monks and lay men alike for a 
lifetime of spiritual service. 
The community was also centripetal. Lay people were allowed to move into the 
community of the monastery and share in the life of the monks. These communities 
quickly became centers of education, health, and social services, but above all they were 
spiritual communities dedicated to living out a life of love for all. Columbanus referred to 
the founding of monastic communities as “colonies of heaven,” a place where the 
community of the people of God brought the kingdom to earth.41 Hospitality was a key 
value of monastic communities to live out the call of Jesus to welcome all in his name 
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through love: strangers, seekers, and refugees.42 Refugees could seek shelter from 
violence here, and even criminals were welcomed where they could receive justice and 
peace, as opposed to the swift violent revenge of the tribal Celts.43  
The Celtic monastery was not just an isolated place of prayer and tranquility. It 
served the function as an organized town almost, offering spiritual retreat and care, as 
well as social services. The monastic community built up physically and known as a 
termon would also function as hotels, hospitals, schools, workshops, shelters, etc. 
Moreover, they also became centers of preserving local culture and tradition. These 
services naturally drew people, in a mainly rural setting, to these monastic centers. Lay 
people were allowed to join these communities, and partake in the spiritual and 
communal disciplines of the monastics. Celtic monastic communities had a strong value 
of hospitality, open to visitors and strangers to stay and receive care.44 The Celts built a 
theology and practice of pastoral care that developed from Jesus’ admonition of 
hospitality (Mt 25:35) to care for strangers and manifested in lavishly caring physically 
and pastorally for strangers. Here Christianity was able to take hold as the quality of life 
and community of the monks moved people to join them in following Christ and further 
opened up new opportunities for mission.45  
It is important to note that the Celtic form of missional community was successful 
in evangelizing a primarily pagan and barbarian Celtic populous and then as it moved 
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into Europe, a collapsed Roman nominalism that had returned to paganism. Celtic 
monasticism was thus honed in on communicating the gospel in a chaotic, unstable pre-
Christian society, and in some cases a post-Christian one. Hunter, Finney, and Doherty 
have suggested that the chaotic, post-Christian, liminal, liquid modern times of today 
may share much sociologically in common with the wild barbarian edge of dare to say 
the melting of solids of Rome into a more liquid medieval time; thus, they suggest that 
the Celtic monastic model can be applicable in liquid modernity.46 Specifically, they 
argue that in a post-Christian setting, where people are ambivalent or antagonistic to the 
Christian message, the witness of the community in love expressed practically is 
everything. Non-Christians need to experience the gospel, see it practically expressed, 
and live in the reality of the community before they will fully believe and commit. 
Belonging before believing becomes the optimal mode, as opposed to believing before 
belonging. Doherty, building on Hunter, explains: 
The Celtic model for receiving people into the community was ‘(1) You first 
establish community with people, or bring them into the fellowship of your 
community of faith. (2)Within fellowship, you engage in conversation, ministry, 
prayer and worship. (3) In time, as they discover that they now believe, you invite 
them to commit.’  People need to belong before they believe. Most people who 
join churches must feel welcome before they become part of things.47 
Hunter further explains that the “gulf between church people and unchurched people is 
vast” however if Christians take the time to understand the unchurched and show care for 
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them, so “they know and feel we understand them … they will risk opening their hearts 
to the God who understands them.”48 
 
Incarnational 
The Celtic model had a strong incarnational and contextual approach to it, so that 
the Christian faith could take root in the existing Celtic culture.49 Celtic Christianity 
gifted the world “the first de-Romanized Christianity in human history,” in which Ireland 
was received into Christianity, and not vice versa.50 This may be something of an 
overstatement, but scholars agree that Celtic Christianity was highly contextualized form 
of faith.51 It was Celtic through and through. Bradley finds the locus of this approach not 
only in the remoteness form Rome, but also the nature of the Celtic monastic community 
as essentially “gentle and sensitive,” a mission that “wanted to share the good news of 
Christ, to understand and respect their beliefs and not to dominate or culturally condition 
them” thus they were open to finding the good in the local culture and to “baptize” it.52  
In this, Celtic Christianity incorporated key aspects of traditional Celtic culture: an 
appreciation for wandering found in pilgrimage, love of music, poetry, and storytelling, 
passion for nature, communal approach to life and spirituality, and the concept of 
anamchara or soul friend, which the monks utilized to deepen their own sense of 
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communal spirituality. The anamchara specifically is an example of using a local cultural 
form adopted into Christian practice to further depth of Christian meaning and 
spirituality. Here the Celtic concept of a one other intensely close friend, whose soul was 
bound up with yours, was folded into the monastic communal urge to create pairs of 
spiritual helpers, working together to grow in union with Christ. An anamchara thus 
served as a counselor, confessor, spiritual guide, and even someone who took on some 
penance to help the other continue in faith. Undoubtedly, the acceptance of traditional 
Celtic cultural markers into Christianity aided the spread and acceptance of the faith. 
Here, even Meek agrees: “Christianity in the British Isles was contextualised in terms of 
Celtic societies.”53 
Recalling the previous chapter, essential incarnational missional ministry is found 
in the practices of presence, proximity, powerlessness, and proclamation.54 In many 
ways, the style of Celtic monasticism mirrored these practices. By existing as open 
communities of hospitality, spiritual service, and pastoral care that readily engaged with 
people, Celtic monasticism had a strong theology of actual presence with people.55 The 
monastic community truly served people where they were and in practically needed 
ways. Many monastic communities were truly available and present, in time and space to 
all, not distant, removed, and isolated. The radical hospitality offered in the monastic 
communities shows an attuned sense of the importance of being truly present with 
people. There also seems to be a strong sense of proximity in that many (not all) 
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monasteries were built in places where regular people frequently traveled or met.56 In 
some cases, they were built in previous pagan holy sites, which were drawing people to 
worship and reverence already.57 Celtic monasticism thus sought out space to be in 
proximity to people. Thus, Celtic monasticism delineates both aspects of incarnational 
ministry: cultural contextualization and also missional incarnational praxis. 
 
Discalced Carmelites: Contemplative Movement 
Context 
One of the monasteries that Columbanus founded was Bobbio which produced a 
Patriarch of Jerusalem, Albert. In 1209 a group of former crusaders had gone into the 
wilderness to live an eremitical existence on Mount Carmel, eventually forming into a 
community of poor, ascetic monks. Albert, who had significant experience in helping 
form monastic communities, was asked by this group to help develop their rule, 
becoming The Carmelite Rule of St. Albert.58 The Carmelites were founded on the 
principle of: “life of allegiance to Christ through commitment to seek the face of the 
living God through community and through service in the midst of people.”59 In many 
ways, Carmelite monasticism would carry the values of Celtic monasticism, of mission 
formed around community and spirituality. 
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 The Carmelites migrated into Europe throughout the Medieval period; however, 
during this time, as with much of Europe in Christendom, they also struggled with the 
temptations of wealth, comfort, and nominalism. By, the 16th century the Carmelites (and 
many monastic orders) had lost their vibrancy. Here the story joins two Spanish 
reforming mystics, Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross, who would launch the 
Discalced (meaning barefoot and signifying poverty and reform) Carmelite movement. 
 Teresa and John were discontented by the weaknesses of their contemporary 
Christianity. Teresa caught her original vision for reform after a visit from a Franciscan, 
when she felt a burden for the millions of lost souls of India, deeply desiring to be able to 
do something for God. Not long after, she was given the charge to begin reforms to the 
community of nuns she over saw. Her mission was to reclaim the original charisms of the 
order, found in “single-minded, radical, whole-hearted God centeredness,” obtained 
through obedience, poverty, prayer, and community.60 For Teresa and John everything 
centered on knowing Christ and loving him more, dying more and more to oneself, so 
that his love could be magnified. This meant abandonment and detachment from the 
world, to pursue God in a holistic lifestyle of contemplation, solitude, chastity, 
community, and work. However, while renunciation from the world was necessary, this 
still meant obligation to serve the world in love.61 Teresa understood her reform 
movement as reaching a wider audience than just nuns, finding its interaction outside the 
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cloister in the purification of the Church, the reform of the clergy, teaching a spirituality 
of the heart, catechizing children, serving the poor, and counseling men and women.62  
 Teresa and John envisioned reform found in small communities, “whose prayer 
would further the work of the church,” and form an “alternative society” not unlike the 
earliest church rooted in love and equality.63 Many of Teresa’s reforms attempted to 
undercut the religious and societal class markers of Spain. In order to do this, in 
community and prayer, persons needed to free their heart from the slavery to false gods 
and false self.64 Thus, perfection in love could be found, freeing one to love God and 
others completely. 
 
The Carmelite Way 
 The Discalced reform movement portrays some of the same characteristics as 
their Celtic ancestors. They were highly mobile, seeking out new frontiers for expansion 
and multiplication. Teresa founded seventeen convents, and was constantly traveling.65 
They also carried with them a strong commitment to developing authentic Christian 
communities centered on a life of holiness, obedience and encounter with Christ. Their 
commitment to their cause was found in their deep passion for Christ, and their strong 
sense of commitment to helping others encounter the very same passion. They were 
imbued with a missional dimension as they cared for the poor, advocated for the rights of 
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the marginalized, and fully believed that their spirituality should lead to an apostolic 
impulse. They did differ from Celtic monasticism in that their context was very different. 
They were not attempting to introduce Christianity into new lands, but instead were 
seeking to renew faith in places where Christianity had long ago taken grip. Still, Teresa 
and John offer key insights into communal spirituality. 
 
Contemplative Community 
 Above all the Discalceds were about contemplative prayer and solitude. It was 
here that monks and nuns could encounter the love of Jesus Christ. This meant that time 
and effort must be placed into the relationship one had with Christ. For Teresa knowing 
Jesus was akin to knowing a person. For this, the contemplative life called for a 
disciplined life of solitude, silence, and a metaphorical return to the desert. All life was 
re-oriented around contemplation. Therefore, it was a holistic spirituality “focused on the 
present moment and rooted in real life” and a “reformulation and reordering of the major 
axes of Christian life” as to intersect with the concreteness of work, community, and 
service.66 In this, the cracked world of idols could be overcome in the centering on Christ 
in contemplation. Teresa also felt that in contemplation, one came to know themselves in 
a deeper and truer way, so that they could then allow God to show them their own idols, 
false identities, and hidden selves which got in the way of truly knowing God.  
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Teresa saw the contemplative life also as deeply apostolic in that it would also 
serve as witness to the world for Christ.67 For love found in Christ through monastic 
contemplation would then overflow into love for others, and be the true mark of spiritual 
growth and perfection: “the soul’s profit, then, consists not in thinking much but in loving 
much.”68 However, the Discalced’s believed that spirituality was also deeply communal, 
true spirituality could not remain enclosed, for love is meant to be shared. 
Interdependence in community centered on God is essential to spirituality and growing in 
perfection. The balance of community and solitude, inform each other; living in 
community showed the authenticity of one’s prayer life.69 It was the life of contemplation 
in community that gave the Carmelites the spiritual vitality and conformity to the will of 
God that was cause for renewal, and ultimately mission. Here the Carmelites followed a 
common rule of life in ordering their community life around contemplative prayer, 
silence, and the search for mystical union with Christ. 
 
Contemplative Prayer and Carmelite Spirituality 
 What specifically marked the contemplative life of the Discalced Carmelites?  
Larkin explains the tension in the missional-communal-contemplative life that the 
Discalced’s sought to live: 
 Now the three elements of prayer, community, and ministry constituted the 
Carmelite charism. Henceforth the challenge of Carmelite spirituality was to 
balance the contemplative life of prayer, silence, and solitude with the demands of 
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the common life, studies, and pastoral ministry… Solitude and ministerial 
community thus stand in dynamic tension.70 
For the Carmelite the contemplative life permeates and directs all aspects of life, as such, 
it is an integrated and holistic spirituality. Yet, at its core, is the call to find their identity 
and spiritual, and organization of their life in being in union with God through regular 
times of silence, solitude, and prayer. For the Carmelite the ultimate goal of this 
contemplative time is twofold: “(1) to offer a heart holy and pure from all stain of sin… 
and (2) to taste in our hearts and experience in our minds, not only after death but even in 
this life something of the power of the divine presence and the bliss of heavenly glory.”71 
It is to develop the interior spiritual life so that holiness, peace and love manifest 
themselves presently in ministry and community. Simply put, it is spirituality in balance 
with “prayer life at the heart of the charism.”72 Therefore, the monastic contemplative life 
lives a under a rule, that orders life to rhythms of intentional time of prayer, spiritual 
discipline, community, and ministry. The rule also proposes the style of life as based in a 
desert spirituality in simplicity and hardship, searching for both spiritual excess and 
emptiness. For the Carmelites specifically this rule also includes daily liturgical elements 
such as Eucharist, Divine Office, and Bible reading and reflection. Ultimately, the 
Carmelite way is one that prioritizes contemplative prayer as the root for developing 
allegiance to Jesus Christ, conformity to God’s will, renunciation of idols and self, true 
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knowledge of self, holiness, and all of it leading to peace, humility, and love which flows 
out in community and mission.73 
 
Monastic Missional Communities 
Missional Intersections 
 By looking at such monastic movements as Celtic and Discalced Carmelite, one 
discovers key connection points between missional communities and monasticism. For 
one, both movements were comprised of passionate, highly committed people imbued 
with a sense of action. They both were focused on growth and multiplication and an 
almost missionary calling to take part in brining God’s kingdom to fruition. They were 
risk taking and radical, willing to follow God with deep devotion. As monastic 
movements they both metaphorically, spiritually, and physically arise from the margins 
of the desert. They were typically movements that reached out to those on the margins as 
well, but still sought to impact the power structures of their context. Growing from the 
margins and edges, both movements stood as a particular spiritual and structural critique 
to the typical institutions of power. They both preached and lived out the gospel in a 
holistic manner. Their care for the poor and the stranger (the very least of these) made 
sure that their incarnational integrity as witness to the gospel was retained. Essentially, 
these monastic movements were missional to their core, and highlight the power of 
missional community.  
 This chapter focuses on three areas that characterized the specific movements: 
incarnational-contextual, community, and contemplative. In Celtic monasticism we find a 
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movement that highly contextualized the Celtic culture, and en-fleshed the gospel 
message and lifestyle. Furthermore, it went out to create intentional time and space for 
presence and proximity with those it sought to minister. While there is no research to 
explore the contextualized nature of the Discalced Carmelite movement, one can 
understand the Discalceds as having an incarnational impulse in coming near to people 
and society in powerlessness (barefoot) to create a reform movement of simplicity in 
following Jesus. Interestingly, while both movements have also at their core a critique of 
the power structures of institution, they both gladly worked with, linked to, and remained 
a part of the institutional church. In a sense, they were “mixed-economy” movements. 
 Both movements also find their core meaning in community. Here they agree with 
missional theology as community is the base structure for mission. Tight-knit, almost 
familial, community is what creates the seedbed for Trinitarian love to permeate human 
lives and relations, and for that love to flow outwards to the other. Even as ascetic 
movements, both strove to strike a balance between community and contemplation. 
Therefore, both movements delineate historically the importance of deep community as 
the prerequisite for missional impulse in the centrifugal preaching, serving, and healing 
and centripetal hospitality and worship. 
 Monasticism adds the contemplative element to the missional conversation. That 
is the core spiritual practices, rhythms, disciplines, listening, and intentional time spent in 
union with Christ, is another important prerequisite for mission. Living life under a rule 
which prioritizes the major modes of Christian life in contemplation, community, and 
mission is an ancient practice that can apply to missional movements today. The 
Christian missional life should be one that focuses on knowing and experiencing Christ 
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above all else. The contemplative prayer life forms the basis for mission in its centering 
and forming of true Christian character: 
With our experience and involvement in the work of justice and liberation, where 
focus is on the outer world of history, we feel the indispensability of interiority, 
the inner self, the inner strength, the inner journey to sustain us, to keep us from 
being burnt-out, to help us be deepened in the spirit and in the ways of the Lord. It 
is I think this particular charism of the Carmelites that I think has attracted lay 
people involved in the social movement to relate with the Order and to identify 
with this search and process.74 
 Both movements portray missional community within contexts that are similar to 
modern day Spain. The Celts reached a wild barbarian, polytheistic people in a time of 
great instability and change. They helped to re-evangelize Europe from the margins and 
edges of the continent. Conversely, the Discalced Carmelites enacted mission and 
renewal amongst a nominal population and church institution. Thus, contemplative 
communities would seem to be an important starting point for mission in the Spanish 
liquid modern context, which sees a drastic rise in the post-Christian and pagan-barbarian 
viewpoint, and decline into hyper-individualization, tribalism, and insecurity of the 
making of one’s own gods and idols in the dizzying pantheon of ever changing desire and 
consumption. Yet, even more apt to the Spanish context is the continuing persistence of 
those who still practice their Catholicism, and those that nominally identify as “non-
practicing Catholic.” Teresa identified the problem of her time as nominalism and weak 
faith, and contemplative communities helped to bring renewal.  
New movements that seek to reach Europe have much to learn from past monastic 
movements. By looking at Celtic and Carmelite monasticism one discovers key principles 
to reaching a fragmented society that is nominally Christian, needing new life, and also 
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barbarian needing contextualization of Christianity. The sodality of monasticism has been 
effective in both contexts. In Chapter One, the argument is made for missional 
communities. Here in Chapter Two, that assertion is probed by investigating monasticism 
which supports the premise of community as the base missional structure. Another 
important conclusion is the addition of contemplation, seeking spiritual union with Christ 
through an emphasis on spiritual disciplines, as an essential layer in the development of 
dynamic missional community. Thus, this dissertation calls for reinvigorating missionary 
movements formed around contemplation in community. 
 
New Monasticism 
 Monasticism has typically only been associated with Catholic and Orthodox 
expressions of Christianity. However, recently Protestants and Evangelicals have re-
discovered monastic spirituality and practice and appropriated elements of it into their 
own traditions. The communities of Taizé and Iona, for instance, have become popular 
points of connections between Protestantism and monastic practice. Even more so, these 
initial forays into monastic spirituality have further informed the New Monastic 
movement, which has sought to live out monastic ideals within an evangelical framework 
to confront the liquid modern situation. The New Monastic movement was primarily 
influenced by two books, Alasdair MacIntyre’s After Virtue (originally published in 
1981) and Johnathan R. Wilson’s Living Faithfully in a Fragmented World (originally 
published in 1998).75 MacIntyre in lamenting the rise of a barbarian moral orientation 
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within the West, called for another “St. Benedict.”76 Wilson following MacIntyre 
developed the idea of a new monasticism for the mission to the West as: (1) seeking to 
recover the telos of this world as revealed in the Gospel, (2) heal the fragmented culture 
of the West by being a monasticism for the whole people of God, (3) live a disciplined 
Christian life, and (4) undergirded by theological reflection and commitment.77 Thusly, 
Wilson called for a new monasticism which would be “the form by which the church will 
recover its telos, the living tradition of the gospel, the practices and virtues that sustain 
that faithfulness, and the community marked by faithful living.”78  
Evangelicals like Shane Claiborne in The Irresistible Revolution and the monastic 
community Rutba House (led by Johnathan Wilson-Hartgrove) in Schools(s) for 
Conversion: 12 Marks of a New Monasticism are further practitioners and exemplars of 
the New Monastic movement, all with emphasis on monastic themes of place, 
contemplation, simplicity, community, incarnation, peace,  justice, compassion mixed 
with an evangelical sensibility of activism.79 Adams and Mosby define new monasticism 
as: “an outward facing, missional movement that, in common with early eremitical 
(hermit-alone) monasticism, emerged from the common source and ancient impulse to 
seek after and serve God with wholehearted devotion.”80 The initial impulse of the New 
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Monastic movement is similar to the Discalced Carmelites, to live a life of dynamic 
tension between contemplation, community, and mission. If anything, it is an urge to live 
a more intentional spirituality that permeates all dimensions of life, against the 
postmodern fragmentation and the institutional church’s malaise. Union with Christ 
should flow out in humble love to and through community toward others, in radical 
hospitality and compassionate mission. The community follows a common rule of life, 
like the traditional monastic movements. Since the initial publishing of the New Monastic 
books, there has been an increasing wave of interest and growth of new monastic 
communities around the world which has in turn added a great deal of published 
resources to the conversation.81  
Huckins and Yackley of CRM in Thin Places as well as Heath and Duggins in 
Missional, Monastic, Mainline have taken the discussion further by intentionally linking 
new monasticism with missional community.82 These authors purposefully connect the 
monastic contemplative life to the praxis of missional community. Huckins and Yackley 
specifically name their vision and practice as “missional-monastic communities” and 
explain that monastic and missional are two of the most important movements of church 
history which can be brought together to form communities with balance between interior 
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and exterior focus.83 Specifically, these missional-monastic communities commit to: (1) 
live in walking distance from each other, (2) regularly share common meals, (3) regularly 
gather for worship and prayer, (4) are committed to living on mission in their context, 
and (4) regularly participate in times of mentoring and coaching, all the while practicing 
contemplative-missional rhythms of listening, submerging (incarnation), inviting 
(hospitality), contending (seeking justice), imagining (creative discernment), and 
entrusting (empowering and sending).84  
 
Contemplative Missional Spirituality and Liquid Consumerism 
 Bauman marks the process of liquid modernity as the deregulated and privatized 
global democratic economic endeavor. This has led to a shift from a society of producers 
to a society of consumers. This combined with the liquid modern proclivity for ultimate 
human freedom and individualism led to a “consumerist revolution” where consuming 
became “the very purpose for existence,” where all are caught up in the need to 
continually experience emotions of desire and longing repeatedly as the underpinning of 
the economy.85 The consumerist impulse is not to accrue material things or even 
satisfaction, but to accrue the feeling of unending desire: “desire desires desire”.86 
Instantaneous gratification, entertainment, amusement, and experience are the order of 
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the day, and they must be readily available, always. The consuming society is that which 
finds its gratification in the immediate enjoyment of pleasures:”87     
If the privilege of ‘never being bored’ is the measure of a successful life, of 
happiness and even of human decency, and if intense consumer activity is the 
prime, royal road to victory over boredom, then the lid has been taken off human 
desires; no amount of gratifying acquisitions and enticing sensations is likely ever 
to bring satisfaction in the way once promised by ‘keeping up to standards.’ There 
are now no standards to keep up to- or rather no standards which, once reached, 
can authoritatively endorse the right to acceptance and respect, and guarantee 
their duration. The finishing line moves on together with the runner, the goals stay 
forever a step or two ahead. Records keep being broken, and there seems to be no 
end to what a human being may desire.88 
The market demands constant flow of transactions, selling and buying, thus to 
keep it going, to keep making money to continue to accrue experience, “to be moral, you 
must buy goods, to buy goods you need money; to acquire money you need to sell 
yourself- at a good prices and with decent profit.”89 As such, the market economy must 
continue to commodify new and newer experiences within the continual need for 
gratification in the consuming life. Unhappiness and non-satisfaction must therefore be 
perpetual.90 The consumer really can never arrive, or obtain ultimate gratification, the 
cards are stacked against him, and the system is depended on the irrationality of it all. 
Thus, the consumer faces “a never-ending and uphill struggle” where “[t]he fear of 
failing to conform has been elbowed out by a fear of inadequacy.”91 In the hyper 
individualized consumerist society, liquid modern persons face a psychological insecurity 
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of fear, inadequacy, unhappiness and dislocation, all neatly packaged in liquid modern 
promise of the human paradise of unlimited freedom and choice. Frighteningly, the 
psychological cost of the consumerist society is never finding rest or contentment, but 
being constantly on the move. Liquid modern life is rapid and insatiable.  
For Bauman, the damage of consumerism is not just a fragmented life, but also a 
growing inequality. That markets are fickle and the very reality of consuming society is 
that it must exclude some, not everyone can be a consumer: “all of us are doomed to the 
life of choices, but not all of us have the means to be choosers.”92 So there must be those 
who are excluded and humiliated from the identities and emotions that reign supreme and 
offer meaning, the typology of the tourist and the vagabond. The tourist is knowingly 
dislocated, caught in their own rat race competition, distant from themselves and 
protected from the waste of the vagabond, but can obtain whatever experience and 
consumerist desire they desire. However, the vagabond is the psychological consumer 
whose life projections can never come true, who can only wallow in exclusion and 
humiliation. Globalization is geared to the tourist’s dreams and desires, but it turns so 
many into vagabonds, because they cannot acquire tourist status. Vagabonds are 
“travelers refused the right to turn into tourists.”93  
Bauman conveys the trap of globalized consumerism that more and more 
Spaniards are feeling confined by, “a combination of the consumerist life philosophy 
propagated and instilled under the pressure of a consumer oriented economy and politics, 
the fast shrinking of life chances available to the poor, and the absence for a steady 
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widening segment of the population of realistic prospects of escaping poverty in a way 
that is socially approved and assured.”94 As such, society is either caught up as the 
tourist, harried, rapid, sensation gatherers of hyper reality and meaninglessness, or 
vagabonds, the underclass, faced with psychological humiliation, but also the harried and 
rapid rush to nowhere.  
  Adams and Mosby explain that “mental illness, addiction, loneliness and 
unhappiness are more prevalent than ever”, as “the cultural combination of consumerism 
and information technology has created spiritual hunger that stems mostly from a 
devotion to material possessions that cannot answer the existential question of life.”95 
Palmer further elucidates the dehumanizing effects of the liquid modern rush: 
 Too much of our action is really RE-action. Such “doing” does not flow from free 
and independent hearts, but depends on external provocation. It does not come 
from our sense of who we are and what we want to do, but from our anxious 
reading of how others define us and of what the world demands of us. When we 
react this way we do not act humanly.96 
  Communities that live out a contemplative spiritual life of simplicity and prayer 
centered on a spiritual identity rooted in tradition and Christ that permeates all aspects of 
life offer respite for both Christians and non-Christians. A life in community of spiritual 
rhythms (and one that does not bifurcate spiritual and secular) of intentionality, silence, 
prayer, simplicity, and communal spirituality offers an ancient-future way of living in 
liquid modernity. These communities can welcome in the psychological tourist and 
vagabond offering the spiritual and pastoral direction they need. Moreover, a community 
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living counter in the liquid consuming life, offers up a tangible and incarnational witness 
of the power of the contemplative spiritual life in Christ to offer meaning, rest, peace, and 
ultimately koinonia with God and with man, against competitive division. This 
contemplative posture offers a welcoming in aspect, but also an evangelistic aspect as 
former Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams explains: “The monastic life 
represents in an intense way the Christological focus of the new humanity … [a] truly 
integral programme of evangelization will give priority not so much to explanation or 
winning arguments as to this displaying of the new humanity.”97   
 
Conclusion: Contemplative Monastic Missional Communities 
Looking at monastic communities highlights the need for missional community as 
the core structure of mission and hospitality in reaching liquid modern Spain. Moreover, 
missional monasticism further delineates key missional movement practices, such as 
incarnation, contextualization, and holistic evangelization. However, what is learned 
from historic monastic missional movements is the importance of a deep spirituality of 
complete devotion for God, which ultimately is the starting point of mission and 
missional community, but which also intentionally permeates all aspects of life. 
Evangelicalism has often done a good job of prioritizing relationship with God as the 
starting point for ministry and mission. Still, in the modern bifurcation of the secular and 
sacramental, the dualism of the physical and the spiritual, it is easy for spiritual practice 
to be simply punctiliar, and not permeate the communal and missional axes of day to day 
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life. A monastic, contemplative spiritual life which prioritizes rhythms of prayer, silence, 
meditation, and other spiritual disciplines that are then practiced intentionally in 
community forms the base for true mission and missional community. Commitment to a 
missionary identity cannot be fully formed without knowledge of and devotion to the 
original missionary. Monasticism helps to form a holistic and ordered spirituality in our 
peripatetic modern world. Heuertz explains that the spiritual life is held in tension 
between work and rest, service and prayer, as well as action and contemplation; these 
tensions must be balanced because “[o]ne without the other leads to either pompous piety 
or frantic fury.”98 Moreover, by creating a deep passion that seeks intimacy with Christ 
by creating time and place for that relationship is the essence of a monastic spirituality 
that intersects with a global Christian (and also Evangelical) perspective. In this sense, 
Christian monastic and contemplative spirituality rooted in the love of Christ serve as a 
starting point for mission.99 It is when one is fully in love with God, that one becomes 
fully transformed to love and serve others in mission. Often evangelical theology and 
mission is highly practical with a strong sense of urgency. This is certainly 
commendable, but it often fails to remain rooted in a deep abiding and holistic 
spirituality. Perhaps recovering some of the monastic practices can help missional 
movements retain their vibrancy.  
A contemplative, monastic life of rhythms and simplicity offers a stance of 
incarnational integrity for missionaries and missional communities in the wake of the 
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psychological damages and dislocations of liquid modernity. The liquid modern world is 
one of exclusion, fear, fragmentation, harried and rushed movement in all directions but 
without destination, a collapse of identity, and idolatry in the ephemeral, ultimate 
meaninglessness. Yet, a life of contemplative spirituality centered on loving God and 
neighbor and knowing one’s true self may serve as a remedy. Monasticism may offer 
significant insight into living out a new humanity that both propels people to mission and 
witnesses the truth of the gospel in a fragmented world.100 The contemplative life is a 
spiritual practice and metaphor against the fragmentation, uncertainty and chaos of our 
liquid modern society, as it starts in the chaos of the many faltering false gods at the 
peripheries of our soul, finding a unifying center and identity in God.101 Therefore, 
monastic movements offer practical steps for forming a true missionary spirituality for 
this context through a depth of spirituality in community. 
Objections may arise with a discussion of monasticism. Some will lament the 
diminishing of the church (modality) in mission. Winter envisions both modality and 
sodality as the two hands of God’s redemptive work.102 Both are necessary. Others may 
assert that monasticism is too inward and not evangelical enough. There is a great danger 
of contemplative communities become inward, elitist, and isolated.103 However, there is 
an equal present danger in the over practicality of Protestant-Evangelical mission that is 
not tied into a holistic Christian spirituality. Equilibrium is needed. Also, the monastic 
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isolated, cloistered, hermetical mode is not characteristic of all monastic orders, and of 
course has been a long held tension throughout monastic history.104  
This chapter suggests adding a monastic-contemplative communal spirituality 
layer to our understanding of missional community. A community of love, focused on 
Christ through contemplation with rhythms of centrifugal and centripetal mission could 
be a starting point for reaching a society that is both barbarian and nominal.
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CHAPTER THREE: 
PILGRIMAGE AS CONTEMPLATIVE AND MISSIONAL SPIRITUAL 
FORMATION 
 
“I want us to make this trip a spiritual journey where each of us seeks the unknown, and 
we learn about it.”- Francis Whitman in The Darjeeling Limited 
 
Introduction: Why Pilgrimage? 
 This dissertation delineates monastic missional communities as the strategy for 
reaching Spanish university students. Over the next two chapters it develops the spiritual 
practice and metaphor of pilgrimage as another expression of monastic missional 
communities. Ultimately, this dissertation argues for monastic missional pilgrim 
communities as the core for developing a missional movement and witness amongst 
Spanish youth.  
 Evangelicalism and Protestantism often reject the idea of pilgrimage, or are 
simply not conversant with it. It is perceived to be connected to earning one’s salvation, 
penance, indulgences, and various mythical relics. Rightfully then, one must ask what 
theological and practical applications pilgrimage has for mission in Spain. For one, there 
is the argument of ancient-future praxis developed in the previous chapter. Wilson 
reminds us that past Christian spiritual exercises point the way for “the living tradition of 
the gospel, the practices and virtues that sustain that faithfulness, and the community 
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marked by faithful living.”1 There is developed in historic Christian spirituality, practice, 
and tradition a deep well that can offer refreshing water for this postmodern time, and 
even renewal for the church. This is important in Spain, where Catholic spirituality and 
tradition still capture the imagination of much of the society. The spiritual and cultural 
significance of Spain’s own Way of Saint James pilgrimage (El Camino de Santiago) is 
still increasing in popularity.2 Frey and Schrire have documented the ongoing and 
profound impact the Camino de Santiago has in the lives of the pilgrims who have 
accomplished the walking feat.3 Spain is a country of pilgrimage and pilgrimage offers up 
both spiritual and secular interest for many Spanish today. 
 The Celtic monastic movement utilized pilgrimage as a form of mission. Different 
from traditional pilgrimage which seeks spiritual encounter in a specific location, the 
Celtic form of pilgrimage was destination-less and open ended. Celtic monks seeking to 
find their own metaphorical martyrdom became “peregrini pro Christo (pilgrims for 
Christ) and following the path of white martyrdom, perpetually exiling themselves from 
the pleasures, distractions and attachments of the world,” which in turn was understood 
as “living in imitation of Christ and moving towards Christian perfection.”4 They took 
Christ’s call to “take up your cross and follow me” (Mt. 16:24) seriously. The Celtic 
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monastics took great risk to trust that God would lead them to their “place of 
resurrection” as they wandered. Like modern missionaries their pilgrimage commitment 
signified also a leaving of home, family, and nation for the sake of following Christ.5 
During their wanderings, and once they arrived, because of their missionary drive, these 
pilgrim monks spent time preaching and establishing new missional monasteries.6 
Christianity is a religion of movement. Foster explains that “[i]n the Abrahamic 
religious tradition, God makes no secret of his clear bias for the wanderer.”7 Indeed the 
Bible is imbued with nomadic wandering, sacred journeys, and continuous movement. 
God’s earliest command is to spread out across the earth (Gn 1:28). This is followed by 
the call into Abraham’s life to leave his home, wander, and trust God for a new and better 
land (Gn 12:1-3). There is the momentous Jewish event of the Exodus, a movement of a 
homeless people towards a promise land destination (Ex 13-24). Once Jerusalem and the 
Temple are established, regularly pilgrimages are required for a people who define 
holiness geographically. The Old Testament requires pilgrimage in journeying to 
Jerusalem for Passover, Feast of Weeks, and Feast of Tabernacles (Ex 23:14-18, Dt 16:1-
17, Lv 23). In Isaiah God’s promise of universal salvation for all humanity is envisioned 
as the nations streaming into Israel on pilgrimage:  
The mountain of the house of the Lord will be established as the chief of the 
mountains, and will be raised above the hills; and all the nations will stream to it. 
And many peoples will come and say, “Come let us go to the mountain of the 
Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; that he may teach us concerning His ways, 
and that we may walk in His paths. (Is 2:2-3) 
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6 Bradley, The Celtic Way, 76-78. Finney, Recovering the Past, 57. 
 
7 Charles Foster, The Sacred Journey (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2010), 201, Kindle. 
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Throughout the pilgrim Psalms there is a theological tendency towards a universalizing 
call to salvation for all peoples and the importance of holy space, both real and 
metaphorical.8 God calls all people to a pilgrim journey into his presence, and in the 
process of the journey to “walk in my ways” (Ps 81:14).  
The New Testament narratives begin with the pilgrimage of the Three Wise Men 
to worship the Christ child (Mt 2:1-12). Jesus is invariably often a pilgrim (Jn 2:13- 3:21, 
Jn 5:1), and he chooses the rough life of an itinerant teacher (Mt 8:20). He beckons others 
to “come follow me” (Mt 4:19). He even appears post-resurrection as a pilgrim on the 
road to Emmaus (Lk 24:13-35). At the consummation of his work in the Great 
Commission, Jesus gives the missional call to his followers to go to all the world 
spreading the gospel (Mt 28:19-20). In one command Jesus ends the geographical and 
ethnic locus for holiness, to convene another mass scattering of pilgrim people into the 
world, with a final and ultimate eschatological destination. The nations need not stream 
to a physical Jerusalem for salvation, instead the source of salvation in Christ is carried to 
all. It seems that God’s people are constantly on the move. Bosch and Walls have picked 
up on the constant mobility of Christianity from a missional and ecclesiological 
perspective.9 With Jesus the church is called to go fulfill the Great Commission and the 
Great Commandment. It must seek out the frontiers where God’s love has not yet 
penetrated. As a gathered community it retains a pilgrim orientation as not belonging to 
this world, instead wandering in faith towards its ultimate home, passing through time, 
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space, and geography. Thus, from a missional framework, the actual spiritual exercise of 
pilgrimage hints at further missional understanding. This ties back as well into the 
concept of social movements and adventure in missional thinking. Pilgrims are 
adventurers in similar ways as missionaries, stepping out in faith, adventure, and risk, 
trusting God to show up. Perhaps a pilgrim orientation and practice can help inspire 
missional movements as well.  
Modern society is also continuously on the move. Bauman’s liquid modern 
travelers, the tourist and the vagabond, find themselves both purposefully and 
accidentally in motion. The significant difference is that Christian faith finds complete 
meaning in wandering with the ultimate hope of a final destination. Yet, in liquid 
modernity, movement has meaning, and creates self-realization and identity.10   
Hyndman-Rizk elaborates that the trend of both physical and psychological mobility as 
the “the endless search for the self has led to the intensification of many forms of 
movement: symbolic, physical, technological, spiritual, and inward.”11 Pilgrimage both 
secular and sacred seems to be on the rise, and of importance, as more and more liquid 
modern people seek to find meaning in wandering, movement, and place.12 Badone 
argues that the decline of local religious participation may be replaced by a more 
postmodern orientation to events, experiences, and mobility as “sporadic or intermittent 
participation in larger-scale, more extra-ordinary ritual events that require long distance 
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mobility and unite like-minded individuals from far-flung territories may be more 
compelling in the contemporary globalized world.”13 Perhaps even the spiritual discipline 
of pilgrimage can reinvigorate the church to join alongside both the tourist and the 
vagabond in finding a destination and community together.  
Pilgrimage is a contemplative spiritual discipline. Heuertz in A Pilgrimage of the 
Soul makes this connection between contemplation and pilgrimage. She explains the need 
for contemplation: “The Christian contemplative tradition navigates our path toward a 
posture of receptivity to the One who can save us from our chaos and destruction… [t]he 
starting place for the contemplative life is surrender.”14 Contemplation in submission to 
God can be developed in the pilgrim practice, as pilgrimage becomes another physical 
and spiritual action of submission, surrender, dependence, and centering in God. As this 
dissertation argues for the development of a strong contemplative spiritual life as the 
starting point for mission, then pilgrimage as contemplative, spiritual exercise offers 
another tool for the development of this dimension. 
 Pilgrimage as a spiritual discipline is ancient. It is practiced throughout history 
and in all religions. Yet, Christianity seems to have a special place for wandering and 
traveling. This chapter explores the practice of pilgrimage in the Christian perspective. 
Specifically it hopes to locate the usefulness of pilgrimage in liquid modern Spain as a 
practice of spiritual formation, mission, and identity of missional communities.  
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Pilgrimage 
 Victor and Edith Turner have done some of the more in depth anthropological 
studies into pilgrimage, its structure, and significance.15 They follow the ritual process 
delineated by anthropologist Arnold Van Gennep of separation, transition, and 
incorporation, in and through a ritual liminal phase.16 Here the argument is that 
pilgrimage harkens into the collectivity of ritual and rite of passage following a common 
purpose and structure across many cultures and religions. The Clifts argue that 
pilgrimage is a universal human archetype that transcends culture, time, and religion.17 
People have a deep psychological need for ritual journey, commemoration, and search for 
place for the purpose of “inner growth and development of the person, toward an 
enlargement of personality or worldview, toward the transformation of the person by 
their connection with some important reality or value beyond themselves.”18  
As in many rites of passage, a person or group separates from their home, family, 
or community in order to enter a liminal phase of disorientation and ambiguity. This 
liminal state or transition, which the “liminar” or passenger (the ritual subject) passes 
through is “a dimension that has few of none of the attributes of the past or coming state, 
he is betwixt and between all familiar lines of classification.”19 Passing through the 
liminal phase brings transition and transformation, but the ultimate purpose of the 
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transition (the physical and psychological journey) is incorporation back into the 
community, with a new role and identity.20 For the Turners, the essential element of 
pilgrimage is communitas. Ritual and pilgrimage are intensely relational and communal 
experiences, meant to bring the participants back into the old social structure in a new 
and deeper way, or as initiation into a new social structure. At the same time, the Turners 
define communitas as that which also occurs in the liminal transition of anti-structure 
(communitas is anti-structure), in which occurs “a relational quality of full unmediated 
communication, even communion, between definite and determinate identities, which 
arises spontaneously.”21 It is a particularly “liminal phenomenon which combines the 
qualities of lowliness, sacredness, homogeneity, and comradeship”… bonds of 
communitas are undifferentiated, egalitarian, liberated renewed, direct, spontaneous, 
immediate, concrete … “an essential and generic human bond.”22 As pilgrims enter into 
pilgrimage passing together through the liminal phase, they experience in their 
disorientation and transformation together particularly deep bonds of comradeship, as 
they then pass together into the stable, incorporated phase. The pilgrim returns changed 
and part of a new communitas, or with a new way of understanding their social situation. 
The bonds of communitas are unstructured, open to all, and defy previous social 
structures and norms such as class, education, and family.  
The Turners make two distinctions about Christian pilgrimage through history. 
Firstly, Christian pilgrimage is not a pure liminal rite, in that it is not obligatory or even 
necessary, the Christian pilgrim enters the rite by their own intention and will; in this 
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sense, pilgrimage is semi-liminal, or just liminoid. Secondly, pilgrimage has typically 
been a sodality and anti-structure, against the typical social structures and controls (often 
put in place by the hierarchy of the church). Turner makes the connection between 
pilgrimage, liminality, and communitas within the monastic orders (particularly the 
Franciscans).23 He sees, in the example of St. Francis, a developing of an essentially 
unified communitas through the voluntary adherence to a rule, or “concrete model for 
what he considered should be the total ‘vita fratrum minorum’” in adherence to poverty, 
mission, and marginalization.24 This deep community was further attained by living out a 
pilgrim Christian life of permanent liminality, as moving towards Christ both 
metaphorically and in real life struggle together in living out an egalitarian relatedness 
intentionally on the margins of society.25 
 There are critiques of the Turner’s explication of pilgrimage. Most notable is the 
sentiment that they focus too much on the issue of communitas.26 Eade and Sallnow see 
pilgrimage as essentially having an internal, solitary function which could be different for 
each person, in differing contexts; the meaning of pilgrimage is open to the specific 
internal spiritual interpretation of each and every pilgrim, per their historical and cultural 
context.27 However, the Turners research does not avoid the internal dynamic. They 
clearly see the personal, internal spiritual dimension of pilgrimage in a “carefully 
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structured, highly valued route to a liminal world where the ideal is felt to be real, where 
the tainted social persona may be cleansed and renewed.”28 The understanding is that 
pilgrims undertake pilgrimage for very personal and individual reasons: healing, 
forgiveness of sins, spiritual renewal, and to encounter God. They explain that 
“pilgrimage may be thought of as an extroverted mysticism, just as mysticism is 
introverted pilgrimage.”29 Pilgrimage is essentially very much a contemplative, internal 
experience. However, as seen with an investigation of Discalced Carmelite and New 
Monastic contemplative spirituality, the often unexpected byproduct of deep personal 
encounter with the sacred is an outward flow of joy and love in community. Thus, the 
Turners expound the rich communal momentum that can accompany pilgrimage: 
The social dimension is generated by the individual’s choice, multiplied many 
times. On pilgrimage, social interaction is not governed by the old rules of social 
structure. When a pilgrimage system becomes established, however, it operates 
like other social institutions. The social takes precedence over the individual at 
all levels. Organized parties make the journey; devotions at the shrine are 
collective and according to the schedule. But pilgrimage is an individual good 
work, not a social enterprise.30   
Therefore, pilgrimage has both an internal, individual contemplative component, as well 
as a relational, communal component which could lead to communitas. Still, both levels 
of pilgrimage usher in personal transformation through the experience of liminality and 
an encounter with the sacred. As such, this dissertation agrees with Coleman stressing the 
need to retain a focus on both poles of pilgrimage, communitas and internal spiritual 
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contestation, as pertinent to fully understanding the anthropological features of 
pilgrimage.31  
Furthering the discussion, Coleman and Eade highlight the importance of mobility 
as itself a “kinetic ritual” and key component to understanding pilgrimage.32 Pilgrimage 
is an embodied activity where the actual process of movement and journey through time 
and geography give it meaning, create liminality, and foster a sacred encounter. 
Conversely, Margry argues that place and location give true meaning to pilgrimage in 
“the presence of a cult object associated with a specific location” that ultimately creates 
the motive of pilgrimage.33 What emerges are two tensions: (1) the tension between 
communitas and internal individual spiritual contestation, and (2) the tension between 
mobility and place. This dissertation argues that these tensions and the flexibility and 
diversity inherent in pilgrimage motives, outcomes, and purposes should be accepted as 
part and parcel of the rich practice. That is to say, and agree with the Clifts, that there is 
not one universal experience of pilgrimage but many motives and results.34 Margry 
summarizes “that there is not just one kind of Christian pilgrimage.”35 
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Origins of Christian Pilgrimage 
 The importance of holy geography in Jewish theology mandated the need for 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the Temple, and even the first Jewish followers of Jesus 
practiced pilgrimage (Acts 20:16). However, as a spiritual discipline, pilgrimage quickly 
drifted from the theological imagination and spiritual practice of the earliest Christians. 
Judaism had posited geographical importance and holiness in Jerusalem. However, the 
coming of the Holy Spirit, the opening of God’s kingdom to all tongues and tribes, and 
Christ’s mandate of the limitless geographical bounds of the Great Commission, meant 
that Christianity became a religion with no geographical center, only a spiritual center in 
Christ.36 Once again God’s people were psychologically and geographically forced into a 
dispersed nomadic mode (1 Pt 2:11). The importance of Jerusalem, the Temple, and the 
holy land was replaced by the destination and vision of all tribes and tongues 
worshipping God, together in diversity in unity, in the heavenly city. The formal spiritual 
practice of pilgrimage, in the journeying of spiritual seekers to a specific holy place, 
namely Jerusalem, disappeared during the early years of the church.37 However, as seen 
above in the embedded-ness of pilgrimage in the archetypal imagination of humanity and 
in the biblical narrative, there would be a need to recover a theology of place and 
mobility within Christianity. 
 Perhaps the first pilgrim was Melitio of Sardis who traveled to Jerusalem in the 
beginning of the third century, mainly to investigate the historicity of the incarnation. He 
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was followed by Origen, who seems to be one of the first to attempt to unify the 
devotional with the historical apologetic by desiring “to walk in the footsteps of the 
Master.”38 Thus began the first Christian sacred travelers. They went to Palestine or 
Rome as a kind of holy historical reverence, to seek encouragement and proof from the 
lives of the Saints and Jesus. Pilgrimage at first was highly apologetic, with an added 
devotional aspect. It was a journey to walk where Christ had walked, and deepen one’s 
faith through meditating and praying in the physical place of Christ’s life, death, and 
resurrection. Others, specifically the monastics, went on journeys of pilgrimage to deepen 
their own faith in God and grow in holiness. They withdrew from the contamination of 
the city to the purity and silence of the wilderness, recalling Israel and Christ’s 
wanderings in the desert. Sumption explains these early pilgrims sought to seek the 
mercy of Christ through solitude in a “process of self-exile, of social and physical 
isolation” through a kind of “reliving the life of Christ” in imitatio Christi.39 Wandering 
through the desert and across great distances to reach Jerusalem meant risking serious 
danger and discomfort. Their pilgrimage was also a critique of growing nominalism of 
the church, in the conflicted relationship between church and society. Therefore, these 
types of holy pilgrims “wished to tear down the barrier of remoteness that separated a 
person of the thirteenth century from the events of the first.”40 
Constantine began the process of the establishment of Christianity as the Roman 
religion of choice in the 4th century, thus inaugurating Christendom against the previous 
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scattered and marginalized communities of faith. Constantine’s mother, Helena, became a 
major benefactor in making Jerusalem a pilgrimage site. This soon extended to Rome and 
beyond, wherever there were locations of historic faith. With the political acceptance of 
Christianity came two developments for Christian pilgrimage. Firstly, the days of 
martyrdom were now over, but there was still a tremendous need to honor and revere 
those saints who had died for the faith. Secondly, there came a need to develop 
geographical centers of holiness and faith.41 The martyrdom of Thomas Becket in 1170, 
for instance, launched the famous Canterbury pilgrimage. Healings and miracles were 
often associated with these early pilgrimages and so drove the impetus for people to seek 
blessing at shrines. Others went on pilgrimage to seek penance for their sins. Bitton-
Ashkelony points out, that during the initial rise of pilgrimage, there was significant 
diversity of theological opinion amongst Christian thinkers on whether or not Christians 
should participate in pilgrimage.42 Moreover, the theological conflict surrounded two 
spheres of tension: “between local sites of pilgrimage on the one hand and Jerusalem on 
the other, as well as with the pervasive dilemma of earthly journeying to encounter the 
divine versus interior journeying to an inner space.”43 There were a number of historical 
motives for Christian pilgrimage: 
1. historical curiosity, or a desire to experience important Christian places 
2. imitation of Christ 
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3. to honor saints 
4. to seek blessing, healing, and forgiveness 
5. as mandated by the church for spiritual redress. 
 During the Middle Ages, with a thriving economy of pilgrimage and its 
connection to the Crusades, abuses arose. Faked relics, shrines, miracles, and healings 
became more and more the norm. The church often mandated and enforced pilgrimage as 
a way to receive pardon, as the practice of indulgences (and the growing corruption of the 
church) mushroomed during this time. Sumption explains that “the doctrine of 
indulgences, whose development was greatly assisted by the crusades, transformed the 
pilgrim’s journey into a ritual, devoid of the intensely personal and spiritual quality” of 
earlier iterations.44 The Turners see this development as the inevitable conflict between 
structure and anti-structure, where the populism and sodality of pilgrimage was brought 
under control by the hierarchy of the church, in attempting to impose control.45 The 
advent of the Reformation and the subsequent rise of the Enlightenment worked to 
greatly lesson the importance of pilgrimage in Europe.  
 It would be easy to dismiss pilgrimage as either a corrupted form, or a bizarre 
anomaly of extremist Celtic monks. However, this critique skirts along the surface of the 
discipline of pilgrimage. It is important to remember that pilgrimage started off, along 
with monasticism, as a way to know Jesus better, and to geographically walk in his 
footsteps in order to deepen one’s commitment. Davies explains “that which 
fundamentally distinguishes a Christian pilgrimage from any other is its Christo-centric 
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character.”46 The Turners agree, explaining that essential pilgrimage “is a lengthy, 
laborious bodily act, involving some idea of a connection with the long-dead spiritual 
figure at the end of it,” but further explain that Christian pilgrimage is tied up in the 
“paradigms of the imitation of Christ, and mystical union with Christ … that is, they 
serve as the extensions of the salvific, incarnative process, in the continuing life of the 
Church, the mystical body of Christ.”47  
 
Reforming Pilgrimage: Towards Christian Practice  
 Pilgrimage has for most of Protestant history been viewed with suspicion. Both 
Luther and Calvin justifiably critiqued and warned against the Medieval Catholic practice 
of pilgrimage.48 Thus, the Reformation put up several theological bulwarks against 
pilgrimage. The Reformers challenged the idea that certain places or locations had more 
sacredness than others. Indeed Protestant expressions should insist that no place has 
special spiritual power or holy significance over any other. Christianity must insist on 
being non-territorial. Furthermore, Protestant theologies centered on grace have avoided 
the mandating of pilgrimage by the church, or the offering of special indulgences for 
pilgrimage. Pilgrimage cannot be a means for attaining salvation or forgiveness. Yet, as 
Tomlin points out, Luther and Calvin’s arguments were more “strictly thinking an attack 
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on the abuse of pilgrimage, rather than on pilgrimage itself.”49 Thus, the question arises: 
can pilgrimage be reformed and recovered once again into a theological and biblical 
Christian practice? Many seem to think so, as some Protestant and Evangelical scholars 
have begun to call for re-engagement with pilgrimage.50 George explains that pilgrimage 
is an “ancient practice in need of modern discovery.”51 
 
Re-appropriating Pilgrimage 
 Lincoln explains that the work of Jesus made the theological and sacramental 
primacy of Jerusalem (and any other geographical location) void: “The goal of 
pilgrimage for Jewish Christians is no longer the earthly Jerusalem but the heavenly 
Jerusalem to which they already have access.”52 Pilgrimage to sacred places was 
theologically altered in early church practice to that of a life-long pilgrimage following 
Jesus. The particularity of Jerusalem was diffused so that Jesus, the Holy Spirit, 
salvation, and holiness are now everywhere, all the time. This does not mean that the 
actual physical practice of pilgrimage is not worthwhile for today. It does mean that 
Christian pilgrimage is distinctive in how it unfolds within the reality of the cross and 
resurrection for all people. Place is important, rituals of pilgrimage and commemoration 
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are archetypal, but there is now no mandated primacy of sacred geography, nor can 
pilgrimage be mandated as normative and essential to Christian life. Lincoln delineates 
the point: 
So for a variety of reasons, this exploration of the topic of pilgrimage in the New 
Testament leads to advocating a reappropriation rather than an accommodation of 
its perspective. What may be needed in the face of current enthusiasms for literal 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem and elsewhere is an acknowledgement of the spiritual 
yearnings these reflect and the benefits they may confer, yet, at the same time, a 
reminder of the New Testament’s theological framework, which can help to 
reconfigure the construal of such experiences, and a redirecting of attention to the 
central realities the New Testament writers believed God had already 
accomplished in Christ.53 
Wright points out the spiritual benefits which accompany the practice of pilgrimage: 
1. Pilgrimage is a valuable part of the church’s teaching ministry. “That places and 
buildings can and do carry memory, power and hope; and that places where Jesus 
walked and talked, suffered, died, and rose again can and do resonate with the 
meaning of what he did.”54 
2. Pilgrimage is a stimulus and invitation to prayer.55 
3. Pilgrimage is a time of spiritual growth and deep discipleship.56 
Davies also points out, that modern pilgrimage, when stripped of the excesses of the 
Medieval time, can serve a number of Christian functions: 
1. Pilgrimage is spiritual exercise. 
2. Pilgrimage is imitation of Christ and his saints. 
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3. Pilgrimage brings one into the identity and unity of the church. In the physical 
ritual it unites the pilgrim in the communion of the saints, the catholicity of the 
church, and a unified experience of the full body of Christ.57 
This dissertation also suggests that doing pilgrimage with the concept of communitas in 
view allows for an exercise in deepening Christian community. Moreover, pilgrimage by 
entering into the communitas of the pilgrim road with complete strangers creates space 
for incarnational mission. 
 
Community 
The act of becoming a traveling stranger is both identification with Christ and 
also an opportunity to enter into a rite of passage, passing from stability and safety into a 
transitory phase. It is someone who chooses to enter into the margins of society. One 
enters a liminal phase of insecurity, discomfort, and dislocation, loss of identity, being 
between two worlds, in order to pass into a time of transformation or renewal. 
Particularly for the Christian, this liminal phase allows for greater dependence on God, 
spiritual vulnerability, and the opportunity to meet God in unexpected ways. Liminality 
within Christian pilgrimage then points the pilgrim back, not only to God and the 
traditions of the faith, but also to the communitas, or a “sense of oneness that is 
experienced by participants in shared rituals;” therefore, the pilgrim is now defined by 
solidarity with fellow pilgrims and is also sustained to carry on through difficulties by the 
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communitas.58 Edith Turner defines communitas as more than community, especially 
“unconditional love, outside any undifferentiated respect for rank, moral status, and 
social structures.”59 The Triune, relational God calls the pilgrim not only to greater 
dependence on him, but also to experience and form a part of the true Christian 
community. The difficulties of the road, shared with other pilgrims created an instant 
solidarity and a way to make friends quickly, but profoundly. As such, pilgrimage has 
both an internal and external aspect to it, as pilgrims are drawn towards God, but also the 
full communion of saints.60  
 
Mission in Liquid Modern Pilgrimage 
 It may seem odd to speak of pilgrimage as having a missional aspect. For the 
Celtic monastics pilgrimage was deeply tied to mission and evangelism, spreading the 
gospel to new lands. Both Boers and Markey in doing their own pilgrimages convey the 
many opportunities for mission among other pilgrims.61 There are times to accompany 
fellow pilgrims, offering service, aid, counsel, conversation, and encouragement. 
Hospitality is a key theme within pilgrimage, as pilgrims understand their dependence on 
others. In other words, there are natural moments for Christians to witness to Christ’s 
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love along a pilgrim route. A missional pilgrim who journeys aware to the needs, both 
physical and spiritual, of other pilgrims creates a further reality of incarnational integrity. 
Pemberton notes that there is a hunger for pilgrimage amongst those who are 
outside of or disillusioned with the Christian faith.62 As mentioned above, the liquid 
modern milieu has caused an explosion of both sacred and secular pilgrimage, the idea 
that people are seeking meaning and transformation through pilgrimage journey towards 
a specific location or relic.63 Pazos explains the rise and make up of these postmodern 
pilgrims: 
Obviously, a change in the type of pilgrim also changes the pilgrimage itself, 
making it more touristy, more exotic or, possibly more spiritual, but with a more 
contemporary and individualistic spirituality, with pilgrims in search of 
themselves and personal transformation. It is almost like therapy, a personal 
metanoia resulting from the difficulties and reflections which have arisen during 
the greatest journey on foot that they have ever undertaken in their lives.64 
This assessment fits with reality of Bauman’s liquid modern life: individualistic, 
consumerist, always on the move, finding meaning in ceaseless mobility and wandering. 
In liquid modernity it makes sense that many would seek pilgrimage as an individualistic 
expression and search for meaning, significance, transformation, identity, and even a 
false ideal of liquid community. Perhaps the archetypal ritual of pilgrimage is being 
reinterpreted within the utter mobility of liquid modernity towards the archetypes of 
destination and place, whether real or metaphorical? In any case, pilgrimage offers a 
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context for mission towards liquid modern wanderers, who have made the connection 
between their internal psychological mobility and an external kinetic ritual that unites 
both. In liquid modernity pilgrimage “unifies the inner and physical journey into a 
holistic project of self-realisation through motion.”65  
With the liquid modern pilgrim in mind, and the importance of this practice in 
Spain, pilgrimage offers a missional-incarnational approach. Through Frost and Hirsch, 
Taylor makes the point that missional community must move into the “proximity spaces” 
or “places outside the church in which Christians can develop relationships with spiritual 
tourists.”66 Missional community will seek out spiritual seekers and through incarnation, 
go to and enter the context of those seekers. The pilgrimage context is a proximity space. 
Christian pilgrimage, connecting into the culture and needs of liquid modern pilgrims and 
tourists, is thus incarnational and missional in a deep way. Missional pilgrims enter 
together into the liminal experience of all pilgrims, sharing in the solidarity of suffering, 
hardship, but final joy that leads to communitas. Here there is the opportunity for a 
deeper connection and invitation into walking with and following Christ in real life. On 
the pilgrim road, within the communitas all are equal and the distinctions of class are 
broken down, as all dress the same, and are smelly and tired pilgrims. The communitas 
experienced on pilgrimage, between all pilgrims regardless of tourist or vagabond, is a 
possible antidote to the moral and spatial gap in “non-places”, where the tourist avoids 
responsibility and the vagabond is lost. It is a place where not only can the Christian 
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pilgrim draw near to all, but unify the tourist and the vagabond in the Christian image of 
the pilgrim. 
Here they have an opportunity to walk alongside the seeker as a fellow pilgrim, in 
community, offering hospitality, spiritual guidance, and friendship. The intersection of 
the liquid modern pilgrim, their utter individualization, restlessness, endless search for 
meaning and identity, and anxiety in constant change and desire, can be met by the 
missional-incarnational Christian pilgrim who enters into physical metaphor of liquid 
modernity. They have the opportunity to offer the liquid modern pilgrim a true 
community and a true destination, and ultimate meaning and identity in Christ. At the 
same time, those who are already in the process of knowing Christ and the Christian 
community can be invited to walk and experience pilgrimage with the missional 
community, experiencing the foretaste of Christian community. In the ritual flow from 
liminality to communitas, and in the individual encounter with self, identity, and God, the 
seeker experiences the gospel both through community and contemplative spirituality 
against the individualism and fragmentation of liquid modernity. 
 
What About Saints and Relics? 
 An objection might arise as to the validity of relics and the veneration of saints in 
pilgrimage. The Way of Saint James, for instance, is a pilgrimage based around the rather 
flimsy historical account of the miraculous appearance of James’ bones. Should the very 
nature of this type of veneration as the base for the pilgrimage thus disqualify it? Is this 
but superstition and myth? Davies explains that pilgrimage towards the relics of a saint 
should be devoid of superstition and focused instead on “assisting the participants to 
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explore their own potentialities as they seek to imitate the saint who is the ideal set before 
them.”67 Furthermore, Davies conveys: 
Nor does pilgrimage to a shrine where relics are preserved necessarily lead to 
their being the object of a questionable cult. There is nothing reprehensible in 
honouring the mortal remains of heroes and heroines of the faith. If thousands 
may visit the grave of Winston Churchill or the Lincoln memorial without anyone 
thinking such a practice is wrong, no valid criticism can be levelled at those who 
go to Rome out of respect for Peter and Paul… What indeed of any shrine where 
the genuineness of the relics may be called in question? If saints may be honoured 
as fellow and exemplary members of the Body of Christ, this legitimate dulia 
does not have to be tied to the presence of physical remains.68 
 
Walking Metaphor for Spiritual Formation: Outer Action with Inner Meaning69 
 The Bible is a book of pilgrimage. The story from the garden to the new kingdom 
is one of people in constant motion, uprooted and headed for a final destination. This is 
the key unifying metaphor and understanding of the Christian life, to follow Jesus on a 
journey of hardships, trials, joys, dependence, to arrive together in the kingdom of God. 
Pilgrimage is a rich metaphor in understanding of the process of the Christian life in faith 
and action. Lincoln highlights this point: “the New Testament views the literal sense of 
pilgrimage as a journey to a sacred place as fulfilled through what has taken place in the 
life, death, and resurrection of Christ, so that pilgrimage now becomes a metaphor for the 
journey of Christian living.”70 Pilgrim studies point out that pilgrimage as an 
anthropological ritual perfectly combines the internal and the external in a fully orbed 
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spiritual exercise.71 This dissertation then suggests that pilgrimage (and specifically in 
Spain, the Way of Saint James) serve as a life permeating, contemplative spiritual 
formation metaphor for the Christian life, mission, and spirituality. 
Campbell asserts the need for modern evangelicalism to discover new metaphors 
for spiritual formation.72 The biblical imagery of mobility, wandering, and exile leading 
to deeper encounter with God connects well with the spiritual depth of pilgrimage as not 
only a discipline of spiritual formation, but also as an active metaphor for the full 
Christian life. Pilgrimage is a walking, active metaphor. It is a metaphor for spiritual 
formation that can be lived out in real time. Pemberton portrays pilgrimage as a “holistic” 
spiritual discipline that engages all “aspects of our humanity, including, intellectual, 
spiritual, and psychological aspects as well as healthy physical exercise.”73 Pilgrimage is 
a faith exercise to journey into the wilderness with the expectation that God will show up. 
George explains “pilgrimage is an outward demonstration of an inward calling to follow 
Christ … that shapes us into three-dimensional Christians- Christians who inwardly 
recognize our sin, upwardly commune with Christ and outwardly follow in his 
footsteps.”74 There is something powerful in a metaphor for life which can be acted out in 
real time and space, a spiritual discipline that engages one’s full humanity. Pilgrimage 
ends the dualism of Gnosticism which seeks to rend our humanity into physical and 
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spiritual.75 By wandering as a pilgrim one carries that metaphor for Christian life back 
into the fullness of their daily lives, so that they can be more aligned with Christ, and his 
option for the wandering, nomadic pilgrim life towards him and for him.  
In essence, Christians are called to a mobile (metaphorically and physically) 
pilgrim life (Mt 28:19, 1 Pt 2:11) of wandering with purpose, of being strangers with an 
ultimate destination, following Christ, accompanying him in fulfilling his mission, and 
arriving well to the New Jerusalem. While Christians are not mandated to do pilgrimage, 
they are called to live pilgrim ideals out in their daily lives. Dyas conveys that in the 
fusion of the physical journey with the spiritual journey as active metaphor there is then a 
“miniature version of the longer, more complex journey” so that if “we hold to the 
overarching Biblical concept of life as journey, the process of journeying to places where 
we can learn more of and focus more completely on God can be a more readily 
encompassed and incorporated.”76 In this way the actual practice of pilgrimage can serve 
to enrich our relationship with God in real time, that is also then a sign and metaphor for 
our greater life journey towards God and destination in his ultimate kingdom. It is a 
walking life metaphor, a practice of spiritual formation which magnifies an internal 
spiritual journey and universal theological journey, in a physical external exercise of 
time, space, place, geography, sweat and tears. Pilgrimage like monastic spirituality calls 
us to a spirituality that touches all elements of our lives, permeating the spiritual, the 
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physical, and the communal. Wright portrays pilgrimage as a sacramental metaphor “for 
and of the pilgrim’s progress through the present life to the life that is to come.”77 
 
Recovering Christian Pilgrimage 
 Put simply, pilgrimage is the discipline of “an earthly traveler seeking a sacred 
destination and, through that journey, an experience of the divine.78 Wright defines 
Christian pilgrims similarly as “someone who goes on a journey in the hope of 
encountering God, or meeting him in a new way.”79 Christian pilgrimage is Christ 
centered, focused on him through walking, prayer, meditation, and the hope of 
encountering him in an unexpected way. It is also essentially mobile, wandering out into 
liminal space in the active reality of the Christian journey towards God. Place is also key 
in pilgrimage, but reconfigured through the lens of the universality of Christ. O’Donovan 
argues that humanity has a deep religious need for the combination of locality and 
memory.80 Place is important to human existence. Hjalmarson further develops the theme 
of place in the biblical narrative, through God’s creation of land, to the promise of a place 
of belonging for his people, their continual search for it and identity in it, to the 
incarnational love of Christ in real space and time, to the final ultimate hope and 
destination in a real new kingdom.81 Specifically, the incarnation of God’s love in Christ 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
77 Wright, The Way of the Lord, 146. 
 
78 Brett Edward, Whalen, ed., Pilgrimage in the Middle Ages: A Reader (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2011), xi. 
 
79 Wright, The Way of the Lord, 158. 
 
80 O’Donovan, “The Loss of a Sense of Place.” 
 
81 Leonard E. Hjalmarson, Introduction to a Theology of Place (CreateSpace, 2014), Kindle. 
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is “[t]o hold to a view of the world where God becomes flesh is to acknowledge that God 
loves places, loves the particular.”82 Biblical humanity is rooted in and longs for a place 
of belonging. Pilgrimage is then the eschatological reminder on the universal level of 
God’s call to mission and ultimate destination, experienced in the local, real space and 
time of memory. It also points back to the incarnation of Christ’s love sent to and 
inhabiting one’s communities, churches, and cities through the communion of saints. It is 
the search for home, but a home in God. Even the perpetual pilgrimage of the Celtics 
sought to find a final “place of resurrection.” In the short term, the Christian lives in the 
tension between incarnating Christ in local place, while perpetually keeping an eye open 
towards the eternal kingdom. This is very much a missional tension, as the Christian lives 
in hope of the coming kingdom, while living out a rooted love for Christ in the place and 
to the people that God has sent them to.  
All of the above can be folded into Christian pilgrimage, but at its core pilgrimage 
is active traveling to enter into a marginal phase to encounter God and his kingdom 
people and be transformed in the process. This dissertation proposes Boers definition as a 
more complete exposition of Christian pilgrimage: “the ancient practice of walking, 
usually with others, to a holy site while paying prayerful attention to everything that takes 
place within and without, soul and body, all the ways that are inherent in the Way, along 
with the companions who are also on the Way.”83   
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Monastic Missional Communities on Pilgrimage 
 Pilgrimage is a highly transformational, ancient-future contemplative spiritual 
exercise with both an internal spiritual dimension, and an external communal one. It is an 
active metaphor for the Christian life and contemplative spiritual formation, that when 
walked in isolation can draw one closer to God, but also create opportunities for mission 
and surprising communitas where the gospel of God’s grace can be shared with 
postmodern pilgrims. In true monastic-missional form, pilgrimage offers further balance 
between the tensions of contemplative community on a mission. Agreeing with the 
Turners view of Christian pilgrimage (and Christian life) as entering into “voluntary 
liminality” in following Christ, Schutte has shown the spiritual and communal 
transformational benefits in Benedictine, Franciscan, and Taizé communities that enter 
the ritual liminal phase in pilgrimage, retreats, and other contemplative practices.84As 
such, pilgrimage offers up a number of salient spiritual practices that can further develop 
the monastic-missional impulse: 
1. It develops the communitas of the missional community. As an act of walking in 
community, pilgrimage offers to develop a deeper solidarity and profundity of 
bonds within the community.85 Walking together becomes a contemplative, 
communal exercise, where the group has to rely on each other and God together 
through trials, difficulties, triumph, and celebration. The metaphor of walking the 
pilgrim road then becomes a real life metaphor for walking the Way together with 
Jesus, in mission and community. 
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2. It creates communitas for the non-Christian to enter the Christian missional 
community. Seekers walk with the community to experience deeper bonds of 
Christian community and praxis. Also, the individual or the community walking 
the pilgrimage can encounter the pilgrim communitas with random pilgrims they 
come across. This can be a further opportunity for mission and evangelism 
3. The hardships, liminal disorientation, and stresses of mobility can serve as an 
opportunity for mission and hospitality within pilgrimage. A missional 
community can walk pilgrimage praying for and seeking opportunities to truly 
serve pilgrims, in word and deed. Moreover, within in liquid modernity, where the 
search for identity is found in restless wandering and movement, and the 
experiential event of global cultural flows, pilgrimage is an important place to 
invite potential postmodern pilgrims to encounter community and God. 
4. Pilgrimage is also a time for intentional contemplation, prayer, meditation, 
listening, and silence.86 Either walking alone, or in community, pilgrimage offers 
opportunity for a spiritual contemplation and growing closer to Christ. 
5. Pilgrimage is a time for transition in life, renewal, personal healing.87 Members of 
a missional community can use pilgrimage to mark times of life transition or seek 
personal spiritual renewal. 
6. Pilgrimage also creates an opportunity to learn simplicity.88 Against the rush of 
consumerism and pressures of the techno-liquid society, walking tens of 
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kilometers each day, sharing space with other pilgrims, and depending on God 
allows for focus, but also for simplifying and prioritizing that which is important 
in life. One discovers that on the pilgrim road, one needs much less than what the 
globalized, consumerist world of desire desiring desire offers. 
7. Pilgrimage creates a context for faith, dependence on God, and faithful risk 
taking.89 It is a form of martyrdom. One steps out in pilgrimage not knowing what 
will happen, or how one will arrive at their destination, or even what will happen 
on the return trip. Pilgrims open themselves up to a faith adventure, to be called 
by God, surprised by God, and to walk daily in dependence on God. They must 
open themselves up to the mercy of others, the leading of the Holy Spirit, and 
ultimately faith that God even in hardships will show up in surprising ways. 
8. Following Christ in suffering is fully present in an opportunity to practice a fully 
orbed sense of incarnation through imitatio Christi. Pilgrimage is hard work full 
of suffering, hardship, hunger, pain, discomfort, and movement. As such it 
becomes a walking metaphor of incarnational love and deeper understanding of 
Christ. As Bonhoeffer explains, “when Christ calls a man, He bids him come and 
die.”90 Pilgrimage is to enter into a “self-imposed marginalization” and 
martyrdom.91 Pilgrimage can help one understand further this incarnational truth 
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and its application through walking in perseverance through suffering and 
hardship. It also creates an incarnational integrity within the proximity space of 
the pilgrimage, as the Christian pilgrim becomes like each and every smelly and 
tired pilgrim, walking with them in service and love. It collapses the moral space 
between the pilgrim, the tourist, and the vagabond. On pilgrimage there are no 
“non-places” meant to divide, segregate and protect the tourist from the 
vagabond. All pilgrims must inhabit the same moral and ethical space. In the 
communitas and solidarity of the road, there is an anti-structure where true 
relationship abounds, away from the typical constraining factors of everyday life. 
As such, a pilgrim comes alongside the tourist and vagabond, incarnationally, to 
walk alongside them, sharing in their suffering and hardships just as Christ. 
9. Pilgrimage is a tangible sign of hope. As an embodied metaphor for life, Christian 
faith, and ultimate destination in God’s new heaven and earth. Robinson 
concludes: “The true purpose of a single pilgrimage is only ever to enhance the 
journey towards the eternal city.”92 
This listing is far from exhaustive. In reality, the practice of pilgrimage is pregnant 
with practical and theological significance as a physical, emotional, and spiritual 
journey that draws the pilgrim upward closer to God, inward in self-understanding, 
and outward in community.93 
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Conclusion 
 Pilgrimage is liquid. It is anti-structure. It is movement. It is liminal. It is the 
individual choices and rituals of thousands flowing from a globalized and connected 
world temporarily unified in an event. Yet, Christian pilgrimage is liquid against the 
hyper individualism, consumerism and fragmented community of liquid modernity. It is 
not directionless nor destination-less, contrarily it points people geographically and 
metaphorically towards an ultimate place of hope in God and his kingdom. It points away 
from consumerism. It points away from psychological fragmentation and 
meaninglessness in a consumerist driven desire towards a spirituality of intentionality, 
reflection, and simplicity. In the return from liminality it brings people together in 
communitas, but what is more, it unifies all into a greater community of the saints, of all 
Christians, into the hope of a final network of agape, of Trintarian pereochoretic love. It 
finds ultimate meaning in mobility, but only mobility rooted in community, place, hope, 
and final union with a loving God. As a sodalic communitas it also offers the seedbed for 
creating Christian movements, even missional movements, which require an encounter 
with God, commitment, and a sense of adventure towards a common goal. 
 Pilgrimage offers fully orbed spiritual formation that is pertinent to all Christians. 
It serves as a living contemplative metaphor for spirituality within the Christian life. 
Certainly there is work to be done in mining the rich metaphor of pilgrimage for the 
Christian life. This dissertation argues for the development of monastic missional 
communities in building spiritual movements within Spanish university students and 
young adults. With the exploration of the connections between pilgrimage and missional 
and monastic, this chapter adds to the discussion by suggesting that these monastic 
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missional communities utilize pilgrimage as actual contemplative spiritual exercise. 
These monastic missional communities can practice pilgrimage either in personal 
spiritual formation, or in community, exploring the multiplicity of the practice. 
Moreover, for missional Christians and communities, the practice of pilgrimage can be 
understood also as missional-incarnational.
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
PILGRIM IDENTITY IN LIQUID MODERN SPAIN 
“And we were pilgrims on our way.”- U2, The Miracle (Of Joey Ramone) 
 
Introduction 
 Love for God and neighbor in mission flows out of a contemplative-communal, 
missional-incarnational, and pilgrim spirituality and praxis. These theological-missional 
stances connect well within the context of liquid modern Spain. Within the practice of 
Christian pilgrimage specific parallels surface in a liquid modern linking of identity to 
kinetic ritual, between the tourist and vagabond, and the Christian pilgrim.  
Recalling the challenges of the Spanish context from the Introduction, much of 
liquid modern Spain is indifferent or antagonistic to the past abuses of power of 
institutional Christianity in Spain. A shift towards a missionary church is certainly a 
remedy, still some note the need for the church in the West to re-position and re-imagine 
itself within the postmodern (liquid) and post-Christendom reality.1 The former 
geographical centrism under Constantine, and unification of church with power was 
certainly a tenuous gambit for a biblical Christianity that seeks to follow the self-
marginalized, wandering God-man who identifies with those on the fringes.2 Bauckham 
points out that Christianity in postmodernity can regain vigor by reclaiming a position of 
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weakness on the margins of society.1 What reconfiguration or identity should monastic 
missional communities adopt? 
In the end, the crisis of mission in disintegrating Christendom is an opportunity. 
Christianity in Europe is now free to decouple itself from power and coercive structures 
and therefore reclaim its essence as a universal truth that is neither coercive nor powerful, 
but centers and unites diversity in ultimate love and community. It will also be free to 
regain the creativity, mystery, and ambiguity in the work of the Holy Spirit, 
understanding that God does not demand “mastery or calculation of history” on the road 
to his kingdom, yet instead asks faithfulness in the journey full of surprise and wonder.2 
It is an opportunity for the church to be liberated from its captivity to the social 
imaginaries of power, stasis, comfort, and consumerism and empowered once again to 
embrace the imaginaries of the Great Commission, the Great Commandment, pilgrimage, 
faith risk, mutual community, and cruciform identity. 
This dissertation suggests the “pilgrim church” as an apt identity for liquid 
modern Spain. Firstly, the indigenous Catholic spirituality surrounding pilgrimage in 
Spain makes it a particularly contextual metaphor. Secondly, the social imaginary of a 
pilgrim people offers many layers of exploration within Bauman’s conceptual liquid 
modernity. Thirdly, a missional community that already practices the discipline of 
pilgrimage will be able to amplify the lessons learned on the interior experience of the 
little road to applications of a complete pilgrim identity on the larger road of life. 
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1 Peter 
1 Peter speaks to the identity of believers living in a pagan, hostile environment.3 
The flow of the text indicates believers as parallel to the exiled Jews.4 Within Jewish 
thought, salvation and access to God only came through access to the Temple, and also 
for the gentile nations (Is 2:2-3). However, Peter reinterprets the cultic language of 
Judaism into the new reality of the people of God now in Jesus.5 For instance, he argues 
that now the church, the people of God, are the “living stones being built up as a spiritual 
house for a holy priesthood,” replacing the Temple and diffusing God’s presences in each 
and every location (1 Pt 2:5). Then Peter claims: 
Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts, which 
wage war against the soul. Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so 
that in the thing in which they slander you as evildoers, they may on account of 
your good deed, as they observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation. (1 Pt 
2:11-12) 
Here the text points the community towards understanding its identity on earth, with a 
mind towards living in integrity in witness towards the pagans around them.6  
The two words for aliens and strangers (παροίκους καὶ παρεπιδήµους) must be 
examined. Both terms lend themselves to the idea of being citizens of one country 
transplanted to another, with no citizenship rights there; furthermore, the concept of 
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stranger, a foreigner, or someone wandering and sojourning is also in view.7 The 
Christian community is folded back in metaphor and identity into the Jewish theological 
experience, as they are now in a new Exodus, a new experience of exile.8 Horrell conveys 
the phrase “aliens and strangers” should be understood “to depict the Christians as 
strangers on this earth, a pilgrim people whose home is in heaven … a primarily spiritual 
and cosmological sense: Christians are not at home in the world because they belong to 
another world.”9 The point is not to make an explicit exegetical link with this text to 
actual pilgrimage. Instead it is to give the general sense of how Peter is folding Christian 
identity back into the Jewish concept of exile and wandering towards a promised land, a 
Temple, and ultimately the presence of God. For the Christian, the identity of exile, 
foreigner, and pilgrim all offer the same biblical semantical scope, that of a people not in 
their home, but striving to live ethically as such and wandering spiritually and 
metaphorically towards God. They know their ultimate home is somewhere in the future. 
This is similar to a pilgrim experience and orientation where one takes on the identity of a 
foreigner, to wander in a liminal context where they do not truly belong, to finally arrive 
through fidelity to a call to the final place of reward. Hebrews 11:13-16 supports this 
pilgrim orientation for believers, whom are to confess “that they were strangers and 
exiles on earth” since “they desire a better country that is a heavenly one.” Furthermore, 
the church carries with them in the presence of Christ and the Holy Spirit the 
eschatological tension of the initial in-breaking of God’s kingdom. The kingdom is 
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coming, is wherever the people of God are, but is not fully yet realized. Bother John of 
Taizé elaborates: 
Our word ‘parish’ comes from the Greek paraikos, which means precisely 
‘pilgrim, passing stranger.’ Is not every church, in fact, called to be the ‘pilgrim 
house,’ centered on prayer and sharing… the Church gives us a glimpse of the 
goal of pilgrimage, the future city (Hebrews 13:14), already breaking into our 
life.10 
Mbuvi further develops the pilgrim identity of Christians in 1 Peter: 
1. Pilgrimage is now no longer called for Jerusalem, as the church is the new temple 
the sign and presence of God on earth. The nations need not stream towards 
Jerusalem, but instead the pilgrim church which wanders incarnationally. 
2. The pilgrim church grows in holiness in its journey of faith through struggle and 
persecution towards God. 
3. The pilgrim church is marginal, suffering, and ostracized.11  
 
The Pilgrim Community 
 1 Peter suggests the Christian community live as pilgrims, aliens, and exiles in a 
hostile world, not identifying with the powers of the world, but instead identifying with 
the liminal existence of exiled Jews and above all the incarnational, wandering Jesus, to 
live a special life that points all to Christ. A number of missional theologians have 
proposed the pilgrim identity as the foundational identity for Christians and missional 
community in the post-Christendom context. Guder’s Missional Church calls for 
missional communities that conceive of themselves as pilgrim, as an antidote to the rigid 
structures of institutional church, to then become more open, hospitable, and missional 
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for the postmodern setting.12 This echoes the discussion in Chapter One where flexible 
communities are needed to incarnate Christ’s love in witness, service, and hospitality 
towards liquid moderns. The idea of a pilgrim community is one that walks along with 
and accompanies those outside the community of Christ. It sees itself not as above and 
against, but instead, with and for. 
Bosch argues that the biblical norm is that of a “wandering people of God.”13 
However, Bosch makes the point that the call to a pilgrim identity should not be 
predicated by “the practical reason that in the modern age it no longer calls the tune and 
is everywhere finding itself in a diaspora situation; rather, to be a pilgrim in the world 
belongs intrinsically to the church’s ex-centric position.”14 This harkens back to missio 
Dei, where the church is called out to then be sent back into the world for mission. 
Furthermore, Braaten delineates that foreignness is an essential element of the 
constitution of the church.15 Robinson sharpens the point that the called out nature of the 
church “makes us homeless and defines our new life of faith as a perpetual journey or 
wandering.”16 
Ad Gentes also views the missionary church as a “pilgrim church” called to walk 
in the imagery of pilgrimage; “the Church, prompted by the Holy Spirit, must walk in the 
same path of which Christ walked: a path of poverty and obedience, of service and self-
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14 Ibid., 382-383. 
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16 Robinson, “Pilgrimage and Mission,” 174. 
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sacrifice to the death,” in its fulfillment of mission.17 Catholic sociologist Mardones, in 
exploring the rise of religious indifference within Spain’s turn towards paganism and 
pluralism, poses the challenge that the church must reconfigure itself. He sees that the 
Spanish iteration of Christianity must be “a Christianity of spiritual pilgrimage.”18 
Mardones elaborates: 
It concerns itself with the exploration of the inexhaustible, loving Mystery. It 
would rather have companions of spiritual adventure over fixed answers. It may 
even be a Christianity of retrieving the former, deep meaning of pilgrimage as a 
way of life and pursuit of the ever incipient, yet never final discovery. The Way 
of Saint James will be more than a metaphor for the interior attitude that wants to 
journey like the Magi in search of the star that points to Jesus.19  
Mardones’ pilgrim prescription for the Spanish church echoes the needed shift away from 
Christendom and a church of power and control, to one that can address the globalized, 
consumerist, hyper-individualized milieu of liquid modernity. Here a pilgrim church 
takes a different stance, one that is in search of God together with those it can welcome 
into the open community of love and hospitality. It is a church that journeys together with 
the world, and for the world. It is a church that facilitates the metaphor of pilgrimage 
towards God in a world of destination-less rapid change, consumerist spirituality, 
insecurity, fear, and dislocation. Mardones conveys further what a pilgrim church looks 
like within postmodern Spain: 
1. the road is more important than answers 
2. believing matters more than exact content of belief 
3. it is important to discover for one’s self 
4. mystery and experience are important and must be lived 
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5. find and celebrate God everywhere 
6. faithful witness to all 
7. live life fully 
8. connect to God passionately 
9. interrupt the consumption of sensations and facilitate reflection 
10.  teach what true desire is 
11. teach the monastic virtues of silence and contemplation 
12. witness to other options, another way of being human 
13. focus on seeking the mystery of God 
14. a festive and celebratory Christianity 
15. focus on community and brotherhood 
16. offer hope on the horizon.20 
This Spanish-Catholic missional and pilgrim repurposing of 1 Peter also connects 
with current Catholic ecclesiology as elucidated in Lumen Gentium from Vatican II. Here 
Catholic ecclesiology is rooted in holiness in seeking after Christ, and understanding 
itself as a pilgrim church living apart from the world in hopeful expectation for the 
fulfillment of God’s kingdom: “The Church, while on earth it journeys in a foreign land 
away from the Lord, is like in exile. It seeks and experiences those things which are 
above, where Christ is seated at the right-hand of God, where the life of the Church is 
hidden with Christ in God until it appears in glory with its Spouse.”21 The document also 
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links mission to ecclesiology rooted in identification and imitation of Christ, both to be 
caught up in the missio Dei (as sent by Christ to bring salvation to all) and to be a Jesus-
like pilgrim community “that is not set up to seek earthly glory, but to proclaim even by 
its own example, humility and self-sacrifice” in both bringing good news to the poor and 
seeking and saving the lost.22 The church is set apart both in mission and holiness. 
Following the call for Christians to be pilgrims on this earth from 1 Peter, and the 
missional observation that the post-Christendom, liquid modern world is in need of a 
pilgrim oriented church, this dissertation suggests that monastic missional communities 
adopt a pilgrim identity. Chapter Three explores the depth of the practice of pilgrimage as 
an active metaphor for discipleship and the Christian spiritual life. It follows that further 
exploration of this metaphor can illuminate how Christian missional communities should 
live and understand themselves in liquid modernity. 
 
Pilgrimage and Mission 
Pilgrimage and mission both follow after God. Both require mobility, destination, 
community for the road, a sense of between places, and faith-risk. Moreover, both 
pilgrims and missionaries believe that in their traveling faith exercise they will be 
personally spiritually transformed.23 With the Turners, this dissertation believes that as an 
individual enters into “voluntary liminality,”24 through identification with the voluntary 
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liminality of Christ on the cross, in pilgrimage, then so the church enters into a voluntary 
liminality to follow Christ, entering the missio Dei to reach the world with the gospel. 
Pilgrimage becomes an important metaphor and identity for a missionary community in 
the West. The church needs a dis-embedding from the attractional-power structures that 
define it in the Christendom era. Within mission, the pilgrim model aids in moving away 
from the territorial, institutional advance of missions under Christendom, to the current 
missional-contextual shift inaugurated by Newbiggin and Bosch. Robinson believes the 
metaphor and connection is ripe “between perpetual pilgrimage and continuous mission” 
and thus re-imagining what mission needs to look like.25  
Both pilgrim and missionary enter into liminal experience on the margins of the 
cultures they cross with the hope of inviting others along for the journey.26 Therefore, 
mission in a liminal time can find touchstones of meaning in the exploration of liminal 
pilgrimage, and the liminality of a 1 Peter church. Fife makes this argument by 
explaining mission and pilgrimage are united in “sacred movement through time and 
space that helps to develop temporary as well as more durable connections among people 
of disparate social stations and even of different cultures.”27 Pilgrimage is imbued with a 
sense of risk, and edging towards frontiers that is also indicative and necessary of 
missionary endeavor. It demands departing home and comfort in imitation of Christ, to 
take up one’s cross and trust God for ultimate passage to the destination. Pilgrimage and 
mission are both a form of martyrdom. Dislocation from family, culture, and comfort are 
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present in both. Mission is essentially journeying to encounter God, and in that encounter 
bless the world. The pilgrim and missionary follow the call of God to step out into faith 
and in trusting him, being transformed by having “to listen all the more carefully to the 
voice of the one who beckons.”28  
Hirsch further connects pilgrimage and mission as a group of like-minded 
committed followers of Christ entering into the liminal experience of an adventure with a 
common goal, thus creating powerful missional communitas.29 This is the great 
missionary adventure which creates uncontrollable and contagious movements. This 
journey is into cross-cultural liminal places, where the pilgrim-missionary, must be 
transformed into a new contextual community of Christ for, in, and towards the receptor 
culture. Here the missionary must struggle through hardship, adaptation, isolation, and 
loneliness, the basic struggle to survive and adapt cross culturally. As with pilgrimage, 
mission appears as sodality from the margins, with humility, and free of oppressive social 
structure. The developing of communitas in all of this for the life giving love of the 
missional community further delineates an important link to pilgrimage. At the end of 
this intentionally entered into liminal phase, the missionary adapts, becomes a part of 
their new culture, and begins to be welcomed into both a wider communitas of other 
missionaries, but also the opportunity for entering into the communitas of the host 
culture.  
This linkage of pilgrimage and mission offers a metaphorical way of thinking 
through mission for monastic missional communities. As they are already practicing 
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pilgrimage there is then the rich opportunity to apply the lessons of the pilgrim road to 
missional community and incarnational missionary activity. A pilgrim identity for 
missional community allows for a re-imagining of mission and ecclesiology in the 
postmodern setting. What could a pilgrim community identity look like, patterned after 
pilgrimage as developed in Chapter Three? In short, pilgrim community journeys 
together, accompanying their fellow traveler (missional-incarnational), towards a final 
destination of hope: 
1. Pilgrims first seek Christ and to pattern their lives after him. They walk in his 
ways and follow him on the road. Everything flows from that.  
2. Pilgrims are actively mobile, they embody the kingdom values of mobility to 
encounter God and spread the kingdom. They are sent out to share the gospel and 
thus must cross geographical, social, and cultural boundaries. However, the 
kingdom is not territorial, instead it is wherever the pilgrims are. 
3. Pilgrims choose to be wandering foreigners. They have no home, nor actual 
national obligations. Their focus is on God, their community, and their ultimate 
destination. 
4. Pilgrims are incarnational in that they come alongside others on the road, with 
other pilgrims and strangers. They live with them, and identity with them in the 
solidarity of the road.  
5. Pilgrims are active learners and listeners. They come alongside the other pilgrims 
as such. They do not have all the answers, but are fellow seekers.  
6. Pilgrims do have a destination and a purpose, which differentiates them from 
many liquid modern travelers. They offer ultimate hope. 
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7. Pilgrims practice radical service and hospitality with those who need help and 
refuge along their journey. They share intimate pilgrim meals with fellow 
travelers, regardless of social distinction. 
8. Pilgrims walk in community, sharing joy and suffering with those they walk. The 
community is open to all, and is a community of solidarity, where the non-place 
mentality of separation and avoidance are rejected. The tourist and the vagabond 
are both welcome. 
9. The church in postmodernity is caught in a liminal phase, a time of transformation 
and change.30 It is essentially pilgrim. Postmodern society is also passing through 
a liminal time. 
Van Gelder and Zscheile summarize the importance of a pilgrim identity within liquid 
modernity: 
 The church as a pilgrim people is called to indwell those spaces of intersection 
and change, meeting people amid the flux of dislocation and identity seeking that 
is the norm for a globalized, postmodern world. This calling invites the church out 
of closed, settled forms of community life into flexible, adaptive, relational 
encounters.31 
Chapter One explores Roxburgh’s argument that the church in the West has 
entered a liminal phase in the postmodern, post-Christian, globalized world; therefore in 
need of a time of rethinking and reimagining its identity and purpose.32 Here the 
decentering of the church in liquid modernity evokes a pilgrim orientation that perhaps is 
calling the church and missional communities back to a biblical 1 Peter missio-pilgrim 
identity. Tidball ties up the biblical identity with the practice of pilgrimage to delineate 
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the core of a pilgrim people: “pilgrims are on journey, in response to a transcendent 
authority as well as to fulfil an inner desire, towards a definite destination, transforming 
the world for the better as they go.”33 The overlay of missional community (missio Dei) 
with a pilgrim identity can be summarized as: 
1.  called by God 
2. journey together with God and others 
3. towards a final destination of hope 
4. walking in the ways of Christ 
5. empowered by the Holy Spirit for faith and risk 
6. chosen liminality and marginality 
7. to know God better 
8. incarnational integrity of witness 
9. service, hospitality, and friendship for all along the way. 
 
Pilgrims in Liquid Modernity 
Tourist and Vagabond: Search for Meaning, Place, and Identity 
If desire, community, ethics, meaning, time, space, and physicality are constantly 
melting and changing, then Bauman also asserts that life becomes the “avoidance of 
being fixed.”34 Thus, the rise of Bauman’s players in liquid modern society: the tourist 
and the vagabond. The tourist being the hyper-individualist consumer par excellence, 
accruing endless experiences and sensations but never arriving. The vagabond is the 
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waste of liquid modernity, the refugee, the slum dweller, the homeless beggar, basically 
those that are excluded from the possibility of liquid modern self-actualization. They 
have no control over their mobility, they are dislocated like the tourist, but not by choice. 
Bauman develops the vagabond theme further in Collateral Damage as the emerging 
global underclass who experience the “stigma of estrangement, of having been 
excluded.”35 Bauman laments that in the globalized, consumerist economic world there is 
even a growing inequality, and emergence of vagabonds in the traditionally wealthy 
societies of Europe, like Spain.36 In the de-regulated economy, many individuals out on 
their own, simply cannot keep up. Vagabond is also a psychological state. Thus, Bauman 
sees a growing psychological inequality in liquid modernity pitting tourists against 
vagabonds: “Groups or categories with limited options or no options to choose from, 
forced for that reasons to follow a monotonous and utterly predictable routine, stand no 
chance in their power struggle with protagonists who are mobile, free to choose, lavishly 
supplied with options, and so essentially unpredictable.”37  
Vagabonds are those humiliated in their exclusion from the tourist class, and the 
manifold options which that entails. Yet, Bauman is clear that what is at stake is not 
necessarily hunger or grinding poverty, but instead humiliation and loneliness.38 With the 
collapse of community and solids, and the rise of hyper-individualism, all are cast into 
the world alone. Therefore, “[w]hatever happens to an individual will be retrospectively 
interpreted as another confirmation of the individual’s sole and inalienable responsibility 
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for their individual plight: adversities as much as successes.39 Bauman turns to identity 
here, in that humanity’s role as individual finds ultimate meaning and value in social 
recognition. The liquid modern life strategy is acquiring respect and validation through 
individual choices, successes, purchases, and accrued experiences, so life practice or 
identity must be fluid. This is easier for the tourist (but never guaranteed) who can meet 
the challenge. For the vagabonds who are excluded and can never attain the continual 
acceptance of social validation there is only a chain of shame leading to self-hatred: 
The shame of humiliation breeds self-contempt and self-hatred, which tend to 
overwhelm us once we realize how weak, indeed impotent, we are when we 
attempt to hold fast to the identity of our choice, to our place in the community 
we respect and cherish, and to the kind of life we dearly wish to be ours for a long 
time to come- once we find out how frail our identity is, how vulnerable and 
unsteady are our a past achievements, and how uncertain our future must be in 
view of the magnitude of the daily challenges we face.40 
Liquid modern life for both tourist and vagabond is one of insecurity and fear of being 
socially excluded combined with a complete dislocation from fixed identity, place, and 
meaning. In the growing divide of inequality the tourist continues to find ethical non-
places to avoid contact with the vagabond, and the stranger. 
 
Pilgrims with the Tourist and Vagabond 
 Robinson, Taylor, and Tidball have all made the observation that the church in 
liquid modernity has much to offer the mobile tourist type, but especially from a pilgrim 
orientation.41 Their destination-less, harried search for non-sticky identities is counter to 
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the gospel that beckons all to a truly human community and identity rooted in God. Being 
a fellow traveler allows for the pilgrim to incarnationally offer the tourist a better way, 
full of hope, meaning, direction, and communitas. Specifically a pilgrim missional 
community offers the communitas of the existential liquid modern road in support, 
service, hospitality, and compassionate love. Furthermore, the pilgrim can be a fellow 
spiritual companion and guide.42 The pilgrim community is incarnationally near the 
tourist but also different and unique, both being sent out towards and drawing in the 
tourist (centrifugal and centripetal).  
 Bauman also observes the difference in pilgrims, tourists, and vagabonds. For 
Bauman, pilgrims are “identity builders” whom need and create a world that “must be 
orderly, determined, predictable, insured, but above all, it must be a kind of world in 
which footprints are engraved for good, so that the trace and record of the past travels are 
kept and preserved.”43 However, the individualist, consumerist, liquid world is “not 
hospitable to pilgrims anymore.”44 This take on pilgrims can be read as a critique of the 
stasis and power of Christendom melting away. Still, it is a keen observation of 
juxtaposition between liquid modernity and religion in general, where for instance 
Christianity creates fixed and sure identity. Bauman misses a full understanding of a 1 
Peter concept of pilgrim and exile, where hope and security are fixed in faith in God, and 
the world to come, not simply in the past or in man-made structures.45 As seen, true 
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pilgrims are on the margins, radical, open to risk and adventure, and mobile. Still, one 
can develop Bauman’s juxtaposition within the concept of identity, and the importance of 
a deeper understanding of identity in liquid modernity. In the best ways, pilgrims join 
tourists and vagabonds in their mobility, searching, and liquidity, but offer a better 
identity, one grounded in hope, purpose, satisfaction, and moral responsibility. 
 A pilgrim identity is also a critique of the ethical failures, and injustices imposed 
on the world by the tourist system. Bauman explains the core of inequality, injustice, and 
domination by tourists: 
People who move and act faster, who come nearest to the momentariness of 
movement, are now the people who rule. And it is the people who cannot moves 
as quickly, and more conspicuously yet the category of people who cannot at will 
leave their place at all, who are ruled. Domination consists in one’s own capacity 
to escape, to disengage, to ‘be elsewhere,’ and the right to decide the speed with 
which all that is done – while simultaneously stripping the people on the 
dominated side of their ability to arrest or constrain their moves or slow them 
down.46 
Walking with postmodern tourists and vagabonds, the pilgrimage allows for the collapse 
of the moral gap, and the closing of avoidance, as all pilgrims must inhabit the same 
moral and ethical space. Pilgrims chose intentional marginalization, they choose to 
become strangers themselves. This allows for the pilgrim to identify particularly with the 
marginalized vagabond type. On pilgrimage all are the same, smelly and tired; class, 
political, racial, and ethnic divides are melted away. Also, the pilgrimage beckons the 
tourist and vagabond together towards a destination and to unexpectedly encounter God 
and the community of Christ on the journey. As such, a pilgrim comes alongside the 
tourist and vagabond, incarnationally, to walk alongside them, sharing in their suffering 
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and hardships. In times of fear and insecurity where the stranger is met with skepticism 
and avoidance, a pilgrim community offers welcome and hospitality. A pilgrim missional 
community is particularly sensitive towards and always embracing the vagabond. 
Christianity calls for ethical communities that are the kind of communities that are 
morally responsible, one for the other and the world, that Bauman laments are but lost in 
liquid modernity. The pilgrim is also a bridge between the tourist and the vagabond, 
helping to create community where both encounter each other. 
 
Christian Identity 
 Still, what is Christian identity? It cannot simply mean a cultural or national 
Christian significance. Nor can it be a kind of weak, anything goes ambiguous sort of 
spirituality. Christians choose a shifting identity, and one that is in flux from their former 
selves in slavery to sin, towards a new self in slavery to Christ (Rom 6). Paul in Galatians 
2:20 explains ultimate Christian identity as that of Christ living in the Christian: 
I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in 
me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, 
who loved me and delivered Himself up for me.  
In this sense, much like the decentered, shifting identity of the liquid tourist, Christians 
also experience a de-centered identity. However, this is a different decentering. It is a 
decentering where being more in Christ, leads to true life and true human identity. In 
contrast, this transitioning identity, is into the stable identity of Christ and towards an 
ultimate consummated perfection in that identity. Still, it is an identity that is not yet fully 
realized, the Christian journeys in a liminal sense toward a transformed identity that 
perhaps cannot be fully understood. Grenz see this identity further wrapped in the 
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relational love of the triune God, which then spills out into the ecclesiastical 
community.47 Part of being Christ is being in community. This is a pilgrim identity, 
wandering with and for Christ in community, to be transformed like Christ, with the faith 
of arriving in the final salvific glory of Christ. This is a true Christian identity, to have 
Christ in oneself, thus it is crucial that pilgrims point both the tourist and the vagabond 
towards an explicit relationship and identity in Christ.  
 
Together Through the Liminal 
 The postmodern reality is of being caught up in uncertainty and transition. 
Thomassen conveys “the contemporary world has problematically incorporated liminality 
at its core.”48 Bauman also views liquid modernity as a liminal. With the rise of 
individualism and ever-changing identities, the on the move tourist and vagabond are 
constantly betwixt and between. They never arrive. The collapse of time and space into 
the instantaneous yet never satisfying is “a liminal condition in the history of time – what 
seems to be, at its present stage, that history’s ultimate tendency.”49 Moreover, Bauman 
portrays liquid modernity as people “cast in to a condition of ‘liminal drift,’ and they 
don’t know and cannot know whether it is transitory or permanent… a gnawing sense of 
the transience, indefiniteness and provisional nature of any settlement.”50 Heightening the 
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reality of the vagabonds, Bauman observes “[t]he underclass is, however, also a liminal 
category at the extreme” whom must perpetually face a “bottomless black hole.”51  
 Harkening to the reality of pilgrimage as liminoid, that which is entered into 
voluntarily and following after the suffering Christ; pilgrim identity allows for 
communities in mission to also enter into the liminal phase of liquid modernity. This is a 
further opportunity for incarnational witness. Mission is liminality into the bottomless pit 
of the vagabond and the consumptive dislocation of the tourist. Yet, in that incarnation, it 
is identity, community, and destination which are offered that help to end perpetual 
psychological and spiritual nomadism. The pilgrim comes along both the eternally 
liminal tourist and vagabond, yet through the force of a better identity and community in 
God and for others offers gospel identity. At the same time, a pilgrim community in a 
liminal time has the freedom and flexibility to learn, imagine, and create new forms of 
community and mission, as it journeys with, listens to, the tourist and the vagabond. A 
liminal pilgrim-missional community has not fully arrived, it learns and adapts for the 
other, sending out new endeavors and communities in pilgrim-incarnational-service.  
This liminal situation can be conceived as a time of pilgrimage for the church in 
the West, a time of hardship, but self-discovery in God, arriving at a new ancient-future 
destination with and for the world. The church in liquid modern Spain faces the melting 
of religious institutions, a general exhausting with Christendom, and isolated and 
misguided yet expressive individualism. The experience of Spanish youth is liminal, 
constantly moving, never arriving, caught in the typologies of tourist or vagabond. Their 
liquid modern liminal experience is never ending, a dizzying array of changing 
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experiences, relationships, and identities, all lacking in ultimate meaning. Perhaps a 
church facing a liminal experience can accompany a society equally confused by the 
rapid pace of change and direction. 
 
Collapse of Community 
 Loneliness is a key aspect of liquid modernity where false community has 
replaced the structural bonds of responsibility, ethics, and love. Bauman asserts that 
relationship and community are now whim to choice, fashion, imagined communities, 
superficiality, and demystification of love and sex.52 The rise of the technological-
networked society accelerates this. Bauman explains “[t]he purpose of making sounds 
and tapping messages is no longer to submit the innards of the soul to the partner’s 
inspection and approval … [t]he words voiced or typed no longer struggle to report the 
voyage of spiritual discovery.”53 For the vagabond exclusion from community is 
particularly devastating because it is “not merely an absence of community, it is the sheer 
impossibility of community” and with that “the impossibility of humanity- because it is 
only through a network of communities, holding the rights to accord and to endorse 
socially legible and respected identity, that humanity may be entered.”54 
 Bauman turns to Turner and communitas. Bauman believes that it is communitas 
as liberating, egalitarian, mutual, partnership, unstructured, a sodality which is found 
ultimately in anarchy against formal structure.55 That is to say, in agreement with the 
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primitive sodalic church filled with the unifying and empowering Holy Spirit, that true 
community is never forced or structured. This is the remedy for the collapse of 
community, communitas which is the grounds for any moral economy: 
The survival and well being of communitas (and so, indirectly, of societas as 
well) depend on human imagination, inventiveness and courage in breaking the 
routine and trying untried ways. They depend, in other words, on the human 
ability to live with risk and accept responsibility for the consequences. It is these 
abilities that are the supports for the ‘moral economy’- mutual care and help, 
living for the other, weaving the tissue of human commitments, fastening and 
servicing interhuman bonds, translating rights into obligations, sharing 
responsibility for everyone’s fortune and welfare- indispensable for plugging the 
holes pierced and stemming the floods released by the forever inconclusive 
enterprise of structuration.56 
 What Bauman describes is a kind of community echoed in Taylor’s network of 
agape, the communal focus of the primitive church, and the hope of community found in 
pilgrimage, and missional-monastic community. It is the koinonia possible in the 
Christian missional community. Furthermore, pilgrim people journeying together with 
the tourist and vagabond share in the liminality of the road. In the both the liminality of 
the Christian pilgrim spiritual-contemplative-missional experience, and in the liminal 
experience within liquid modernity, a pilgrim community can usher in communitas. This 
is a communitas born out of mission, marginalization, hardship, joy, and unity in 
journeying towards God. It welcomes the tourist and vagabond, as they too are invited to 
walk in the pilgrim identity together. They are invited into communitas of the road and 
the Spirit, to eat together and find rest. Moreover, it shares in the exclusions, frustrations, 
hardships, and even loneliness of liquid modern life. Communitas breaks in through the 
unstructured sodality of liminality in pilgrimage. Missional community can come from a 
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pilgrim journey that is marginal, from the fringe, and is ultimately unstructured, flat, 
egalitarian, and sodality. Perhaps this kind of pilgrim ethos community is what liquid 
modern Spaniards are searching. 
 
A Pilgrim People in Community and Mission: Hope, Identity, and Communitas 
 In connection with Bauman’s view of mobility, the pilgrim metaphor offers 
significant opportunities to both re-imagine the church and its relation to post-
Christendom Europe, as well as mission. Especially, the pilgrim identity, rooted in 
scripture, focused on mission, and spiritually robust tackles the real psychological and 
physical damages in liquid modernity. The pilgrim community is thus a fellow traveler 
with the tourist and vagabond, offering identity, community, hope, justice, reconciliation, 
moral responsibility, and ultimately meaning and purpose in Christ. Furthermore, it 
addresses the plight of liquid modernity as liminal, by also assuming a 1 Peter exilic, 
pilgrim, wandering identity.  
 The practice and identity of pilgrimage and mission are ripe for continuing 
development within liquid modern Spain, where the church is no longer the center, the 
maps are not fully written, and no one is sure how to arrive. Robinson assures: “To 
reinvent the Church, to discover a new paradigm for its life and witness, will require the 
kind of extravagant passion that only comes when mission and pilgrimage are bound 
together in an embrace of expectant hope.”57 As missional communities struggle with 
how to reach an ever changing society with the love of Christ, they can find solace and 
hope in the reality that there are in fact following a 1 Peter pilgrim model that seeks after 
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Christ in mission, knowing that they will one day arrive. As Power comments, a pilgrim 
community only needs support for the road and a final destination, the rest is already the 
responsibility of the Triune missionary sending Father, the pilgrim Son, and the binding 
communal unity of the Holy Spirit.58 
The melting of the church in liquid Spain means two important social imaginaries 
predominate young Spaniard thinking on Christianity. One is the complete distrust and 
antagonism towards the past abuses of Christendom. A pilgrim community comes in 
weakness, voluntary marginalization, service and bearing the incarnational weight of a 
wandering, suffering, sacrificing savior. It is a critique itself as pilgrim against the social 
imaginaries of power and control. Second, with the melting of solids Spaniards no longer 
look to the church as a final source of spiritual guidance. There is still a spiritual hunger, 
but many build an individualistic pastiche belief system. A pilgrim missional community 
comes along the seeker, welcoming them into community, offering support and company, 
seeking truth and meaning together as fellow travelers.
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CONCLUSION: 
TOWARDS MONASTIC-MISSIONAL-PILGRIM COMMUNITIES IN PRACTICE 
 
“Stand by the ways and see and ask for the ancient paths, where the good way is, and 
walk in it; and you shall find rest for you souls.”- Jeremiah 6:16 
 
Summary 
The 2012 World Council of Churches document “Together Towards Life: 
Mission and Evangelism in Changing Landscapes” affirms many of the missional, 
monastic, pilgrim themes that are developed throughout the literature wrestling with what 
mission means in liquid modernity. The document develops four key missiological 
themes:  
1. Spirit of Mission: Breath of Life deals with the role of the Triune God and 
specifically the Holy Spirit in mission, and calls for the church to embrace a 
transformative mission spirituality. 
2. Spirit of Liberation: Mission from the Margins calls for mission to come from 
weakness and marginalization to struggle for justice, healing, and wholeness. 
3. Spirit of Community: Church on the Move speaks of the God empowered, 
unified community of like-minded serving missionaries that exists for 
mission. 
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4. Spirit of Pentecost: Good News for All urges the “communication of the 
whole gospel to the whole of humanity in the whole world” through 
evangelism that is sensitive, humble, and culturally appropriate.1 
A definition of the called out community of God’s people is offered as: “The church is 
called to be a diaconal community manifesting the power of service over the power of 
domination, enabling and nurturing possibilities for life, and witnessing to God’s 
transforming grace through acts of service that hold forth the promise of God’s reign.”2 
Mission Shaped Church argues for communities that are focused on God as Trinity, 
incarnational, transformational, disciple-making, and relational.3 What continues to 
emerge for liquid modernity is the need of missional community rooted in contemplative 
spirituality and pilgrim identity. 
Jesus came as a wandering, pilgrim missionary. He came in powerlessness, from 
the margins in order to en-flesh the love of God, proclaiming the good news and healing 
the sick, ultimately to take a liminal stance of suffering in death, to emerge as the savior 
of the world, and then called all humanity to follow him and do the same. A church, or 
Christian community who consequently finds identity solely in Christ (Gal 2:20), as 
opposed to the social imaginaries of modernism or liquid modernism, will thus form 
identity as missionary and/or pilgrim. The missionary, the monastic, and the pilgrim in 
some way or another are centered on this reality of following Christ. It is not surprising 
that consistent themes develop between the three. All are called by God to participate in 
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the missional koinonia. They develop the outflow of their call from deep spiritual 
communitas and divine encounter with the Triune missionary God. They follow along the 
1 Peter call to identity as entering a liminal self-exilic orientation, living radically in 
witness for the world. Missionary, monastic, and pilgrim also offer a constant critique of 
a church that loses its essential mission focus, and a further critique and differentiation of 
pagan culture and its false gods. Thus, monastic-missional-pilgrim communities present a 
starting point for beginning spiritual movements in a culture that is both nominal and 
pagan; what is more, it is a remedy to the societal milieu that pagans and nominals find 
themselves in, namely liquid modernity. These types of communities furthermore are 
highly contextual and incarnational in Spanish culture. This dissertation calls for 
monastic-missional-pilgrim communities as the starting point for spiritual multiplying 
movements amongst Spanish university students.  
 
Monastic Missional Pilgrim Communities in Spain 
Missional Communitas 
Missional community understands that all Christians are called as missionaries, 
yet importantly none are called alone. A community or a church is at its core a reflection 
of the communal, Triune God in mission. Thus, community is essential for mission. 
There is a special communitas that emerges form a group of people committed to and 
unified in common mission, all the more when indwelt by the empowering Holy Spirit. 
This communitas strengthens the community for the sending out, but also serves as the 
attractional love that draws others, friends and strangers, into fellowship. It strengthens 
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the community in liquid modernity to accomplish its missionary task in inacarnating the 
gospel. 
 As a hospitable and incarnational community that is open to all, practicing beats 
of centrifugal and centripetal holistic mission focused on proclamation, service, 
hospitality, and justice, it allows for the gospel to be communicated in Spain. For one, it 
allows confianza to be built in a context of community, where Spaniards with their focus 
on family and tight friendships will feel more comfortable. Skeptical Spaniards can gain 
confianza in a Christian community that loves and serves first and foremost in the 
outflow of communal love; therefore opening up the opportunity for communicating the 
gospel and changing perceptions. Moreover, as Spanish students come to know Jesus and 
the community of faith, it allows them to seamlessly transition into a natural cultural 
context of a new spiritual family. As Spaniards are highly relational, but highly skeptical 
of metanarratives and institutions, a community and relational focus of welcome and 
hospitality is essential. In short, Spaniards come to know Christ and the gospel and begin 
following him in community. Evangelism and discipleship are rooted in community. 
 The loose, creative, and flexible missional community structure also allows for 
Spaniards, who are spiritually seeking but disenchanted with the institutional church, to 
connect. They are looking for a de-institutionalized faith and to form a part of deep 
Christian community. They are looking for a post-Christendom expression of following 
Jesus that is outside of perceived structures of oppression and control. In a liquid modern 
world they are looking for a liquid church. Missional community in Spain thus needs to 
be “surfing the edges of liminality, tasting the freedom of noninstitutional religious 
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service.”4 In this sense, it needs to be a pilgrim missional community, freed to wander, 
experiment and listen, while welcoming in other wanderers, seekers, and spiritual 
refugees into the communitas of the life journey. Still, this must happen in the context of 
a community that centers value on community and mission above organization and 
control. Ward talks about the need for liquid church to meet the needs of liquid modern 
people, that which is informal, relational, flexible, focused on mission and spiritual 
activity (not buildings), and ultimately community based.5  
 Communitas in mission thus also allows for the possibility of recreating the 
passion and intentionality of a movement (like the primitive church) in liquid modern 
Spain. Movement is a group of people passionately pursuing a common goal or mission. 
Communitas emboldens a group of like-minded missionaries (in this case to reach their 
university or city) to passionately and radically pursue adventure with each other and 
with God. To then step out in faith and risk, trusting the missionary God to help fulfill 
their specific goal. At the same time the flexible, open community structure spreads the 
movement through contagious commitment and the ability to multiply into new 
communities. 
 
Monastic Pilgrim Mysticism 
 Focusing key elements of community spirituality on monasticism, particularly 
within Spanish history and tradition (Discalced Carmelites) intersects with the Catholic 
identity of Spain. In Spain where many are still searching, and attempt to construct 
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meaningful spirituality, monastic spirituality is attractive and can serve as a signpost for 
many to truly encounter Jesus Christ. This type of spiritual practice allows for discovery 
together in a pilgrim model. It is more of an experiential spirituality, but it is also one that 
focuses on the whole human, interrupting the bombardment of messages, desires, images, 
and simulacra with a contemplative and intentional life focus. Pilgrimage as spiritual 
formation within postmodernity also offer a key contemplative and active avenue for 
many to encounter faith in God through community. Monasticism and pilgrimage in the 
Spanish context allow for key connection points for Catholic students (practicing or not) 
to reclaim the positive elements of their spiritual history in order to renew and grown 
themselves spiritually. 
 The monastic community rooted in contemplative spirituality becomes the 
seedbed for an activist faith. New Monasticism, for instance, has become some of the 
forefront of Christian activist movements of justice, racial reconciliation, peace, and the 
fight against poverty, just as the Discalced Carmelites and Celtic monks did before them. 
Contemplative spirituality centers on intentionally knowing the heart of God and then 
putting into practice his love for the world. Likewise in liquid modern Spain, where 
Spanish university students need to witness the incarnational integrity of Christians in 
order to gain confianza, an activist faith rooted in love for neighbor, working for justice 
and healing, is an important witness to the power of the gospel. In short, a monastic 
contemplative focus also forms the core of a healthy spiritual missional movement.  
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Pilgrim Principle 
Truly missional and innovative spiritual movements come from a pilgrim 
mentality that embraces entering a liminal situation to create a movement that will flow 
outwards in vitality.6 They embrace faith risk and missional adventure stepping out and 
trusting God to show up. Missional communities in Spain must embrace their liminal, 
exilic, 1 Peter pilgrim identity to create new spaces for growing the kingdom in Spain. 
Post-Christendom Spain is in need of new ways and metaphors to understand and 
imagine the people of God, to journey with tourists and vagabonds, but to remain a sign 
of integrity for a Jesus focused identity and community. A pilgrim people will not be 
happy with settling, but will always be comfortable with their liminal reality of having 
not yet arrived. In a sense this is the missionary identity for a liquid modern world, 
always seeking God, always searching new frontiers of the gospel, and new challenges 
for the kingdom, trusting that a final home awaits. True identity is rooted in the pilgrim 
missionary Christ. 
A pilgrim people come from the margins, and like Jesus incarnate love in 
powerlessness, humility and service. They do not rely on ready answers, or power, or 
gimmicks, but instead in a liquid modern skeptical time, make themselves available as 
fellow travelers, in love and patience. They are liquid against the power structures of 
Christendom, and the metanarratives of modernity. At the same time, they are a critique 
of the tourist consumptive mentality, and the exclusion of the vagabond. A pilgrim walks 
incarnationally but offers alternatives to the primary modes of liquid modern life, in a 
humble spirit. Yet, they are still different, called out, set apart and in union with Christ, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Frost, Exiles, 154. 
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and as such are also an activist people, living counter to the times, speaking up for justice 
and for the oppressed. 
 
In Practice 
 Smith points out that while the possibilities for highly committed monastic 
missional communities are exciting, it is rare that many are able to fully participate in that 
kind of intensive, radically committed community.7 In other words, the high levels of 
communal and spiritual commitment could be a barrier for university students who have 
other important obligations. There must be a balance that allows for a commitment level 
that is conducive to everyday life, and also remains open and flexible. Of course, 
monastic-missional-pilgrim communities of very high levels of commitment and 
radicalness could still be a starting point for full time mission teams. Still, for most, 
including Spanish university students the level of commitment will have to be adjusted. 
Moreover, the missional movement has heightened the need for community and 
structures that are lay led, simple, flexible and involve the full body of Christ, not just the 
professional missionary.8 That is not to say that university students should not be 
committed or radical in their following of Christ, it is simply that a truly practical and 
applicable mode for being a missional community must be found that fit everyday life. 
The following elaborates on some practical applications for missional communities in 
campus ministry in Spain. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Luther E. Smith, Jr. Intimacy and Mission: Intentional Community as Crucible for Radical 
Discipleship (Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 1994) 166-167. Smith notes that the radical call of Christian 
mission and community can overwhelm, and argues true Christianity calls for gradual “modest proposals” 
that allow all to serve where they can as they are prepared in that moment. 
 
8 Frost, Exiles, 139-140. 
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Missional Community 
 There should be intentional formation of communities that have a clear identity as 
Christian, missionary, and pilgrim. Each community should either have a specific mission 
together or be the community support for each member with a mission. Each community 
is open and flexible with shared leadership and responsibility. It attempts to be the church 
on campus that is de-institutionalized and non-denominational. It is incarnational in 
integrity, proximity, presence, and in en-fleshing the gospel. All seekers, or Christians of 
various levels of commitment, Catholic or Protestant are welcome. Unity is focused on 
the mutuality of the community, the historic Apostle’s Creed, and in the Triune God. The 
community must be hospitable, sharing times of food and celebration with other students. 
Yet, it must also be a serving community that also reaches out to the vagabonds of 
society. For instance, taking food to the homeless, or raising money and supplies for 
humanitarian projects. Evangelistic efforts are also important, but centered on 
community, food, and celebration, like in the Alpha course.9 Effort is made to launch and 
begin new communities to witness to more students within the university context. A 
missionary sense of seeking new frontiers is important. Here there should be a focus on 
being missional, on stepping out in faith in adventure, and trusting God to show up in 
mission. This is the core of starting mission and movement, trusting God for fruit and 
multiplication, and taking action. 
 It is important to spend time developing the communitas of any missional 
community. Time must be spent eating together, learning, celebrating, serving one 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Alpha Course, “Home,” Alpha Website, accessed December 27, 2014, http://www.alpha.org/. 
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another, studying the bible, and of course practicing monastic rhythms and pilgrimage. In 
summary, missional communities are built around rhythms of Up (relationship to God), 
Out (mission to those outside the community, and In (service to and development of the 
community itself). 
 
Monastic 
 Unity in community and compassion in mission come from a proper relationship 
towards and understanding of one’s identity in Jesus. Spiritual formation should be 
rooted in contemplative practices. Students need to root their mission and community in 
prayer and other spiritual disciplines so that love flowing out in mission and community 
is located firstly in love for God. This will further connect well to Catholic students who 
can identify with these ancient-future spiritual traditions. Movements that step out in 
adventure and liminality to encounter God in mission, must be rooted in a deep 
contemplative spirituality, so that the power of the movement is contained in a deep love 
and knowledge of God. 
Contemplative spiritual practices are also open to non-believing students and 
would include worship, active listening, silence, meditation, lectio divina, Taizé, and 
even retreats to local monasteries. The community should not attempt to keep their 
spiritual practices as private, or something separated from non-Christians. Instead, they 
should share them as holistic practices that lead to healing, peace, sanctuary against 
postmodernity’s rapid consumption of desire and superficiality, and ultimately truly 
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knowing God. The Kreiders argue that New Testament Christian worship was accessible 
and open to outsiders, and should even more so in post-Christendom.10  
 
Pilgrimage 
 To develop contemplative spirituality further, facilitate spiritual formation and 
mission, and to intensify the pilgrim identity there should be regular rhythms of 
pilgrimage for each community. Each summer or Holy Week members can walk the Way 
of Saint James either together as a community, as a mission, in smaller groups with 
seekers, or alone as a personal time of spiritual reflection. There are also opportunities to 
spend time in mission serving at a Christian albergue donativo (free hostel for pilgrims) 
ministering to pilgrims. The Pilgrim’s Fountain (La Fuente del Peregrino) is one such 
pilgrim’s hostel that is run by the evangelical ministry Agape, and serves to share the 
love of Christ with pilgrims in radical hospitality and incarnational spiritual support.11 
There should be careful attention to debrief these “laboratory” experiences on The Way, 
as lessons for the everyday mission in service, hospitality, community, and seeking after 
God. 
 
Rule of Life 
 Each community, like the monastics, can work on developing their own rule of 
life together in community. The Spanish student ministry Q Cristianos Universitarios 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Alan Kreider and Eleanor Kreider, Worship and Mission After Christendom (Milton Keynes: 
Paternoster, 2009), 87, 232-247. 
 
11 La Fuente del Peregrino, “About Us,” La Fuente del Peregrino Website, accessed December 20, 
2014, http://lafuentedelperegrino.com/en/fuente/quienes-somos/.  
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creates a similar template for students by calling each to have a mission, a community, 
and to be growing in their faith.12 Within this framework, students can covenant through 
missional-monastic-pilgrim values to develop a rule of life that fits within their context. 
A possible example follows as: 
1. everyday prayer and bible reflection 
2. commitment to meet with at least one member of the community weekly 
3. weekly invitation of a non-Christian friend to dinner each week, hospitality 
4. participate in monthly mission of sharing food with the homeless 
5. commitment to weekly missional community meeting 
6. attitude of service and love towards all members of the community 
7. attitude of compassion, hospitality, and love towards all strangers 
8. yearly week long pilgrimage on the Way of Saint James.13 
 
Evangelism 
 There are often two extremes of ministry application within postmodern settings. 
One is to intensify the proclamation of the gospel. The other is to focus on good deeds, 
and become almost underground Christians, afraid and nervous to even identify with 
Christ. This dissertation argues that the community become the primary mode of 
evangelism. As Spanish are communal seeking but liquid modern skeptics they will need 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Q Cristianos Universitarios, “¿Qué es Q?,” Q Website, accessed December 28, 2014 
http://cristianosuniversitarios.org/que-es-q. 
 
13 Other examples of Protestant and ecumenical spiritual community rules are: Iona Community, 
“The Rule,” Iona Community Website, accessed March 13, 2015, http://iona.org.uk/movement/the-rule/. 
Northumbria Community, “Our Rule of Life,” Northumbria Community Website, accessed March 13, 
2015, http://www.northumbriacommunity.org/who-we-are/our-rule-of-life.  
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to hear and experience the gospel. They need to, in many cases, belong before believing. 
They will need to see incarnational integrity and also experience the love of the gospel 
centered community. This would be against many past Western models of evangelism 
which make evangelism a particular moment in time, and individualistic, one on one 
focused, simply the transfer of intellectual knowledge. Spanish students enter into 
relationship with Jesus through entering into and participating in Christian missional 
communities (groups). What is more, they will also grow in their faith and follow Jesus 
in group and community. This is not to say that believing students should not be prepared 
to share their faith, or even seek out those opportunities, but that these activities still need 
to take place within authentic, contagious relationships, trust, and community. Above all 
the incarnational integrity of the community must be exemplary.  
 The missional-incarnational practice of prevenience or trusting the leading of the 
Holy Spirit and being prepared to act or speak at the right time in the right situation for 
the sake of the gospel.14 One should be ever listening within the lives and situations of 
non-Christians for the correct time to not only proclaim the good news, but also to 
comfort and to listen. This of course precludes an incarnational approach to ministry that 
means being close to and spending time with non-Christians. A pilgrim people do not 
stand preaching to strangers, but come alongside to guide, care for, and accompany those 
in need of the gospel. Once again the pilgrim identity offer key application for ministry in 
liquid modernity. Evangelistic proclamation needs to be in word and deed, essentially 
holistic. Furthermore, it must be contextual to the Spanish liquid modern mindset. Everts 
and Schaupp in researching postmodern students who became Christians found that most 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Alan Hirsch and Debra Hirsch, Untamed: Reactivating a Missional Form of Discipleship 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2010), 242-244. 
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passed through five key thresholds: trusting a Christian, becoming curious, opening up to 
change, seeking after God, and finally entering the kingdom.15 Within the context of 
these thresholds many conversations about the gospel are needed, but also a relational 
context.  
 
Conclusion: Towards Missional Movements 
 The above practical applications are suggestions for beginning and growing 
multiplying spiritual movements among university students in Spain. It is the answer to 
the question: what kind of strategy can address the resistance of Spanish students to the 
gospel and help start multiplying movements? The reality is that a true pilgrim 
community empowered by and following the Holy Spirit in a liminal, liquid modern 
setting could arrive at many various incarnations of missional community. Missional 
literature is replete with creative and imaginative practices, focuses, modes, and 
lifestyles. Our great creative and diverse Triune God seems to have left within his Word 
and throughout the diverse cultures and settings of the world a myriad of expressions for 
mission and community. Therefore, this dissertation ultimately hopes that whatever 
expression of missional community that takes hold within liquid modern Spain will 
simply faithfully follow the core biblical signposts trusting that stepping out in missional-
pilgrimage in the power of the Holy Spirit will lead to an exciting adventure, together in 
mission. The dissertation argues that monastic-missional-pilgrim communities have 
various answers to the questions of liquid modernity.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Don Everts and Doug Schaupp, I Once Was Lost: What Postmodern Skeptics Taught Us About 
Their Path to Jesus (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2008). 
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At the core of the missional movement is every Christian would recover a sense 
of their call as a missionary, sent by God to the world, whether across an ocean or to the 
student sitting across the aisle. Historically, movements of these types of missionaries in 
community have shared the gospel, changed lives and cultures, and grown the church. 
These movements have all followed in the steps of the movement started by Jesus, in a 
passion for God, love for neighbor, and a mission to change the world. Christian 
movements follow the characteristics of deep contagious community, commitment to a 
mission, an encounter with God, mobilization, and incarnational ethos.16 This dissertation 
argues that within community the missional, the monastic, and the pilgrim modes create 
fertile ground for these types of dynamic movements within the context of university 
students in Spain. As such, here are the final missional signposts for liquid modern Spain 
that can aid in forming multiplying Christian movements: 
1. contemplative spirituality that grows in God’s love, creating  
2. missional community that is incarnational, hospitable, relational, intentional, and 
justice seeking 
3. rooted in the identity of the missionary communitas that is called to participate in 
the mission of God’s love to all people 
4. practicing the spiritual discipline of pilgrimage 
5. and adopting a pilgrim identity, of a wandering and powerless called out people, 
journeying towards God, and blessing all along the way 
6. operating with a pilgrim-missionary heart, trusting God by stepping out in faith 
into a great adventure and inviting others along. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Addison, Movements that Change the World.  
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